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Foreword

The photographs in this book combine beauty
and scientific relevance. The characteristics of
the galaxies, nebulae and other objects shown
have been determined by the physical laws which
govern their destiny, but the resulting shapes and
colours have a profound aesthetic appeal.
Astronomical research has begun to give us
some idea as to how the Universe evolved. Starting from a condition of extremely high density
and temperature, an expanding Universe originated some twenty thousand million years ago.
What preceded this stage is beyond the limits
of our knowledge. In this expanding Universe
multitudes of stars and galaxies formed. Studying them in detail allows us to push the limits
of our knowledge even further back in space and
time, and thereby to come closer to the mysterious moment of the origin of the Universe. Along
the way we may also learn much about physics
under conditions very different from those encountered on earth.

Many questions remain to be answered. How
did the galaxies form? How did our solar system
originate? No one can answer the former question with confidence, while only preliminary
ideas have been developed about the latter. The
detailed study of the objects shown in this book
should help us to search for more definite answers.

The photographs that appear in this book
have been taken with the telescopes of ESO, the
European Southern Observatory, a cooperative
venture of eight countries, Belgium, Denmark,
France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden and Switzerland. ESO's telescopes are located at La Silla, a 2400 meter high mountain
in the Atacama desert in northern Chile, where
the skies are of an extraordinary purity and
transparency. The ESO Headquarters for research and technological development is in
Garching near Miinchen. This book demonstrates
the fruits of international cooperation in science.
L. Woltjer

Director General of ESO
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Introduction

If you ever fly from Europe to South America,
the chances that the person in the seat next to
you is an astronomer may be larger than you
think. A little less than half of the world's 6000
professional astronomers live in Europe and
many of them regularly travel to the South. The
goal of their journey lies in the dry Atacama
desert, more than 600 km north of Santiago de
Chile, under the splendid southern sky. Here
they stay at the ESO La Silla Observatory, days
or months at a time, scrutinizing the Universe
with the most powerful astronomical instruments available.
The creation of the European Southern Observatory in 1962 has had a profound impact
upon European astronomy. With the support of
8 member countries, it has stimulated coIIaboration among astronomers in Europe and abroad,
and has undertaken several major projects advancing astronomical science and technology.
Many discoveries, and significant progress in
various astronomical fields, have been achieved
at ESO. Astronomy may be one of the oldest
sciences, but in many respects it is also one of
the most modern. Gone are the days when the
astronomer gazed through his telescope and told
the world about his visual impressions. High
technology has taken over, so that the maximum
amount of information can be obtained during
the precious observing time. In order to penetrate deeper into the mysteries of the Universe,
the modern astronomer must work efficiently
and with extremely sophisticated instruments.

The outcome of all these efforts can be found
in professional journals and occasionally in the
media, whenever a new, exciting discovery is
made. The overall picture becomes available
much later to the public and, due to the high
degree of specialization, also to many of the professional astronomers.
This book does not attempt to evaluate in
detail the front-line research that is done at La
Silla, nor does it claim to give an evenly balanced
account of modern astronomy. The present approach is different, not to say unusual. The idea
has been to look over the shoulders of the astronomers and to select some of the impressive images of astronomical objects that have been obtained during the past 10 years at the ESO observatory. To explain briefly why these pictures are
interesting, and to remind ourselves - not the
least the professional astronomers - about the
extraordinary beauty of the southern sky. Our
aim is to describe the multitude of phenomena
that we witness in the Milky Way and in other
galaxies, and thereby to give a kaleidoscopic
view of modern astronomical research.
Many of the illustrations in this book are
based on photographs, but others have been obtained with modern detectors. Photography and
astronomy have always been close companions
and they have had a profound impact on each
other. The very term "photography" was first
introduced by the English astronomer John
Herschel and there are numerous examples of
how the repeated demands by astronomers for
better and faster emulsions have stimulated photochemical research and led to the availability
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of new and better photographic products on the
amateur market. Likewise, the need to observe
fainter and fainter objects has challenged the ingenuity of engineers in the fields of semiconductors, optics and electronics, and has also substantially contributed to the development of efficient
image-processing software. Indeed, many of the
innovations that have been made at ESO in these
fields have been taken over in other disciplines
and by European industry.
This book is a picture book and is meant
to be used as such. Why not first have a look
at the two hundred Plates of southern celestial
objects and fields? Enjoy the beauty of these images, many of which have not been included before in a popular book. The reader who wants
to know more will find the details in the text
and the Figures. Note also the "Guide to this
Book", the Glossary, the List of Plate Data and
the Indexes which contain much supplementary
information. It is hoped that the complete documentation will render this book useful, not only
to the interested layman, but also to the dedicated amateur astronomer and perhaps even to
our professional colleagues.

A Guide to this Book

The photographs in this book can be enjoyed
without knowledge of their provenance, but
readers who want to know more will find detailed documentation in the List of Plate Data
on page 263. A Glossary (page 257ff.) explains
many of the astronomical terms in the text. Individual objects can be found easily with the help
of the Indexes (page 271 ff.).
In what follows, further information is given
about some basic features of this book and the
pictures therein.

With very few exceptions, all illustrations in
Chapters 1-3 are reproductions of original exposures that were made with telescopes at the ESO
La Silla Observatory. Most of them were obtained photographically, but some were made
with modern detectors. Further explanation
about CCD's is given on page 242.
Many of the pictures are reproduced in the
normal way as positive photos with white stars
on a black sky, but some are shown as negative
photos, with black stars on a white sky. The
"negative" presentation is quite common in astronomy, because the human eye is best able to
discern fine differences in density against a relatively bright background. Faint celestial objects
often come out better in a negative print.
Some of the colour pictures were originally
made on colour film. Others are regenerated colour images, which were made by superimposing
black-and-white images obtained in different

spectral bands. This method is superior to using
colour film in that it better reproduces the
"true" colours of astronomical objects. Some
illustrations are computer-enhanced, "false-colour" images, in order to better show particular
details. The relevant information is given in the
text.
Some of the images seen in the illustrations
are not celestial but result from optical reflection
in the telescope used. A typical effect is the
"cross", sometimes with a circular " halo "
around brighter stars. It is caused by the spider
that carries the secondary mirror or the plateholder. Very bright stars, even if they are outside
the field of the photograph, may cause double
or multiple reflections in the telescope optics
with resulting "ghost" images. A typical example is seen in Plate 187. In some Schmidt pictures,
the light from bright stars at the edge of the
field is reflected from the plateholder and is seen
as a diffuse, fan-shaped image, perpendicular to
the edge.

The orientation of almost all the celestial photos
in this book is such that north is up and east
is to the left. This principle has been strictly
maintained, except in a few cases. For instance,
it has no meaning for Plate 50, containing the
celestial South Pole, and for Plate 122, containing both celestial poles. For the wide-angle
Milky Way photos, Plates 124, 132, 133, 149,
150, 157 and 158, it would have led to serious

lay-out problems to maintain the principle. For
these Plates the related Figures show the orientation. Finally, in a few cases (Plates 1, 139, 178,
199, 200, 202 and 203) it was more convenient
to choose a different orientation, which is indicated for each Plate.
The List of Plate Data (p. 263) gives additional information about each photo. The image
scale is indicated as degrees (O), arcminutes (')
or arcseconds (") per centimetre. A full circle
measures 360"; l o= 60' = 3600" ; 1' = 60". The
angular distance, that is the separation in the sky
between two objects can be calculated by measuring their distance on the photo in centimetres,
and then multiplying this figure with the image
scale given in the Table.
The celestial positions of the photos are also
given in the Table of Plate Data. Astronomers
use a coordinate system in the sky that is very
similar to geographical longitude and latitude on
the surface of the Earth. In this so-called equatorial system, Right Ascension (R.A.) corresponds
to longitude and Declination (Decl.) to latitude.
R.A. increases towards the east from 0 h to 24 h
(0 h-24 h), and Decl. from the celestial South
Pole at -90°, over the equator at O0 to the North
Pole at 90'. The zero-point (R.A. = 0 h ; Decl. =
0°), also known as the "Vernal Equinox", is the
position in the sky of the Sun on March 21.
Another system of coordinates relates to our
own Galaxy, and is called the Galactic coordinate
system. Galactic longitude and latitude describe
positions in the sky, relative to the plane of our
Galaxy, that is to the band of the Milky Way
(see also Plate 122 and the fold-out panorama).
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They are both expressed in degrees, and the zero
point (longitude = 0"; latitude =0") is the direction of the centre of the Milky Way Galaxy.

The brighter stars bear intriguing names like Betelgeuse, Canopus and Pollux. Many of them can
be traced back to antiquity and relate to Greek
or Roman mythology, and others are of Arabic
origin. For instance, Betelgeuse is a corruption
of the Arabic " yad al-jawza ", the hand of Orion.
Canopus is a Greek proper name with Egyptian
roots and Pollux is the latinized name of a character in Greek mythology, the twin of Castor.
Quite a few of the non-stellar objects described
in this book have descriptive names like the "Orion Nebula", the "Antennae galaxies", etc. See
also Table 1 in the Index of Objects (p. 271).
From ancient times, the sky has been divided
into constellations, that is groupings of bright
stars that seem to form figures and symbols in
the sky. Different cultures have divided the sky
in different ways and a great variety of constellations are known in historical sources. The 89
constellations that are now in use were defined
by the International Astronomical Union in
1923.
Bright stars are often referred to by the constellations to which they belong. For instance,
the brightest star in the constellation of Centaurus is Alpha Centauri, and the second brightest
is Beta Centauri. The short forms are a Cen and
P Cen. This nomenclature was first introduced
by the German astronomer Johann Bayer
(1572-1625) who based his system on observations done by his contemporary Danish c01league, Tycho Brahe (1546-1601). In those pretelescopic days, errors were made and /3 Ori (Rigel), not ff Ori (Betelgeuse), as one would expect,

is the brightest star in Orion. The Greek alphabet
is listed below.
In the early 18th century, the English astronomer John Flamsteed (1646-1 719) gave consecutive numbers to stars in each constellation, ordered by R.A.; for instance, Betelgeuse was " 58
Ori" in his system.
However, most astronomical objects do not
carry names but only designations which originate in some catalogue, compiled by patient and
persistent observers. The objects in this book
have designations from the following astronomical catalogues (see also the Glossary):

of 5 magnitudes therefore corresponds to a difference in apparent brightness of exactly 100
times. We can also write 1st magnitude as I",
2nd magnitude as 2", etc. Intermediate brightnesses are expressed with decimals, for instance
1 9 . The brightest star in the sky, Sirius, has
an apparent magnitude of - 1.6. It is 7.6 magnitudes, or about 1100 times, brighter than the
faintest stars that can be seen with the unaided
eye, and which are of magnitude 6. The faintest
objects that can be observed with large telescopes
are of magnitudes 25-26.
A relatively faint object close to us may have
the same apparent brightness as a luminous obM
Messier Catalogue (1771-1782)
ject
further away. An important, but difficult asNGC New General Catalogue of Nebulae and
pect of astronomical research is to determine the
Clusters of Stars (1888)
luminosity of an object, that is the total amount
IC
First and Second Index Catalogue
of
radiation it emits per unit of time. It is com(1895, 1908)
mon to compare other stars to the nearest one,
HR
Bright Star Catalogue (4. Ed., 1982)
our Sun. A frequently used astronomical unit
HD
Henry Draper Catalogue
is therefore a Solar Luminosity, which is the
(19 18-1 924)
amount
of energy radiated by the Sun per secESO ESO/Uppsala Survey of the ESO(B) Atond. The luminosity of a star depends on its
las (1982)
temperature and its radius. Another astronomiTables 2 and 3 of the Index of Objects contain
cal unit is a Solar Mass. The heaviest known
all the objects mentioned in this book, ordered
stars have masses of about 100 solar masses.
by Messier and NGC/IC numbers, respectively.
In astronomy, earthly units of measurement
often turn out to be inconvenient. For instance,
distances are usually expressed in Light-years or
BRIGHTNESS,
LUMINOSITY,
MASSAND DISTANCE Astronomical Units. One light-year is the distance
which is travelled in one year by light at a speed
The apparent brightness of an astronomical obof 300000 km/sec. A light-year may be divided
ject is the brightness with which we see it in the
into light-days or light-minutes. On this scale,
sky. It is common to express the apparent brightfor example, the mean distance between the Sun
ness in magnitudes, a system which was first inand the Earth is 8.2 light-minutes. This distance,
troduced by the Greek astronomer Hipparchos
150 million km, is also referred to as one astro(died in 125 B.C.), but defined in modern terms
nomical unit, which is mainly used in descripin 1857 by the English astronomer Norman R.
tions of the Solar System.
Pogson (1829-1891). According to this system,
It is difficult to determine distances outside
a star of 1st magnitude is ' m - 2 . 5 1 2 times
the Earth, and most astronomical distance meabrighter than a 2nd-magnitude star. A difference surements are not very accurate, at least by com-

mon standards. The distances to the nearest
stars, around 4 light-years, are known with an
accuracy of 1-2%, but with increasing distance,
the achievable precision rapidly deteriorates.
Methods of distance determination are mentioned in connection with Plates 6, 37 and 124.
The apparent brightness of an object depends
on its luminosity and distance. It decreases with
the square of the distance, so that if we were
to move an object to twice its present distance,
its apparent brightness would become four times
less; at three times the distance, it would be nine
times less, etc. In other words, if we know the
apparent brightness and the luminosity of an object, we can calculate its distance; if we know
the apparent brightness and the distance, we can
calculate the luminosity. Note, however, that this
is only true if there is no obscuring material between us and the object.

In daily life, we measure temperatures in "C or
O F . In astronomy, temperatures are expressed in
degrees Kelvin (K), that is degrees above the absolute zero at -273°C. The stars have different
surface temperatures. A common stellar classification system corresponds to the temperature
scale: 0-stars are the hottest (100000 K), then
follow the B-stars, the A-stars and the F-stars.
The Sun (5800 K) is of type G, the K-stars are
cooler and the coolest are of type M (3000 K).

All material bodies, stars and nebulae included, emit electromagnetic radiation. Depending on the wavelength, this radiation is known
by different names, as radio, microwave, infrared,
optical or visual, ultraviolet, X-ray and y-ray,
when we move through the spectrum from the
longest to the shortest wavelengths. Since a
shorter wavelength corresponds to more energetic radiation, y-rays are more energetic than Xrays, and ultraviolet radiation is more energetic
than infrared radiation. Hot objects are more
energetic than cold ones and therefore radiate
more energy in the short-wavelength region. For
example, a star that is hotter than the Sun emits
more ultraviolet radiation than does the Sun. In
the visual region, blue light has a shorter wavelength than green light, and green light in turn
has a shorter wavelength than red light.
Atoms radiate at specific wavelengths (spectral lines). The observation of spectral lines in
the light of a star therefore indicates the presence
of the corresponding atoms in the outer layers
of that star. One of the most common spectral
lines in the light of interstellar nebulae is the
so-called "Ha" -line, which is emitted by hydrogen atoms in the red region of the spectrum with
a wavelength of 6563 A.
When an atom loses one or more electrons,
it is said to become ionized. Regions in space
with much ionized hydrogen ("H I1 regions")
are seen as "emission nebulae", which emit
strongly in the spectral lines of various ions and
atoms, including the Ha-line. When the temperature is high enough, oxygen atoms may lose one
electron and emit strongly in blue light. At even
higher temperatures, two electrons are lost from
each oxygen atom and the oxygen ions now emit
in two green spectral lines. This book contains
many examples of nebulae that show these colours.

1 Astronomical Unit
1 Light-year
1 Angstrom (A)
1 Solar Luminosity
1 Solar Mass

Aa
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I'y
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Ec
Zc
H
09
Iz
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Nu
Xi
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1 The Universe and
its Galaxies

1 The Large Magellanic Cloud is the nearest
neighbouring galaxy in space, some 180000

light-years away.

Plate 1

The Universe is like a desert. It is a huge bubble
of almost empty space. Imagine a cubic kilometre of the Universe at a point of average density. The amount of matter in such a cube is
so small that it would weigh less than one of
the tiny dust particles that are revealed on a surface of polished mahogany by a beam of sunlight.
Fortunately, we find oases in the desert.
These are the deep-sky islands called galaxies,
each of which consists of thousands of millions
of stars and large nebulae of gas and dust. Using
the unaided eye we are limited to the glimpse
of only one such object in the northern sky, the
great Andromeda Galaxy. Observers of the
southern sky, however, may enjoy the much
more impressive view of the two Magellanic
Clouds, galaxies that are our nearest neighbours
in the Universe.
A closer examination of galaxies requires the
use of telescopes, and by exposing photographic
plates through telescopes we are able to portray
numerous galaxies. Photos of relatively nearby
galaxies show great detail, while the images of
distant ones only reveal their overall properties,
such as size and shape. Thanks to greatly improved techniques, modern large telescopes are
able to depict in greater or lesser detail hundreds
of millions of galaxies in the Universe.

Among all the galaxies, among all the oases
in the Universe, there is one which attracts our
particular interest. This is the one in which we
live, and which we call the Milky Way Galaxy.
It appears different from all others because we
see it from our special location, inside its confines. We observe a large number of its stars,
some of which are relatively nearby and therefore appear well separated and distributed over
the whole sky. Innumerable others are far away
in the disk of our Galaxy and their combined
light forms a luminous band along a great circle
in the sky. Since ancient times this band has been
called the Milky Way. We shall return to this,
but let us first have a closer look at some of
the other galaxies.

7

1.1 A Look at Fornax
Fornax is the Latin word for furnace, and is
the name of a constellation in the southern sky.
Most names of constellations go back to antiquity, and today they are still very useful for orientation on the celestial sphere.
Fornax will be our starting point because it
contains the Fornax cluster of galaxies, the nearest dense cluster in the southern sky, as well as
extended areas where nearby galaxies are scarce.
The emptiness and the richness of the Universe
are equally well illustrated in Fornax.

8

2 The emptiness of the Universe is shown by
this deep Schmidt-telescope exposure of a field
in Fornax. By "deep" we mean that the photo
shows faint objects, some of which are far out
in space. The field size of around 10 square degrees is 50 times the area covered by the full
Moon.
There is not a single bright galaxy here, and
only a few faint ones are visible. Their distances
have not yet been measured. Some may be small
galaxies at moderate distances, while others undoubtedly are galaxies of normal size at great
distances. It is obvious that the Universe is fairly
empty in this direction. In this field, the total
mass of galaxies within a distance of half a billion light-years is hardly more than the equivalent of a few normal galaxies.

All the stars visible are, naturally, foreground
stars in the Milky Way Galaxy. Their distances
range from a few tens, to a few thousand lightyears only.

Plate 2

3 The Fornax cluster of galaxies. This is another deep Schmidt-telescope exposure in Fornax and a small part of the constellation of Eridanus (the River). The field is close to the one
shown in Plate 2, and the field size and scale
are the same. The difference between these fields
is striking and demonstrates that galaxies have
a pronounced tendency to form clusters. Most
galaxies are in fact members of groups or clusters. This picture shows the impressive Fornax
Cluster at a distance of 60 million light-years.
The galaxies in the photo are of different
types. Some are spirals, like NGC 1350, 1365,
and 1437. Many are ellipticals, like NGC 1399,
1404, and 1427 - to mention the brighter ones
only. At least one, NGC 1427A, is of the irregular type. The classification of galaxies into various types will be further described in Plate 8.
The letters "NGC" refer to the "New General
Catalogue" (of nebulae) which was published in
1887 by the Danish-British astronomer Johan
L.E. Dreyer (1852-1926). It contains all "nebulae", that is all objects with a non-stellar appearance that were known at that time.

It cannot be assumed a priori that all the
galaxies in the field form part of the Fornax
Cluster, For instance, NGC 1350 is not generally
considered a member, whereas NGC 1365 probably is a member rather than a foreground gal-
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axy. Most of the bright galaxies, however, certainly belong to the cluster, as do most of the
fainter ones. Indeed, the Fornax Cluster contains
a large number of dwarf elliptical galaxies. We
shall now take a closer look at a few galaxies
in the Fornax Cluster.
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Assuming i t is a n~en~ber,
NGC 1365 is the
Iargcst and most impressive galaxy in the Fornax
Cluster. I t is in f';tct onc of the Inrgcst spirals
in the southern sky. More specifically, it is called
a hirrwd spiral galaxy. It has a "bar" crossing
the ccntral part, and from the ends of thc bar
two distinct and quite open, spiral arms br:inch
off. The apparent gcometry of the arms is a rcsult
of the orientation of the galaxy, relative to our
line of sight. In fitct. the disk of NGC 1365 is
inclined at 55 desrecs to thc tansential plane of
the sky. and the north-west side of the disk is
the one closest to LIS.
The spiral arms are delineated by a large
nun~beror bright spots, which are areas of luminous gas, known as 1-1 I 1 regions. On the inner
side of thc arms and also along the bar we note
some dark lanes. Thcy are caused by dust clouds
which absorb the light of the stars behind them.
NGC 1365 is one or the larger galaxies. I t
is more luminous than either the Milky Way
Galaxy or the Andromeda Galaxy. It radiates
as much energy as sevcr:tl hundred billion Suns.
5

This colour composite of NGC 1365 was
made by photographic combination of blackand-white Schmidt plntcs obtained in different
spectra1 bands. It shows less detail than the 3.6-m
tclcscope cxposurc (Plate 4). But tlie colours are
instructive. because they show that the stellar
content. also called the .v/c~lki/rpopulcrtion, is di ffercnt in various parts of the galaxy. The yellow
colour of the central area and of the bar shows
that these parts are dominated by old, relatively
cool stars. whilc the blue colour of the arms is
caused by the radiation from a population of
young, hot stars.

12

Plate 4

Plate 5

6

1'I~GC1350is a spirzll gr~laxythat is rather
dirfcrcnt from NGC 1365. I t has n large central
region. called the rrlirk?i~rh t r l ~ r outside
,
which
thure is an uncven ring structure. Two f'aint spiral
;lrms nrisc in this rine. Due to the projection
cl'l'ect. the ring appears elliptical in shapc. In reality it is circular and lics in thu plane delincd
hy ~ I I Cfl:it. spir,~11 ; ~ m s .
It is rinccrtnin whether NGC 1350 is a
mcmhcr or thc Fornax Cluster. Its position in
thc sky is rather far from tlie cluster's centre,
and :r dctcrmination of its distance secms to indi-

cate that it is somcwhr~tfarther away than the
other galaxies in the Fornax Clustcr.
In astronomy. thc dctcrmination of distitnccs
is a niatter of the greatcst importance. In ordcr
to fix the position of n star or galaxy in space,
wc must know its direction and also its distance.
In the case of nearby galaxies, in which we can
scc individual luminoi~sstars, star clustcrs and
other objects, we can makc a comparison with
similar ob-jects in the solar neighbourhood. Suppose we know the distancc to a star of a particular type. not too far away from the Sun. If we
Plate 6

Platc 7

observe a star of the same type in a nearby gnlaxy. thc diffcrence in the ilpparcnt brightness of
the two stars allows us to mcasurc thc distance
of the galaxy. The briglitncss dccreascs with tlie
square of thc distancc, and if thc star in tlic galaxy is, say, 1000000 timcs fainter than the star
in our neighbourhood, thcn it is 1000 times morc
distant. We then multiply thc distance of the
ncarby star by 1000 and obtain the distance of
thc galaxy.
For more distant galaxies, in which we cannot sce individual stars. this procedure docs not

work, and we must use an indirect method. Due
to the general expansion of the Universc. a11 galaxies are drifting away from cach other. Whcn
viewed rronl any point in this expanding Universe. evcry galaxy is moving away along our
Iinc of sight. The more distant a galaxy, lhe highcr thc vclocily with which it rnovcs away. This
velocity along the line or sight is called the rtrc/ic~l
r~rlorifj..and il can be dctern~inedl'rom the measured shifts of lines in the spectrum of the galaxy.
Since all galaxies (with just a Tew exceptions)
arc moving away from us, their spectral lines
arc shiftcd towards Iongcr wavelengths or, in the
optic~ilrcgion o f the spectrum, towards the red.
We thcrcfore talk about r c ~ r i ~ ~ k j f t s .
The redshifts o f galaxies can be measured.
even for filint and distant ones. It is proportional
to the radial velocity, which in turn is proportional to the distance. It is, however. a difficult
niattcr to dcterminc thc ratio bctwecn thew
propcrtics, t hc so-called IItrhhle constnnr. I t has
to be established by means of relatively nearby
galaxies Tor which the distances can bc round

by the method mentioned above. So h r astronomers have not managcd to dctcrminc a Hubble
constant with which everyone can agree. In this
book, a "rounded mean value" is used, cxpressed as 20 km/s per million lisht-years. This
is to say that from a measured radial velocity
of (for instance) 1000 km/s we deduce a distance of 50 million light-years. I n the case o r
NGC 1350, the measured radial velocity is
1860 km/s, correspondins to a distance of
93 million light-years. It would therefore appear
that it is situated behind the Fornax Cluster.
7 NGC 1427A is n Fornax-Cluster member of
the irregular type. I t has no nucleus defining its
centre, and it has a messy and irregular shape.
I t contains a large number o r luminous gas
clouds. which, at the western edge or the galaxy,
form part of a ring.
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Order is rcquircd. Ga1:lxics arc ordcred or classified according to thcir large-scale structure. also
referrcd to as their "morphology". The basic
scheme of classification. still in use. goes back
to thc American astronomer Edwin Hubblc
(1889-1953). who in 1936 published a famous
book "Thc Realm of the Nebulae" with his sequence of lalaxy types. This was presented in
a "tuning-fork" diagram. The tuning-fork is
rcpresented here by a sequence of galaxy photos
selectcd from the I;SO Qrrick Rlrre Srrrt-c.1.of the
southern sky. The elliptical galaxies EO-E7 make
up the fork's handlc, whilc tlic normal spirals
Sa-Sd and the barred spirals SBa-SBd make up
the fork's two prongs. SO _gal;~xiesconstitute a
transition type between ellipticals and spirals.
and the irregular-type galaxies Im and I Bm form
natural extensions to thc normal and barred spirals, rcspectively.
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I n ast ronolnical tenninalogy. the lerrn "early
typc" is used Tor galaxies to the left in the seqticncc. and "ltltc type*' Tor pilz~xytypes to the
right. An Sc galaxy, say. i s of 2-1 later type than
an Sb galaxy. I t should bc noted, howcver. that
such expressions hear no relation to age or development. It is generally bclievcd that n o evolution
along thc sequence is likely to occur.
Tllc classification oI' galaxies can bc it difficult problem. The ob-jects lic at a wide range
or distances. and the clisks of SO and spiral gnlaxies may have any possihle inclinalion relalive
to the line of sight. Today thousands of galaxies
have heen ~Iassified.2nd new classification critcria in addition to thosc of Huhtrle have been
introduced. His morphological ctassiI?cation
scheme is quite adequatc Sor neatly all galaxies.
Thc I-cmainingfcw per ccnt which do not lit into
this schc~neare called "peculiar"' galaxies. They
arc among the most *'interesting" objects in the
sky.

9 I n the constellation or Hydra we find a fine
cluster called Hydra I. of which the central part
is portrayed here (a more extcndcd part is shown
in Platc 95). The ficld is dominated by the giant.
twin galaxies NGC 3309 (right) and NGC' 331 1
(I&).
The cluster is at a distance of nearly
1XO million light-years, and its brightest galaxy.
NGC 3309, shines with thc power of one
I~undrcdbillion Suns.
NGC 3309 is a typical El galaxy. It is among
the largest o r its class. NGC 331 1 looks like an
elliptical galaxy and could be cl:lssified as such.
In reality, however, it belongs to a class of objects with the prosrzic name oS "cD galaxies".
Galaxies or this type have a light distribution
ovcr their surface that is difl'crcnt rrom that of
normal elliptical gnlaxies. It is relatively less
bright near the centre, but brighter in the outer
areas. Thc extencied brightness is caused by a
huge halo with a thin population of faint stars.
On long exposures that show the halo, like
this onc, NGC 331 1 appears brighter than
NGC 3309. Conversefy, NGC 331 1 is the fainter
one on short exposures that do not show the
halo.

10 In this short exposure, NGC 331 1 appears
much hinter than NGC 3709. This illustrates the
differcncc between thc t\vo galaxies as far as the
concentration of stars towards their centres is
concerned. An interesting featurc of NGC 331 1
is the dusty absorption lane at its very centrc,
and also thc small. bright spot o r gas at the eastern edge of that lane. cD galaxies and ellipticals
contain very little gas and dust. Features like
these are very rare phenomena in such ob~jiccts,

The images of eltiptical galaxies are perfectly
Symmetrical. Their apparent fl;ztness or ellipticity is expressed hy a figure from 0 to 7. An
EO elliptical galaxy appears circular, whilc E7
is the flattest class of ullipticals known. We
should not forget that classification into classes
EO to E7 is only baser1 on the apparent Ibrm.
Tllc rcal shapc or a particular elliplical galaxy
is vcry difficult to determine because the effects
of projection are normally unknown, but gencrally they are assumed to be rotationally symmetrical ellipsoids.
The Fornax Cluster. Plate 3, contains several
ellipticals. NGC 1374 and 1379 are EO galaxies.
NGC 1399 is a n E l , NGC 1404 is an E2, and
NGC 1427 is an E5 galaxy.
Platc 9

Plate 10
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The central component of SO galaxies is similar
to an elliptical galaxy. However, like spiral galaxies. around this central component they have
a disk. but this is without any trace of spiral
structure. The Fornax Cluster (Plate 3) is rich
in SO galaxies. Examples are NGC 1 35 1, 1380,
1381,1387, and 1389,
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Plate 11

11 This SO galaxy, NGC 6861. has been imaged
with a CCD detector through three different op-

tical filters; the three exposures have been combined by computer to produce a colour picture.
The CCD detector, which is built into a special
camera, is based on advanced electronic and o p
tical technology similar to that used in some
modern T V cameras. The image is recorded as
a number of picture elements (pixels), which are
often seen as small squares.
The central part of the galaxy is overexposed
in all three colours and thus comes out white.
The image does not reveal much structure, but
the presence of a disk is clearly indicated by the
lane of absorbing material on the near side or
the galaxy. The absorbing material on the rear
side is hidden behind the bright central componen t.

12 NGC5128 is a peculiar galaxy, which con-

sists, in an unusual way, of two quite different
components. The main component can be classified as an elliptical, or an SO galaxy, which is
the reason for presenting this galaxy here. But
this component is surrounded by a strange dark
band or absorption. It is caused by the secondary
component which has the form of a disk of stars,
gas and dust, with a composition similar to that
of the disk of a spiral galaxy.
The strongest, celestial radio source in the
constellation of Centaurus, Centaurus A, is associated with NGC 5128. It is a quadruple radio
source in which the main emission comes from
two large areas several degrees apart, one on
each side or the galaxy. In addition, there is
weaker emission from two smaller sources, also
on either side, but closer to the galaxy. All four
sources lie close to a straight line through the
centre of the galaxy, and at right angles to the
absorption band.
A numbcr of suggestions about how nature
could produce a peculiar galaxy like NGC 5128
have been put forward over the years. In one
early scenario, a dramatic collision between an
elliptical and a spiral galaxy was considered,
Later, when the radio source was resolved into
the four components just mentioned, the possibility oTa series of explosions was studied. However, it appeared impossible to find a mechanism
that could explain both the radio lobes and the
girdle of dust. Most recently, the model involving a collision is again gaining ground. 11 has
now been realized that so-called "slow" collisions between two galaxies, during which a
merger takes place, play a major role in the production of peculiar galaxies (see Section 1.7), and
perhaps also certain types or normal galaxies.

Plate 12

13 An important astronomical event in the
year 1986 was the appearance of a 12th-magnitude supernova in NGC 5128. It was discovered
on May 3 by an Australian amateur astronomer,
and was given the officiaI designation 1986G by
the International Astronomical Union. It appeared as a "new star" southeast of the centre
of NGC 5128, and a h o s t in the middle of the
dust band, as seen on this Plate, which has the
same scale as Plate 12. No supernovae have ever

been detected in this galaxy before. It was a most
welcome event for astronomers, because bright
supernovae are rare, and also because of the peculiar nature of NGC 5128.
Supernovae are exploding stars; see also
Plates 52-54 and 138-1 39. News about supernova 1986G was quickly transmitted to observatories all over the world by the International
Astronomical Union's Telegram Bureau. At the
ESO La Silla Observatory, the supernova was
PIate 13

Plate 14

observed by a dozen astronomers, using six different telescopes during the first week after discovery. These observations, and the position
near the middle of the dust band, show that the
supernova is situated well inside NGC 5128. Its
light is considerably dimmed by the obscuring
dust. Had it been situated in an unobscured region, its apparent magnitude would have been
about 7.5, and it would have been the second
brightest supernova observed this century.

The distance LO NGC 5328 is uncertain, but
the observations of supernova 19866 seem to
indicate 7 to 10 million light-years.
Note the difference between Plates 12 and 13.
Thc lattcr was obtained wit11 a 40-crn refractor
and shows less detail than the former, which was
taken with the ESO 3.6-mtelescope.
14 This is a computer-processed, false-colour
h a g e or NGC 5128. The colours show contours
of equal intensity (isophotes). It is seen more
clearly here that the central component is elongated in the direction perpendicular to the nbsorption band.

IS This long-exposure Schmidt photo of
NGC 5128 was photographically enhanced to

bring o r ~ the
t very h i n t halo of the gillaxy. Note
the difference in scale between this picture and
Plate 12. If this image werc shown on the same
scale as Plate 12, then tlle diameter of the galaxy
would over l ~ a l ar n-retre. The picture also shows
why the main component is classified as an SO
galaxy. Note too that a weak shadow of the absorbing band is visible, showing that the secondary component is also of considerable size.

Plate 15

We will first look at normal spiral galaxies, that
is those without bars, of type Sa-Sd. The images
of normal spirals generally show two main components, the nuclear bulge and the disk which
contains the spiral structure. Very deep exposures may also show a third component, the
halo.

16 If a beauty contest were held among galaxies in the southern sky, NGC 4594 (M 104)
would be a serious candidate for the title. Incidentally, it is only 11 degrees south of the celestial equator, and it can be observed from all the
world's major observatories. It has been observed many times, and been given various
names. It was included as No. 104 in Messier's
catalogue (see text to Plate 47) and, most appropriately, Spanish- and English-speaking people
call it the Sombrero galaxy - the hat galaxy. It
is at a distance of 44 million light-years.
This galaxy has a huge nuclear bulge, which
contains innumerable, old, red stars. While the
white colour at the centre is due to overexposure,
the red colour in the outer part of the nuclear
bulge is clearly seen. The three ingredients of
the disk, namely stars, dust and gas, are also
visible. A substantial fraction of the stars are
hot and young, and they are the source of blue
light in the disk. Part of the gas is ionized by
radiation from the hottest, blue stars, and is visible as red patches in the disk. The dust clouds
reveal their presence as a dark band that absorbs
the light of the nuclear bulge behind it.

In a picture like this it is seen how the dust
is confined to a very thin disk. The accumulation
of the dust in a disk is a result of the rotation
of the galaxy, and the disk is located perpendicular to the axis of rotation. The Sombrero galaxy
is a fast rotator. At the outer edge of the visible
disk, which is 38000 light-years from the centre,
the speed of rotation around the centre is
340 km/s. This implies that material at the edge
of the disk will need a span of 210 million years
to make a full revolution around the centre.
A first determination of the rotation of the
Sombrero galaxy was made as early as 1916.
Since then a number of more accurate determinations have been made of its rotation curve,
which is a curve showing the speed in the rotation as a function of the distance from the centre.
In the case of the Sombrero galaxy the curve
is rising out to the very edge of the disk, and
this implies that much mass must be distributed
far out in the galaxy. This, by the way, is in
accordance with our visual impression of the galaxy, as one from which much light is coming
from the outer areas. The mass of the galaxy
within a distance of 38000 light-years from the
centre has been calculated to around 300 billion
solar masses.
Around the Sombrero galaxy we see a considerable number of diffuse spots. Most of these
are globular clusters similar in composition and
size to the ones found in our own Galaxy (Section 2.6).

-
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Plate 16

17 This computer-generated image shows the
intensity contours of the Sombrero galaxy. Although the galaxy is seen nearly edge on it is
not appearing flat at all, which is due to the
exceptionally large central component of ellipsoidal shape.

18 In a one-minute exposure of the Sombrero
galaxy, its central area with the nucleus is clearly
visible, but otherwise there is little structure. The
inner part of the disk and the absorbing band
can also be seen.
19 The halo of the Sombrero galaxy is very
large. Here, a long-exposure, red-light Schmidt
plate was scanned and computer-processed in
order to reveal the very faint light of the enormous halo. And even this is certainly not the
full extent. Continuing efforts to detect weaker
and weaker light repeatedly revise our estimates
of halo size upwards. There is also no definite
answer to the question of the source of the halo
light, but most probably it is caused by the integrated light of a large number of very faint stars.
About the mass of the halo we have no safe
information, but in spite of huge halo sizes the
mass is expected to be moderate. Generally this
is not believed to be the place where the "missing
mass" of the Universe will be found.

Plate 18

Plate 19
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Cotourc PICTURES
OF SPIRAL
GALAXIES
TAKEN
'WITH A CCD CAMERA
As mentioned earlier, astronomy has recently
profited greatly from a new type of imaging device, the Charge-Coupled Device, or CCD. See
also page 242.
Images of a number of spiral galaxies were
obtained with a CCD camera through three different optical filters, one transmitting in the blue
spectral region, one in the red, and one in the
infrared. The images were computer-processed
and superimposed to produce colour pictures.
The colours are not natural; this would have
required blue, green, and red images. But the
colours give a useful representation or the different components of galaxies and their different
stellar populations. In general, blue colours correspond to young, hot stars and yellow-red colours to older, cool stars.

20 NGC 7742 is an Sa galaxy with a bright,
yellowish bulge surrounded by a faint disk with
tightly wound spiral arms.
21 NGC 6887 has an extremely small nuclear

bulge. Its type is Sab, a transition type between
Sa and Sb. The arms are tightly wound, yet
clearly separated.
22 NGC 1068, also known as M77, is an Sb
galaxy. The nuclear region is overexposed, but
otherwise there is a clear difference between the
yellow nuclear bulge and the blue spiral arms.
23 NGC 134 is an Sbc galaxy with a small nuclear bulge. There is an appreciable colour gradient from red near the centre to blue at the
outside. The obscuration by dust in the disk is
clearly visible since the galaxy is seen nearly
edge-on.

Plate 20

24 NGC 7769 is an Sbc galaxy with multiple
arms and a prominent, yellow bulge.
25 NGC 6814 is also an Sbc multiple-arm galaxy. It has a large, red, nuclear bulge, which
is overexposed at the centre. Note that the red
ring between the arms in the north-western part
is not a celestial phenomenon. It is an instrumental defect, caused by a dust particle on the red
filter.
26 NGC 7314 is a multiple-arm Sc galaxy with
a clear difference between the red bulge and the
blue disk.

27 NGC 157 is an Sc galaxy with a small bulge
and blue arms. Some of the arms are very broad
and they are intersected by absorption lanes.

Plate 20-Plate 27

Plate 21

Plate 22

Plate 23

NGC 6744 is a bcautjful spiral galaxy of Sbc
type. Its ccntral part resernhles an E3 galaxy.
Farthcr out lherc i s a ring, rhough less perfect
than those seen in other galaxies. The spiral arms
spring tangentially rrom thc ring. It is a multiplearm system with both short and long bits and
pieccs of arms, soltie of which extend to great
distances, NGC 6744 is rcrnarkably isolated in
space. Unlike most galaxies, it does not appear
to be a member of a n y group or clustcr o r gafaxics.
28

29

NGC 6221 is an asymmetric Sbc galaxy. Its
northern arm is long and bright, whereas the
southern one is slzost and hint. Note the crowding o r rorcground stars it1 the field. This is because NGC 6221 is at a low galactic latitude (b=
- 10"). close to the so-called "Zone of Avoidance". This is the zone along the galactic equator, where it is difficuIt, and in somc areas impossible, to find any external galaxies, due t~ ahsorption in thc disk of the Milky Way Galaxy.
30 NGC 1 808 is an Shc galaxy with some peculiarities. This long exposure is dominated by
liirgc and bright ccnlral part. with absorbing material that is arranged pnrtIy in a ring and partly
in radial filaments, The two spiral arms art: extremcly faint. NGC 1808 is at a distance of
50 million light-years. A number o r n ~ o r distant
e
spirals arc also secn in this Iield.

Plate 29

Plate 30 see following page
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like nucleus and two blue "hot spots" to the
south-east and north-west of the nucleus. In between we see some reddish areas. Nuclear hot
spots are a rare phenomenon.

31 Here is NGC 1808 in a short exposure. This
negative print gives a good impression of the
large amount of absorbing dust in the disk.
Again we notice the radial filaments of dark mat&, which seem to have been blown away from
the centre in a north-easterly direction.
Spectra obtained of the centre show broad
emission lines, which arc a sign of violent motion
in the nucleus. This indicates that NGC 1808 is

Plate 30

of the so-called Seyfert type. Seyfert galaxies are
named after the American astronomer Carl SeyFert (1911-1960), and we characterized by having bright nuclei that radiate large amounts of
energy.
32 This CCD image of the nucleus of NGC 1808
is made in the same way as Plates 2W27. The
field is odly 47 x 47 arcsec, and it shows a star-

Plate 31

Plate 32

33 NGC 2997 is a beautiful galaxy and a typical Sc type with two dominant arms. In spite
of some ramifications, both arms can be traced
for a full revolution. A large branch arising from
the south-western outer arm can be followed a
long way towards the north.

34 This is a composite CCD picture of
NGC 2997. The detector area was too small to
cover the entire galaxy. The present picture was
therefore made from three overlapping CCD
frames. The colours show the intensity contours.
Plates 33-34 see following pages
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Plate 33

Plate 34
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35 At first glance, this galaxy, NGC 4945, contains a conSi~singmixture oI' luminous and dark
matter. But n closer look reveals that it is possiblc to trace small sections or spiral arms.
NGC 4945 has been classified as a n Sc galaxy
seen at a steep angle, although not quite edge-on.

ESO 60 - 1623 is a spiral galaxy seen almost
cdge-on. The absorbing effect of the material in
thc disk is very clear, hut a part of the disk is
seen in emission like the nuclear bulge.
This is one of the nearly 12000 southern galaxies that were found during the first ESO photograpliic survey, and which were not contained
in any other catalogue ot' galaxies. Hcncc thc
designation.
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Plate 35

Plate 36
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37 Far south in the constellation o r Indus (thc
Indian) lics the small, ncarhy galaxy IC 5152.
I-low near is a rnatler of dispute. but the distance

is probably somewhere betwcen 5 and 15 million
lighl-ycars. Thc prcscnl pholo proves that it cannot bc niucli hrther away. A largc number of
individual stars can be seer1 - in astronomica1
ternis, tl~cyare "resolved" - and this wou!d not
have becn possible if 1C 5152 were a t a much
greatcr distance. Variablc stars of lhc (5 Cephei
type have been round in this galaxy. These variable stars are very useful distance indicators,
since tlzere is a simple relationship between their
lu~ninosityand thcir period of light variation.
Whcn the period has heen determined, a coniparison of the dcduced, intrinsic lutninosily and the
observed (apparent) magnitude, inimediately
yields the distance, bccause lhc light of any ohjcct is d i m ~ t ~ eby
d the sqtinrc of the distancc.
Further study of such stars in IC 51 52 should
thcreroro make it possi ble to dcterminc a reliable
distance Tor this galaxy.
In addition. the classification o r IC 51 52 is
uncertain. It could bc classirjcd as an irregular
gaIaxy of' the Magcllanic type. But it does seem
to Iiave ;i small nuclcus, and is thcrcforc classificd Sd. Evcn so, it is nttl~erdirferent Tram
NGC 7793 (Platcs 8 and 73) and ESO 249-G 30
(Plate 90). two olhcr Sd galaxies prcsontcd horc.
The bright star north-west of IC 51 52 has t l ~ c
desiglzation IID 209142. It is n foreground star
in Lhc Milky Way that is ot' 8th niagnitudc. Despite its apparent brightness in this picturc. it
is still too Iitint to bc visiblc to the nnkcd cyc.

Plate 37

Barred spirals have strrziglit and often broad bars
that cross the central bulge. The spiral pattern
may be connected to thc bar in two different
ways. Eitlicr two spiral arms cmcrpe from thc
cnds of thc bar (as in thc case of thc bcautiful
SBb galaxy NGC 1365, scc Platcs 4 and 5 ) . or
thc spiral anns elnergc from n ring encircling
the bar. Such a ring is called the i~l~tcar
rittg.
38 NGC 6684 is a dirficult case. At first glance
i t looks like a large nuclear bulge surrounded
by a perfcct ring. But thc spiral arms would then
he missing. A closer look resolves the ring into
two tightly wound spiral arnis, soniewhar distorted by the pro-jection crfect. I t is a linc cxilmplc of an SBa galaxy.

Plate 38
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Plate 39

Plate 40
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NGC 6300 is an SBb galaxy. It has a somewhat irrcgular ring and a number of short arms.
The central part looks strange becausc two relatively bright rorcground stars of thc Milky Way
happen to bc projected 01110 it.
41

Plate 41

42 NGC 2442 is nn SBha galilxy with two well
dcvclopcd spiral arms. Its central ht~lgcis small,
and i t s bar is to a large cxtenl hidden by dust
clouds. It i s a very dusty gllaxy. Dilst clouds
are prescnt almost cverywhcre, hut particularly
in e hroacl lanc along the northern spiral arm,

Plate 42
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C ~ L ~ PI(ITURES
U R
OF BARKEDS I ~ I R A L S
TAKEN
WITH A CCI) CAMERA

These four picturcs are made in the same way
as Plates 20-27.

43 NGC 357 is an SBa galaxy with a very large
nuclear bulge.
44 NGC 289 is an SBbc galaxy. The red nuclear bulge is partly obscured by dust lancs. Thc
inner parts of the spiral arms fonn an incomplete
ring.
45

L
Plate 4.7

Plate 44

NGC 6923 is also an SBbc galaxy. Note
hcre the rows of h i n t bluc knots along thc spiral
arms, and which are areas of recent star formation.

46 NGC 7496 is an SBc galaxy with two arms,
which tend to split up in certain areas. Here too

there are many blue areas of star formation.
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Plate 45

Plate 46
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Plates 43 - 46

47 NGC 5236 (or M 83) is an impressive spiral
that has been classified as SBc. It has two main
arms with a large number of branches. Some
of the branches are attached almost at right angles to the main arms.
This object was included as No. 83 in the catalogue of Charles Messier (1 730-1 817), a French
astronomer and famous comet hunter. Towards
the end of the 18th century he made a small
catalogue of bright diffuse objects that at a quick
glance could be mistaken for comets. His
numbers for some 100 objects are still widely
used today. Some of the objects later turned out
to be galaxies, and M 83 is the southernmost
of these.

Plate 47

M 83 is one of t l ~ cTcw galaxies in which spiral
known bcl'r~rc tllc photographic
pti~tcwas introduced in astronomy in the nliddle
of thc 19th ccntury. Thc English astronomer Willint11 Lasscll (1 799-1 8XO) observed i t from Malta.
F o r ;I ~ I i i l che had a tc1csccy-w installed there.
and I'ro111 \~isiiaIohscrv;~tionshe mndc a drawing
ot'M 8.3 wit11 clcur indication ol'its spiral arms.
This drawing is reprodrlced in Fig. 2.
S ~ ~ - L I L ' ~ LW;IS
I~L'

48 This is a photo ol'M X? exposed in the cmission line al' 14,. I t shows. in particular. Ihc re-

pions o f ionized g : and
~ i t can be clearly seen
Lhnt ~IICSL' regions arc heautif~~lly
aligned along
thc spiral arnms.

Plate 48

IRREGULAR

GALAXIES

At thc end or the H irhble sequcncc we uomc to

the Irregular Galaxies, which have no nucleus
and n o nuclear bulge. Inlo this group hll most
galaxies 1 1 ~ tcannot be classilicd as ellipticals

or spirals. Sornc irrcgular galaxics nlay have a
bar or a bar-like component.
Thc best known irre~ularsalaxies are the two
Magellanic Clouds (Plates 50M5). Irrcgiilars of
the same type are called Magcllanic which is inrlicaled by a srniill 117. They have a composition
similar to thc one I'ound in the disks of spiral
galaxies. They contain much gas and much dust.
and tl~cyare acrive in thc rorrnation of ncw stars.

49

NGC 310C1 is an I m galaxy close enough
to bc resolvcd into a crowd of individual stars.
Even so. i t is still only the most luminous stars
that can hc seen in the pictiirc. Lcss luminous
stars, likc those similar to our Sun. arc too faint
to be rcsolved here. Thcy just contribute to the
aniorphous br~okgroundlight of the galaxy.

46

Fig. 3

1.3 The Local Group
As mentioned earlier, most galaxies form part
of groups or clusters of galaxies. Our own Galaxy is a member of the Local Group, a somewhat
loose, moderate-size group of galaxies with
about 30 members. The extent of the Local
Group is limited to a diameter of about 10 million light-years. A galaxy can only be gravitationally bound to the group if it is less than about
5 million light-years from the common centre
of gravity.

The dominant member of the Local Group
is the Andromeda Galaxy, a giant Sb spiral,
which is about three times more massive, and
three times more luminous than our own Galaxy.
Indeed, it appears that the Andromeda Galaxy
is more massive and more luminous than all
other members of the Local Group added together. Second in the list according to size is
the Milky Way Galaxy, followed by a third spiral, M 33, and the two irregular galaxies, the
Large, and the Small Magellanic Clouds. All the
remaining, approximately 25, Local-Group galaxies are small, each less than 1% of the size
of the Andromeda Galaxy. They are all in the
category of dwarf galaxies. Due to their faintness, such dwarfs are difficult to detect in distant
groups and clusters of galaxies. Those in the Local Group are more conspicuous because of their
proximity. Even so, several of the fainter ones
were only detected with large telescopes during
the last few decades.

The distribution of galaxies within the Local
Group is not uniform. One third of the known
galaxies are crowded close to the Milky Way
Galaxy within a distance of less than one million
light-years, one third is situated around the Andromeda Galaxy, and the last third is spread out
over a much bigger volume. This distribution
is illustrated in Fig. 3, in which most of the galaxies are projected onto the so-called supergalactic plane.
A natural question is whether the Local
Group is an isolated entity in the Universe. The
answer is no; the Local Group forms part of
a much larger body, a supercluster of galaxies
called the Local Supercluster. This is a huge system, composed of thousands of galaxies. We
shall return to this, but let us first have a closer
look at the Local-Group galaxies.

50 This wide-angle photograph shows the two
Magellanic Clouds, outside the band of the
Milky Way. The Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC)
is situated 33" from the galactic equator and the
Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) is 44" from that
line. Both are fairly close to the celestial South
Pole, as seen in Fig. 4. The brightest stars in the
field are a Carinae (also called Canopus), a and
p Centauri and the four stars in Crux forming
the Southern Cross. In the Milky Way, note the
bright area in Carina, and the Coal Sack next
to the Southern Cross. Close to the Small Magellanic Cloud is one of the brightest globular clusters in our Galaxy, 47 Tucanae, or NGC 104 (see
also Plate 175).
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51 The Large Magellanic Cloud is our closest

neighbouring galaxy in the Universe. Its distance
is 180000 light-years, which is only a little more
than the diameter of our own Galaxy. The classification of the LMC is a matter of some dispute,
but since it has a bar-like structure it seems reasonable to call it an irregular galaxy of the IBm
type. Due to its proximity, the bar can be resolved into myriads of stars.
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A large number of stellar clusters are visible
on the Plate, particularly in and near the bar.
The brightest of these are marked in Fig. 5, with
their NGC numbers. The clusters in the LMC
play a major role in the study of the evolution
of this stellar system. Their geometrical shapes
are similar to those of the globular clusters in
our Galaxy. But, whereas the latter are all old,
and mainly tell us about the early history of our
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Galaxy, the clusters in the LMC cover a large
range of ages. They therefore carry information
about the entire lifetime of the LMC. The oldest
LMC globular clusters are estimated to be 12 billion years old while the age of the youngest is
only about 10 million years. It appears that during billions of years stars were formed rather
slowly in the LMC. Then, at a certain epoch,
a lot of stars were suddenly born, or as astronomers express it, a major burst of star formation
took place. Consequently, most LMC stars have
ages around 3-5 billion years, and many are
younger, but few are older.
Emission nebulae are seen everywhere in this
field. Their red colour is due to strong emission
in the hydrogen line, Ha.The largest nebula is
the 30 Doradus complex, NGC 2070. Other
fairly large ones are here identified with their
number, N, in a catalogue that was published
in 1955 by the American astronomer and astronaut, Karl Henize.

I

I
I

52-53 The brightest supernova in this century
exploded in the Large Magellanic Cloud, on
February 23, 1987. Plate 52 was taken early in
the morning on that day, just a few hours before
the violent explosion happened, about 20 arcminutes southwest of the 30 Doradus coniplex.
The following Plate (no. 53), which was taken
with the same equipment, shows the LMC on
February 25, exactly 48 hours later. The supernova can clearly be seen by comparison of the
two photographs.
This supernova, now designated as 1987A,
was the brightest in the sky since Johannes
Kepler observed one in the constellation Ophiuchus in the year 1604. Astronomers at all observatories in the southern hemisphere immediately
turned their attention to this unexpected event.
No less than 13 telescopes at La Silla observed
1987A during the first nights and several of the
smaller telescopes continued observations during
many months thereafter.
It was a hot, heavy spar of magnitude 12 that
exploded and within a few hours, its brilliance
rose more than 2000 times. In late February, it
paused a while, but from early March on, it continued to brighten. By mid-May, it reached a
maximum near magnitude 2.8. Photometric and
spectroscopic observations showed that it was
surrounded by a dense envelope of stellar material which was expanding into the surrounding interstellar space. The velocity of this expansion
soon decreased to around 10000 km/s and the
temperature of the envelope quickly fell to
around 5000 K. Infrared measurements determined the size of the envelope to around
5000 times the diameter of the Sun on March 1,
1987, that is about the size of the orbit of planet

Plates 52-54

54 The area around supernova 1987A is full
of interstellar matter. It may even be embedded
in the outer parts of the giant 30 Doradus complex. This has become clear when high dispersion
spectra were obtained. They showed narrow absorption lines from no less than 24 individual
gas clouds, most of which are situated in the
Large Magellanic Cloud and in our Galaxy.
Some of them, however, lie in the intergalactic
space between the two galaxies. These observations also demonstrated the presence of for instance Lithium and Potassium in interstellar
clouds within the confines of the LMC.
Observations of SN 1987A will continue for
many years to come. For the first time, astronomers have the opportunity to follow the development of a supernova, from the moment of explosion until the ejected matter disperses in interstellar space.

55 This enlargement of the central part of
Plate 51 shows more clearly the beautiful nebulae and the star clouds in the LMC bar. Nebula
No. 119 in Henize's catalogue, N 119, is an unusual object. At a first glance it appears to have
a spiral form, but a closer inspection reveals faint
extensions of the "spiral arms"; it then takes
the shape of the figure "8". The area is dotted
with clusters of the open type, in which the stars
are not concentrated towards the centre as they
are in globular clusters. One such cluster is at
the very centre of N 119. Its brightest star is
S Doradus, a very hot and luminous supergiant.
The region is clearly one or recent stilr formation, and emission nebulosity might be expected
here. But the shape of N 119 is surprising and
cannot be easily explained. 11 may possibly be
the result of one or more supernova explosions,
but this hypothesis is not supported by radio
observations. Or it may perhaps consist of interstellar material swept together by strong stellar
Plate 55

winds blowing from S Doradus and olhcr stars
in the cltister. But how can we explain its strange
rorm'? Nobody knows for sure. and tlie study
or this objcct continues, at La Silln and elsewhere. Latcr in this book we shall touch upon
various mechanisms Tor thc production of large
sllclls of interstellar matter (see for instance
Plates 63, 125 and 138).

57 This short cxposure of the corc of thc

30 Doradus nebula shows its central cluster of
stars, Many of these stars arc hot and luminous.
Tlieir combined, energetic ultraviolet radiation
is the main source Tor tlie ionization of the nebula, a process that is responsiblc for its brilliancc.
Howcvcr. a nebula as large as 30 Doradus needs
a great deal of radiation to pcrsist. and for a
long time the visible stars have been considered
too few to keep the process going. The big un56 30 Doradus, which is also known as tlie T(Iknown is the unresolved luminous "spot ". which
r.(irr[ukr n~htrlrbecause of its shape, is one of
is herc visible just below thc centre of the plate,
the most fascinating gaseous ncbulae in thc sky.
and
which apparently consists of stars. Does it
Its size is enormous. and thc mass of its luminous
contain the missing energy sourcc? It has bcen
gas amounts to hair a lnillion solar masses. Thc
suggested that a supermassive star of enormous
cloud seen herc has a diametcr of 600-700 lightlu~ninositymay be hiding within this spot, Adyears, but as we shall scc later (Plate 58). there
vanced observational methods (for instance
arc hint. ncbulaus lilnn-rcntswhich reach out to
a ~ n u c larger
l~
diameter. Spectroscopic n-ierlsure- Speckle Interrerometry) have been used in attempts to look inside the mysterious spot. This
mcnts sllow [hat the 30 Doradus complex is a
difficult work has been partly successful, but full
rcgion of violcnl rnotion; this is also our immcdiresolution and a co~npletedescription of the cenatc impression when looking at the photo. The
processes in action hcre are similar to lhosc d ~ ' - tral area in 30 Doradus have not yet been
achieved. I t is, however, most likely that the core
scribed in connection with the Orion Nebula
contains
sevcral. very hot. but otherwise quite
(Plate 127). But in 30 Doradus it all happens on
normal. 0-type stars, and a fcw stars of the soa much largcr scale.
called
Wolf-Rayet type (see Plate 132). In that
Some astronomers believe that 30 Doradus
case the total number of hot stars in the cluster
is tlie nucleus of the Large Magellanic Cloud.
would provide sufficient energy for the 30 Dorathat is true, it would he unique among galactic
dus nebula to shine as brightly as it does.
nuclei by bcing so little obscured, and therefore
so favourably placed Tor astrophysical studies,
including by optical methods. Other astronomers, however, Scel thal it is not very centrally
placed in the LMC, and that it is highly qucstionable whether it rcally plays the rolc or a nucleus
in the LMC.

Plate 57
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While in the previor~sPlate wc tried t o look
into the heart of 30 Doradus, this photo illustrates thc enornlous extcnt or the surrounding
nebulous filaments. Most of these filaments are
quite hint, and the Schmidt plate, which was
exposed t o red light, including the H a linc. had
t o be photographically enhanced in order t o
show them as clearly as possible. The nebulous
filaments can be traced to an angular distance
of nearly one dcgrec r r o ~ nthe centre o r 30 Doradus, and the structure corresponds to an enormous, nebulous bubble with a diameter of 6000
light-years. Inside this bubble, many srnaller
bubbles of luminous gas are seen. Some of the
smaller ones look like spheres. Thcy are usually
called Stromgren sphercs, bccause the Danish astronomer Bengl Stromgren was the first t o descrihc their physics. Othcrs arc transparent in
their centrr-ll regions and appear as rings o r
shells.
The overall history or this giant conlplcx is
not very well known. Several associations of 0
and B stars (sec Platc 126) are found in thc field,
and they provide sufficient energy to produce
the moderate-sized bubbles or luminous gas
mentioned ilbove. But it is hard t o identify an
adequate source or energy for the rormation of
the giant bubble. The amount o f energy necdcd
ror iis formation is so hugc. that probably nothing but supernovae could provide it. As in the
case or thc largest known nebula of luminous
gas in the Milky Way Galaxy - the Gum Nebula
with a diameter of 800 light-years (Plate 134) it is now assumed that silpernovrie playcd thc
m21.ior rolc in its rormation, and that (he maintcnance of (he ionization is takcil carc of by the
many hot stars in the OR associations.
58

Plate 58
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The north-west part of Plate 58 i s hcre reproduced at a lower density in order to show
the immediate surroundings of 30 Doradus.
Even very faint nebulous filaments are visible
hcrc. and the great complexity of this area is
cvident. Compare this photo with Plate 56.

Plate 59
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60 A closer look with a large telcscopc at a
small section of the L M C bar. A comparison
01' this with the Schmidt exposure on Plate 51
may bc uscfiil. Thc licld can bc idcntificd by
means of the two clusters NGC 1898 and
NGC 1913, which in this picture arc situated at
thc lower right edge. and halfway betwcen centrc
and upper lcit edge. respcctively.
The faintest stars visible here are somewhat
more luminous than our Sun, which means that
in spite of the crowding of stars, only the brighter
ones in the galaxy havc in fact bcen recorded.
Modern detectors allow us to go somewhat
dccpcr and to see stars slightly less luminous
than our Sun. Rut it would certainly bc valuable
to go considcrably dccper in order to make detailed studies oftlie low luminosity stars, which
:ire low mass stars of an old stellar population.
A co~nparisonof this with the population or stars
in the solar neighbourhood would be most fruitful. This type ol'work requires, however, a milch
larger telescope like the projected VLT (see
pagc 253). I t requires thc large light collecting
powcr of thc VLT and in addition, as orlc can
see on the Plate. a very good resolution, in order
to separate the many h i n t stars that will crncrge
among thc bright ones sccn here. This illustrates
the hard requirements on atmospheric seeing. Of
all good placcs in thc southern hcmisphcrc thc
one with the very best seeing should he chosen
as thc site for thc VLT.

61

This LMC field is Tar from the bar, north
~ l thc
' field sliown on Plate 51. But even this
far out we find clusters (c.g. NGC 2014 ncar Ihc
ccn tre). and nebulosities (e.2. the ri ng-shaped
NGC 2020, near the castern edge). Thc density
of stars in this area is clcilrly much lower than
in or near the bar.

Plate 61

62 NGC 1809 is anc of the many ncbult~cthat
are seen in tlie dense stcllnr fields near the LMC
bar. I t has becn known Tor niorc than a century.
and for a long tinic was believed to bclong to
the LMC. However. less tlian a decade a ~ o i.r
became possible I(> measure the radial \relocity
of thc bright spot near the centre of NGC 1809.
Somewhat uncxpectcdly. the velocity was found
to bc 1000 ktnls, or scvcral tirncs larger tlian tlie
velocities of stars and othcr L M C nebulae.

Plate 63

Clearly. NGC 1809 does not belong to the LMC;
it is n background. spiral galaxy at a distance
or about 50 million light-years. The bright spot
is its nuclcus. I t is intcrcsting to note hat the
LMC is therefore quite transparent, despite thc
large number of stars in this field. Thus. therc
cannot he much obscuring dust in the LMC.

63 In his catalogue of emission nebulae in the
LMC, Henize gave this one the number 70. It
is rather faint, indeed it is one of the faintest
nebulae visible on Plate 51. In this enlargement,
N 70 presents itself as a pretty, circular nebula.
Closer inspection shows that, in space, it has a
"shell" structure and is a bubble of nearly spherical shape. It would therefore appear to be a typical interstellar remnant of a supernova explosion
(see also Plate 138). However, recent X-ray, optical and radio observations have led to quite a
different explanation.
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The cluster of stars close to the centre of N 70
is a region of star formation, towards which the
surrounding neutral hydrogen gas will tend to
fall. On the other hand, a few of the stars born
in this region have developed "stellar winds",
where atomic particles are continuously blown
outwards. Hot stars of the Wolf-Rayet type are
particularly active in this respect. They eject a
stream of particles into surrounding space with
velocities of several thousand kilometres per second. This outflowing stream from the hot stars

in the cluster collides with the infalling hydrogen
just mentioned. After some time, a state of equilibrium is established in a shell between the infalling neutral gas and the outflowing charged
particles. Within the confines of this shell, neutral hydrogen atoms will become ionized and
thereby emit red light of the Ha line, which is
that seen in the picture.

Plate 63

64 The Small Magellanic Cloud is our second
nearest, extragalactic neighbour in space. It lies
at a distance of 250000 light-years. From this
we can conclude that not only are the LMC and
SMC seen near each other in the sky, but that
they are also close neighbours in space, with a
distance between them of only 90000 light-years.
Undoubtedly the two Clouds must in some way
or other have a common origin, and their history, or at least their recent evolution, must be
linked to that of our Galaxy. Much research has
gone into this and related questions.
A band of neutral hydrogen, known as the
Magellanic Stream, was detected with radio telescopes a little more than a decade ago. It covers
a large arc of the sky, and passes through both
the LMC and the SMC. This is another strong
indication of a common history. But in spite of
great observational efforts, the origin of the
Magellanic Stream is still not properly known.
The Small Magellanic Cloud is an irregular
galaxy, classified as Im. It is less massive and
4 times less luminous than the LMC. Otherwise
the general characteristics of the two are not
much different; their contents of stars, clusters
and nebulae appear to be quite similar. More
detailed studies, however, have revealed important differences between the two Clouds, and between them and our Galaxy. Both Clouds contain a higher percentage of neutral hydrogen and
both have a smaller content of heavy elements
than has the Milky Way Galaxy. In both respects
the Small Cloud deviates the most from what
we call the "standard conditions" prevailing in
the solar neighbourhood. This has to do with
the different ages and with the fact that the pro-

cess of star formation is not equally efficient in
the three galaxies. Most of the stars in the LMC
and SMC are believed to be considerably
younger than those of the Milky Way Galaxy,
probably only half as old. And both Clouds, but
especially the SMC, have been slower than the
Galaxy in making stars from interstellar clouds.
Observations have shown that the SMC is
remarkably deep when compared with its extent in the sky. Radio observations of the 21-cm

X

wavelength emission of neutral hydrogen in the
SMC have revealed the existence of distinct components with a difference in radial velocity of
30 km/s. This has led to the suggestion that the
SMC is perhaps not one but two galaxies, seen
in the same direction in the sky, one of which
is 20000 light-years behind the other. Some
astronomers think that the SMC was torn apart
during a near-collision with the LMC some
20 million years ago.
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Plate 64
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A closer look at ;I dense area of the SMC
with a stnr clustcr. north of ccntrc. and ;I small
enlissioli nebula. south-east of the centrc. I t is
not n vcry deep view since thc exposure timc
W ~ limited
S
to 15 minutes. All stars in thc Cloud
tliat arc visiblc here cscccd thc lun~inosityof the
Sun by a fr~ctorof 5 or morc. The p a t majority
al'stars in the SMC are l'iintcr and can thcreforc
not he seen in this picture.

Plate 65

This objcct. SagDIG (Sagittarius Dwarf' Irregular Galaxy). is a dwarf Im gnlnxy that was
detected in 1976 as n diffitsc spot on an ESO
Schmidt plate. This 90-minutc exposure with a
large tclescopc shows the irregular shape or
SagDIG with morc than one hundred blue stars
rcsolvcd. It is a true dwarf galaxy as no lcss than
10000 objects of its size could bc fitted into the
space occupicd by a singlc spiral galaxy like our
66

Plate 66

own. SagDIG is situated 4% away from
NGC 6822 (Plate 67) in the sky. I f SagDIG is
iit tlic same distance from us as NGC 6822,
about 2 rnillion light-ycnrs, then the dislancc between the two is around 160000 light-years.

67 This is not ;I conventional pholo, but an
c / ~ ~ i ~ r r . o n o g r c ~exposure
p I ~ i ~ ~ or the 1111 g~;lI;lxy
NGC 6822, situ;tted on thc outskirts of the Local
Group. In the electronographic cllmera. a photocalllode ~.epl;~ces
the photographic platc in the
irnngc plane ol' Ihe tclcscopc. Each incoming
photon that is detected by the cathodc libcra~es
a Scw electrons. Thcsc clcc~ronsare acccleraled
and re-irnagcd onto a nucle;~~emulsion by a system of clcctric and magnetic fields. Thc prcsent
picture is iln cnlargcd print made Tram the nuclcar track emulsion film. The c1ectronog1-aphic
mclhod hiis important advan~ages l'or iisc in
astronon~y. Compared with thc photographic
technique, it has better sensitivity and can theref o r ~show fi~intcrobjects. Bcc;luse of lower contrast, however. it produces less impressive picturcs. Nnle the two bright emission ncbulae in
this galaxy (at the top of thc picturc).

Plate 67
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68 The Sculptor Dwarf Elliptical Galaxy. In
1938, the American astronomer Harlow Sliapley
(1885-1972) detected a peculiar cloud of extremely faint stars on deep photographs in thc
constellation Sculptor. This area is close to the
galactic South Pole. where the Milky Way's foreground stars are relatively scarce, a fact that
made it easier for Sliapley to sce thc cloud. Furthcr studics of thc individual stars in the cloud
showed that the distance was very great, 260000
light-years, and that the total diameter was
about 8000 light-years. I t was thcrcforc an oxtragalactic star cloud at about the same distance
as the SMC - in other words a galaxy of a new
type, not represen tcd in the 1-1 ubble sequence.
The galaxy is similar to elliptical galaxies in severa1 respects, such as stcllar content and shapc.
It was therefore called a ht*crt:frllipric.N/ (dE) or
d ~ t ~ ~~ pr /f~ i ~ r o igalaxy.
~ / ( / / Sincc the Sculptor dE
galaxy is somewhat fla ttencd, it is classified dE3.
In other respects dE gnlr~xiesare significantly
different from E galaxics. Thcir stcllar density
is ~iiuclismallcr, so small in Sact that retnote
galaxies can be seen right through them. Even
at their ccntrcs. thc stellar dcnsity is at least
1000 times smallcr than that in the solar neighbourliood.
69 The Carina dE galaxy. Most dwarf elliptical
galaxies that have so l i ~ rbccri found near our
Galaxy are situiited at high galactic latitudes.
However, this onc in the constollation of Carina
lies at galactic latitude - 2 2 O , in a field where
the density of foreground, Milky-Way stars is
high. Thc difficulty in dctecting thc ohjcct is
clearly dernonstratcd in the photo; as a matter
of fact i t was only found in 1974, on very deep
Schmidt platcs obtained in Austrr~lia.It is thc
smallest or all known dE galaxies. and its mass
and luminosity arc one million ti~ncssmallcr
than those of the Milky Way Galaxy.
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70 The Fornax dE galaxy is thc largest dwarf
spheroidal galaxy known. I t belongs to the Local
Group of Galaxies, although it is situated in the
samc constellation as the more distant Fornax
clustcr or galaxies. The Fornax Dwarf Galaxy
is the only one of its typc in which globular clusters have so Tar bcen detected. Three such clusters are seen in the photo. A total of seven dwarf
spheroidals are now known in the Local Group.
All are within a distance of 700000 light-years.
and, like thc Magcllanic Clouds, they are considered to be satellite galaxies of the Milky Way
Galaxy.
The origin of thesc dwarfs is undoubtedly
connected with the early history of the Milky
Way Galaxy. Thc huge cloud of hydrogen and
helium, which some 13-1 8 billion years ago condensed to form our Galaxy, was not uniform,
hut fragmented into smaller clouds. Some fragments may have developed into globular clusters,
while others at ihe edges of the cloud may havc
become thc dwarf spheroidal galaxies. of which
some, possibly only a small fraction, still remain
intact today. The formation of stars in these
dwarr galaxies started early. and apparently
stopped after a short period. They contain only
a single generation of very old stars. A current
hypothesis is that this early generation of stars
developed a few supernovae that were able to
blow all the remaining gas and dust out of these
small gnIaxics, And with no more gas and dust
thcre was no more star formation, The same
thing will not happen in larger. massive galaxies
hccnuse they contain much more gas and dust.
which is sccurely bound by their much stronger
gravitational field.

Plate 70

3.4 The Sculpror Group
The Srtdptor GI-orip. at a distance of 10 million
light-years, is the nearest group of galaxies outside the Local Group. Most of its galaxies are
located in the constel!ation o r Sculptor, I~ence
the name. It is sometimes called the South Polar
Group, since tllc direction in which it is seen
is close to the galactic South Pole. It is a loose
group ol' a t'ew galaxies, and its total mass is
only about half that of the Local Group. All
its galaxics are of late type: Sc. Sd and irregular,
Sincc it is so closc to us in space. it is not very
likely that more galaxies belonging to this group
will be round, although some vcry f:~intdwarfs
or the splicroidal type may still bc detected when
larger and more poweri'ul telescopes become
available.
71

NGC 300 is a pretty Sc g;tlaxy in the Sculp-

tor Croup, very similar in appearancc to the Local Group galaxy M 33 in the northern sky. I t
has a small nucleus and a fi~int.rcddish nuclear
bulge, rts can be sccn in this colour photo. Most
of Ihc galaxy appears hluc, because of a 11iyh
content of young. hot stars. In h c t thc more
luminous of these stars, due to the moderate distance of NGC 300, are bright enough to be resolved in the photo, and they can be seen as
individual stars that are blue in colour.
A fair number of red H I1 regions are present
in NGC 300. They appear to be distributed randomly, and they are not lined up along the spir:ll
arms 21s was the case in thc galaxy M 83
(Plate 48). Like other high-quality colour prints.
this one was made as a composite of threc blackand-white plates, one exposed to rcd, one to
green, and one to blue light. During the red exposure an artificial satellite accidcnt;llIy crossed
the field. We see its trail as a red, straight line
running nearly north-south.
Plate 71

72 In this photo of NGC 300 we can clearly
recognize the S-shape of the inner part of the
spiral structure. Its outer parts are hinter and
Inore irregular. An overall asymmetry will be no-

ticcd, since the northeastern part of the galaxy
is clearly bri_ehter and more extended than the
southwestern part.

Plate 73

69

galaxies like NGC 1365 (Plates 4 and 51, and
NGC 2997 (Plates 33 and 34). where two or more
extcnded spiral arms define a clear, spirnl pattern.
Two different modcls for star formation. and
thereby for the formation of spiral structure,
have proved to hc necessary in order to explain
thc varicty of spiral pattcrns sccn in galaxies.
A~lohtrlspirttlpcttl~rrt
is explained by a " density-wavc" theory in which thc spiral arms arc simply regions of space where thc dcnsity is momentarily higher. The process is similar to waves in water; the individual water molecules move back and
forth, but stay inore or less in the same place.
A choorir spirnl lIcrttrrri is explained in a different way by a model I'or star formation, which
can bc described, in short. :IS follows: First a
number of stars arc born in 21 densc cloud. Star
forn~ation.howcver, is a n inefficient process that
uses up only a few per cent of the total inass
of gas and dust in the cloud. The hottest young
stars tcar thc rcrnaining gas cloud to pieces by
strong radiation and stellar winds. and push it
out into the surroundings. Herc the gas collides
with othcr clouds, and new areas are created with
densities high enough for star formation. In this
way tlic region of star formation propagates
through the ealactic disk over :I distancc or a
Tcw liundrcd light-years, and the result is ;I row
or chain of young stars. Duc to the differential
rotation of the galaxy (the inner parts rotate h s ter than the outer), the chain stretches and eventually forms a small segment or a spiral arm.
The different chains originally have very dirr'crent forms and orientations. but since the rotation
of the giilaxy tends to turn all of thcm thc same
w:ty, the end rcsult of any star-formation pattern
will hc a spiral-likc structurc.
73

NGC 77(33 is nn Sd galaxy, and it is a splendid rcprcscntativt. of its clr~ss.I t has :I small ccnIr:kl rceion and n c11;lotic spirnl pattcrn. The im-

71)
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age gives a general impression or spiral structurc.
hut i t is hard to identify spiral arms of any grcat
len_eth. In this respect it difrers niarkedly from

74 NGC 253 is an Sc galaxy seen at a stcep
angle of inclination, :~lmostedge-on. The upper,
right-hand edge is the onc 11e:lrest to us: this

Plate 74

can he deduced rrom the appearance o r the absorption by dust clouds in the disk of the galaxy.
I t is the I:~rgest galaxy in the Sculptor Group,
and when ohserved with infrared-sensitive equipment it is one ol' the brightest galaxies in the
sky. The source or infrared radiation is in the
~ZICICLIS. and ;t considerable flow of high-velocity
gas out of the nuclear region has been detected.
Thc strong. infri~redradiation as wcll as the gas
clutllnw m:ly possibly he duc to a rccent, strong
trurst or star lilrm:ltion in the nuclear region.
Studies have led to the discovery of a large
optical halo around NGC 253. I t consists or
stars; hut recently detected. strong radio emission rrom the halo proves that thcrc must also
he :I great dcal or gas in this halo.

75 The Sculptor Dwarf Irregular Galaxy
(SDIG) is a dwarf irregular or the Magellanic
type. dIm. which was detected and first studied
by ESO astronomers in 1976. I t is seen in front
of :I rich cluster of much more distant galaxies.
The brisht stars in SDIG. of which a large
number are rcsolved here, are young and blue.
This tiny galaxy also contains a fcw, red-giant
stars. which have enabled n determination of its
distance. This in turn confirmed its membership
of the Sculptor Group of galaxies. Radio observations show a relatively high gas contcnt for
this galaxy. The presencc of hot blue stars and
gas indicates that SDIG is a site of continuing
star formation.

Plate 75

76 In this colour photo of NGC 55 in the
Sculptor Group. thc difrcrcnce betwccn the rcd
central part and the blue disk is clearly seen.
The nuclear region is overexposed and therefore
white. Individt~alstars and nebulac arc clearly
visible. NGC 55 is seen nearly edgc-on and it
is di~ficultto spot spiral arms in the disk. This
galaxy has been classified as Sc, although somc
astronomers prefer to call it an irregul;kr galaxy
or thc Magell;inic typc.

Plate 76

77 This Sculptor Group member. NGC 247, is
a low-surhce-brightness. Sc spiral galaxy with
an extremely sninll central coniponent. Its spiral
structure is irregular and asymmetric.

I n the world ol' gali~xies.double and triplc systcnis arc fairly common. and even quartets, quintets and sextets arc not so rare. I t is obvious
that since thcrc are so many galaxies in thc sky.
ir will ottcn happen that two or more galrixies
ilrc seen in almost the same direction, althougl~
[heir clistances may be very different. However,
dctailcd str~diesliave shown that most pairs and
multiples of galaxies that are seen close together
i n the sky. and which have similar apparent magnitudes. are indeed physically bound together.
or at least interacting through gravitational
fc~-ccs.In milny cases the effccts of gravitation
can be seen directly. in tlic form of' long tails
or h r i d ~ e of
s lt~minousmatcrial bctwccn the galaxies. and distortccl shapes of onc o r morc of
the components.
Another. more indirect way to judge whether
or not ;I pair of gl~lnxiesis physically connected
is hy mc:isuring their radial velocitics (see
Platc 61. Dist;~nccsof individual galaxies outsiclc
our Local Group arc npproximntcly proportional to their radial velocities. This means that
gntaxios that arc sccn close togethcr in lhc sky,
and which have approximately the sanic radial
vclocitics. arc near c;~cliothcr in space and arc
thcrcforc likely to form a physic:~lpair. in which
mu1ual gravitalion plays a rolc.

74

78 NGC 6769-71 is a magnificent triple systcn~,
far south in the constellation of Pavo (the Peacock). The two uppermost galaxics. NGC 6769
(to the right) and NGC 6770, arc of ncarly tlic
same magnitude. whereas NGC h771 (below) is
slightly lilinter. All three liave large nuclear
bulges of about the sanic brightness. Thc nuclear
bulgc of NGC 6771 is noteworthy for its peanutlikc shapc. About onc per cent of all spiral galaxies have pcanut- or box-shaped bulges: it has
becn found that such peculiar shapes can be produccd if thc bulgc is rotating likc a cylinder.
Platc 77

NGC 6769 is an Sb galaxy with a faint inncr
ring and tightly wound arms. NGC 6770 is of
typc Sb or SBb, with two main arms, of wliicli
one has a normal spiral shape, w11iIe the other
is straight and points tow:~rds the outcr disk
of NGC 6769. Other peculiar features of
NGC 6770 are tlie two faint arms, o r rather arcs,
which curve south towards NGC 6771. and there
is also a straight linc of absorption north o r tlie
ccntrc. All thcsc peculiaritics indicate the prcscncc of graviti~tioniil interaction between the
three galaxies.
Plate 78

79 This enhanced pl~otogives further evidence

of a physical corinection between the galaxics
NGC 6769, NGC 6770 and NGC 6771. I t sllows
that NGC 6769 and NGC 6770 are inside a common envelope and there arc traces of a hridgc
between NGC 6769 and NGC 6771.
The radial velocities of NGC 6769 and
NGC 6770 are very nearly thc same, while that
of NGC 6771 is somewhat larger. Therc is no
doubt that NGC 6769 and NGC 6770 form a
physical pair, and it is most likcly that
NGC 6771 also belongs to the systcm. Its higher
velocity may be a result of the gravitational pull
of the two others. The triple system is at a distance of 190 million light-years.

76

Plate 79

80

NGC 5426-27 is a pair of two Sbc galaxies
with small nuclear bulges. They are connected
by a faint lane of luminous matter. which forms
a bridge from one spiral pattern to the other.
These two galaxies have about equal radial velocities and are situated at a distance of 125 million
light-years.
As mentioned earlier (Plate 16). spiral galaxies
rotate around a n axis perpendicular t o the disk.
The spiral arms lie in the disk and normally the
direction of rotation is such that the arms are
trailing. This means that both galaxies seen here
should have a clockwise rotation. Radial velocity
measurements of the lower galaxy. NGC 5426,
show that the rotational motion is such that the
northern side of the galaxy is approaching and
the southern side is receding. For a clockwise
rotation we therefore infer that the western side
of the galaxy is the one nearest t o us. Some astronomers, however, have looked carefully into
this and suggested that the eastern side should
be the near one. In that case. the rotation must
be counter-clockwise. and exceptionally the arms
must be leading instead of trailing. A few similar,
as yet unresolved cases are known: all of these
are components of multiple systems. It is not
a proven fact that galaxies with leading spiral
arms exist, but if they d o exist the conditions
under which they form nlav be found in multiple
syster

81 NGC 87-88-89-92. a quartet of rather dirrercnt g:lloxics. is at a distance of 1 80 million lightye:lrs. They lic near the centre of thc southern
constcll:ition or Phocnix. NGC 87 is :In irregular
galaxy of the Magcllanic type, Im,and it is dottcd ~ v i t hcmission regions. I n the western part
thcse rcgions {race an arc. like a rudimentary
spir:tl rl;rm. NGC 88 is a spiral galaxy with an
outcr. diflust: envclopc. probably of gas.
NGC 89 is an S:i gal:~xywith two very dominant,
broad arnms. The largcst member of the quartet,
NGC 92. is of type S3. and has a very peculiar
1i';lt urc. Onc arm cxtcnds towards tlic south-east ;
its length is rtbout I00000 light-years. This enormous am1 has hccn disrupted hy gravitational
li~rccs.; ~ n dit contains a large amount of dust,
cspcci:~llywhcrc it is attached lo the main body.

82

ESO 137-1G 44 is a d o ~ ~ bgnliixy
le
at a dishncc or 230 millicln light-years. 11 is possible
t h ; ~ t thcy Torm a triple system with thc galaxy
to thc wcst. but this 113s not yet been observationally pro\.cd. Thc third galaxy has no designation ;ind its radial velocity has not yet been measurcd. All thrce galaxics are ofcnrly type. SO-Sa.
The largcst one nppciirs to bc surrounded by
an cstcndcd envclopc.

78

Plate 8 1 . Plate 82

83 ESO 124-G 18 (right) is a n SBa spiral galaxy and ESO 124-G 19 (left) is a spiral, probabIy
Sab, galaxy.
Observations havc s l ~ o w nthat they
are at the same distance, about 320 million lightycars away. They most probably form a gravilationally bound pair.

84 NGC 6438-38A: Rased on l l ~ egeneral appearance of these two galaxies, and because both
are a t a distancc of about 110 million light-years,
we concludc that they form a physical pair in
space. An uneq~zal couple, indeed! NGC 6438
(right) is an SO galaxy with a barcly visible disk.
and NGC (1438A (left) is a monstrous thing, a n
irregular galaxy. o r per31aps a late-type spiral
galaxy that is distorted hcyond recognition. 11
has a nucIeus, and also a small disk from which
two broad arms emerge. The nortllern arm is
curved and rorms a ring that is not quite closed.
Within the ring, and south of it. therc are many
dark, absorbing clouds. It is i~ltogetllera very
dusty galaxy. I t is interesting that the arm on
the side towards the SO galaxy is better defined
and has a sharp edge.
Plate 83 . Plate 84

.

NGC 6845 is the large galaxy in this multiple system at a distance of 325 million lightyears. An arm extends from it towards the
smaller galaxy to the north-east; this arm is at
least as long as that of NGC 92 (Plate 81). There
is also a faint bridge (not visible herc) that connects it to the nearby galaxy to the south-west.
Although the radial velocities of the three galaxics differ by up to 600 km/s, there is little doubt
that this is a real triple system. As to the fourth
and smallcst galaxy, wc scc no bridge, and no
gravitational disturbance. Its radial velocity has
not yet been n~er~surcd.
and wc have therefore
no basis for deciding whether or not it belongs
to thc systcm. All the galaxies are spirals, the
two upper ones arc of late typc (Sc), whereas
the two lowcr ones are of an early type (Sa).

*
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87 ESO 273-IG 04 is a distant pair (550 million
light-years) with connecting arms. The projected
separation of the two is 120000 light-years.
somewhat less than the distance between the
Milky Way Galaxy and the Larse Magellanic
Cloud. The larger galaxy is of the Seyfert type
(see Plates 31 and 119) and has a bright nucleus.
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IC 2554 is a very disturbed pair or galaxies
with a large number of emission nebulae. indicating high activity of star formation. The pair's
radial vclocity is moderate, 1 100 km is. which
corresponds to a distance of 55 million lightyears. A nearby galaxy. NGC 3136 B. is at a similar distance and may be partly responsible for
the disturbances. I t tics outside the field ol' this
pla tc.
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89 ESO179-IG13 i s a strangc systcm consisting of two very different galaxies. The one

in the centre of the field has a bar-like. elongntcd
structure, and the one to the northeast is a compact galaxy apparently with much star formation
activity. A common cnvclopc with a large
number of separated clouds cover the area of
the two palaxics. So Tar the systcm has not been
well studied: a disturbing factor for future
investigations is the 8th magnitude star in the
foreground. The light from thc star is spread
over a large area. The cross is caused by the
spider that carrics the prime rocus unit, and the
ring is caused by reflcctions in the op~icalclements in rront or the photographic plate.

,

I

Plate 89

91) This pair of galaxies. ESO 249-G 35 (right)
and ESO 249-G 36 (left) belongs to a small cluster in thc constcllz~~ionot' Horologium (the
Clock). or which the bri2htcst mcmbers urc
NGC 1493, NGC 1494 and NGC 1495. The dis-

a

@

Lance is about 50 miIlion light-years. Of the two
galaxies seen here. G 36 is by far the no st unusua!, I t is seen face-on and although it has a distinct
spiral structul-e, the nucleus is extremely small.
It i s n very Triint object and it must be rather
thin, since we can sce several. more distant galaxies right through it, The arms of G 36 are mainly
defincd hy b l ~ l cknots. which are groups of young
stars. Its diatneter is about 40000 light-years, so
i t is not a very large galaxy cither. Thc classificalion is Sd. The other golnxy, G 35, is probably
oI' 111eSc type and it is seen edge-on.
All tlrc liny spots in this very deep picturc
are distan~galaxies. Their large nu~nberslaid
us to believe that we are looking in the direction
or ;I vcry dist;~nt.rich cluster of galaxies.

4

91

IC 51 74 (below) and IC 51 75 (above) arc
spiral galaxies that are in obvious grnvitational cotitilct. Both have about the sarnc radial
velocity. 11000 kmls. corrcsponding to a distllnce of 550 million light-years. This double syszcm is unusual because ot' its enormous size.
IC 51 74, which has two long, opcn spiral arms,
lneasurcs no less than 750000 light-years from
lip to lip. Vcry fcw galnxics or stich a sizc arc
known. Bn ndditio~lto the outcr arms, an inner,
spiral structure is visible on this picture. The
clthcr galaxy. IC 51 75. is a late-type spir:tl. seen
alrt~ostedge-on. In ordcr to show thc
arms
0.l' 1C 51 74. this photo was computer-enhanced.
Thc foreground. galactic star. between the two
salnxies, is 01' magnitude 11. that is 100 times
liiinter than crln hc secn with thc unaidcd cye.
It is hclicvcd that the IC 5174-75 system is
similar to thc fr~n~ous,
northcrn spiral M 51
( " T l ~ cWhirlpool "). but that it is sccn from a
ditl'crent ansle. and is scvcral times larger.
two

92 Tlic Antennac galaxies. NGC 4038-39, are
ttvo g;llaxics i n collision. rrom which two long
and nilrrrlw t:~ilsenicrgc. Thc tails are separated
in sp;~ce,and the appnrcnt crossing is a projection cfkct. The disri~nccof this splendid objcct
is 70 million light-years and thc projected distance t'rom onc tail tip to the othcr is nearly
hiilf :I million light-years. As can he seen, the
width or the tails is only a few pcr cent or that
;lmounl.
Es tcnsivc con1puler calculi~tions havc made
it possihlc to I?nd ;1 plausible scenario for the
collisir.rn event. Originally, NGC 4038 and
NGC 4039 wcre two quite normal spiral galaxies. hrit some 700 million ycars ago their motions
in spncc brought thcni near each other in n close
cncountcr. The gravitational interaction of the
lwt'r disks stripped ol'i'somc or thc stars and scnt
-

Plate 91

'late

tl~cminto orhits that Tormed the kwo t a c'Is we
scc today,
I t has hccn confirmed that [he tails mainly
cc.rnsist of stars that were born before the collisicrn:tl event. Most interestingly. radio measurenlents lravc also shown thc presence of gas in
thc arms. Optical mc:lsurcmcnts in thc tip or the
southern tail have revc:~ledu stcllar population
so young [hat the stars must have heen born
in thc tail iiscll: The rcvelntion thnt n collision
hetwecn g:tlaxics may result in s t a s Tomation
in stell;lr hridges or tails, Tar from the two colliding gnlaxics. is completely new. Thc prnccss may
:~pparcntIy;iIsr~give birth to new dwarf galaxies.
I[ is not cusy 113 see in the photo, but the outer
part of 111c southern tail is now hrcaking u p into
smaller parks. Of thesc. h e outermost one
cspcci;llly is apparently very similar to [he dwnrr
irregulars crl' low surfiicc brightness thnt we know
in ~ h cLoc;ll Group. Tor instnncc SagDIG or
NGC hX22 (Plates 66 and 67).

93 This short cxposurc of the Antennae galaxies (Plate 92) impressively illustrates thc chaos
after the collision. Imagine two well-separated
spiral galaxies, both rotaling with velocities of
itbout 200 kmls. Then thcy move into each other
with u relative velocity or a fcw hundred kmls.
A grcat mass of stars and g:is is thrown out by
gravitational forces and forms the tails. Due lo
the vast distances between individual stars in the
spiral arms of the galaxies. dircct collisions betwccn two stars arc rarc. Most of thc inlcrstellar
gas collides. however. and devclaps into a form
of gigantic tornado, which enhanccs star formation in several areas.
The result is seen here: ;I mixture of emission
nebulae around groups of young stars and
clouds of dust. Thc two galaxics have lost their
original. rcgullir, spiral structure, but they still
survive as individual galaxics instead or merging
into one single object. The two galactic nuclei
can he distinctly seen on infrared ptatcs. and in
the course of maybe n billion years, these nuclei
may regain gravitational control over their respective remaining masses.

1.6 Clusters of Galaxies
Clustering of galaxies is a dominant property of
the large-scale structure of the Universe. Most
galaxies form part of multiples, groups, clusters
and superclusters. The Milky Way Galaxy and
its satellite galaxies are members of the Local
Group. The Local Group, the Sculptor Group
and other neighbouring groups, together with
the Virgo Cluster, form the Local Supercluster,
which is a huge, elongated and flattened system
containing several thousand galaxies. Roughly
speaking, it is a disk with a length of 90 million,
a width of 50 million, and a thickness of 10 million light-years. Neighbouring superclusters are
built up in a similar hierarchical manner, and
have similar dimensions. Galaxies that do not
belong to any cluster are called field galaxies.
However, during recent decades it has become
more and more questionable whether such galaxies exist at all. It is very doubtful indeed, whether
any galaxy manages to stay outside the hierarchical order of the world.

What then do we find between the superclusters? The correct answer seems to be, close to
nothing. Enormous, so-called voids have recently
been shown to exist between the superclusters.
These voids certainly contain very few galaxies,
but exactly how empty they are still has to be
determined. Flattened superclusters, such as our
local one, are like separating walls between the
voids, and together the superclusters form a cellular structure. An example of such a cellular
structure is shown in Fig. 7, in which each point
represents a galaxy.

Fig. 7

This figure is the result of theoretical investigations into the development of the early Universe in accordance with the so-called pancake
theory. This suggests that compression of the gas
at an early phase of the Universe may have
formed sheets, which then grew in size until they
split up into clouds and formed the cellular structure shown. Galaxies would be born in large
numbers in the compressed gas. They would remain together in clusters and retain the structure
of voids surrounded by thin walls, and which
we still observe today. It is obvious that such
a scenario for the formation of galaxies, clusters
and voids must still be rather rudimentary. Many
more, painstaking observations will have to be
made before a more detailed picture of these
events in the early Universe can be outlined.
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94 The Virgo Cluster is the nearest, rich cluster
of galaxies. Its dense, central part covers an area
6" in diameter. At a distance of 70 million lightyears, this corresponds to a linear extent of 7 million light-years, or somewhat less than the diameter of the Local Group. The density of galaxies
in the Virgo Cluster is, however, much higher
than that of the Local Group. The total angular
extent of the Virgo Cluster is difficult to define,
but it is certainly much larger than the 6" men-

tioned, and the total content of galaxies may
well add up to 10000-20000.
The photo shows a small field near the western edge of the central region. Even so, it contains quite a few bright galaxies and no less than
four objects from Messier's catalogue. M 98 is
a nearly edge-on, Sb galaxy, and M 99 is a beautiful, multi-arm Sc galaxy, seen face-on. M 84
is an E l and M 86 an SO galaxy. Also worth
noting is NGC 4299, a very late-type spiral clasX
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sified as Sd. These and other galaxies can be
identified by means of Fig. 8. M 87 is a famous
elliptical galaxy near the centre of the Virgo
Cluster, which is itself outside this field. See
Plates 117 and 118.
Two hundred years ago, Charles Messier noticed the unusually high frequency of nebulae
in the region on the borders of the constellations
of Virgo and Coma, and the Messier catalogue
contains no less than 15 galaxies in the area of
the Virgo Cluster. Later, in 1851, the German
natural scientist Alexander von Humboldt
(1769-1 859) in his " Kosmos " mentioned that
a third of all known nebulous objects were apparently located in the relatively small, Virgo/
Coma area. But it was only after 1920, when
galaxies were correctly identified as stellar systems outside our own Galaxy, that the true nature of this mysterious concentration of nebulae
could be established. It is the combined effect
of the rich Virgo Cluster and the even richer,
but more distant, Coma cluster of galaxies.

The Virgo Cluster of galaxies is a most impressive object. Much has been learned about
it during the past 70 years, but even today the
Virgo Cluster is slow in disclosing its secrets.
A major problem is that the total "visible" mass,
that is the sum of all the matter that is seen
in the member galaxies, is not enough to render
the Virgo Cluster dynamically stable; the observed mass is too small to keep the cluster's
galaxies together in space. However, since the
Virgo Cluster must have existed for a long time,
it must also be relatively stable; hence there is
an obvious contradiction. This is often referred
to as the "problem of the missing mass". Recently, a huge cloud of very warm, X-ray-emitting gas was discovered near the centre of the
Virgo Cluster. This may form part of the "missing mass ".

95 This photo shows part of a large cluster of
galaxies in the southern constellation of Hydra
(the Water Snake). The gravitational centre of
this cluster, also called Hydra I, is near the dominant galaxies NGC 3309 and NGC 331 1, which
were described earlier (Plates 9 and 10). The cluster is rich in spiral galaxies, especially in its outer
areas, while the ellipticals and the dwarfs preferentially populate the central area. The few spirals
near the centre are all abnormal. They lack gas,
with the result that star formation in them has
come to an end. As their stars have evolved, their
originally blue disks have now become red.
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An extensive programme for the determination of radial velocities, and therefore the distances of the Hydra I galaxies, is in progress at
ESO. One aim is to establish a three-dimensional
model of the cluster, that is the distribution in
space of the member galaxies. Another important goal is to determine accurately their luminosities (magnitudes) and to establish how many
member galaxies there are of a given brightness
Fig. 9
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(the luminosity function). The Hydra I Cluster
is particularly well suited for such studies because it is quite isolated in space. It lies at a
distance of 170 million light-years, and the space
in front of, and behind it, at least out to a distance of 400 million light-years, is practically devoid of galaxies. We can therefore be sure that
virtually all galaxies in the photo belong to the
Hydra I Cluster, even the fainter ones.
Plate 95

96 Far south, in the constellation of Pavo (the
Peacock), we find this interesting group of galaxies at a distance of 190 million light-years. The
central galaxy of the Pavo Group is an E3 giant,
NGC 6876. Its neighbour NGC 6877 is classified
as E6. The large spiral galaxy NGC 6872 is even
more impressive. It is a barred spiral of the SBb
type, but with excessively extended spiral arms.
1C 4970 and NGC 6880 are SO galaxies, IC 4972
is an Sbc spiral, and IC 4981 is of the irregular
type. Thus, the few galaxies in the Pavo Group
together illustrate much of the Hubble sequence.

.

.
IC 4981
X

NG? 6880

NGCx6877
X

NGC 6876

I
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Plate 96
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97 Near the 4th-magnitude star 0 Sculptoris we
find the cluster of galaxies Klemola 44, which
is 400 million light-years away. This cluster is
rich in early-type galaxies, wllilc t l ~ espiral galaxies are poorly represented. There is not a single
galaxy of a type later than Sb in the photo. Ncar
the centre we find the c D galaxy NGC 5358, anotllcr example of thc vcry cxtcndcd giant galaxics
wit11 a low concentration of stars towards the
centre. It is rather similar to NGC 331 1 (Plates 9,
10 and 95).

98 Down i l l Dorado, which is donlinated by
our nearest neighbouring galaxy, the Large Magcllanic Cloud, wc also find thc IC 2082 cluster.
which is 3000 tin~csmore distant tlli~nthe LMC.
Although at a distance of 600 million light-years,
we can still see a firir number of galaxics of both
elliptical and spiral types. Thc brightest galaxy,
IC 2082 itscIf, is a giant clliptical, or possibly
a cD galaxy, with a close companion. The companion is an elliptical galaxy, and the two liavc
a faint conlmon envelope.

Plate 97

Plate 98

Scvcral distant clustcrs o f galaxies arc scen
in this rlrcrl. near the northern border of the constdlntioti of Ccntaurus. The hrightcst yalaxy.
which is sitiiiited north-east o f the centre. is
ESO 444-G 46. at a distance of about 700 million
light-years. I t is the central galaxy in a rich clusrt.1- containing I;ltgc numbers ot'clliptical g ~ l n x ies. Other clustcrs al' galaxies at the some dis-

99

96

tance arc sccn on he Plate. and t o ~ e t h c rthcy
~nake up a supcrcluster in this direction. A
number oI' rclntivcly strong X-ray sources have
bccn dctcctcd in this area or thc sky. They are
likely to hc hot, intergalactic clouds that arc invisible on convcntionnl photoiyaphs. These
clouds arc undoubtedly associ:~tcd with the clusters of galaxies seen here.

Plate 99
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1.7 Peculiar Galaxies
Most, if not all, galaxies have certain peculiarities, but in some cases the abnormal features are
dominant. We then say that the galaxy is "peculiar". NGC 5128 (Plates 12-15) is a good example of a peculiar galaxy.
Peculiar galaxies are important objects in astronomical research. They play the same role as
pathological cases do in medical science. Whether the peculiarity is the shape of the spiral arms,
the size of the nucleus, or the distribution of
interstellar matter, it tells us that something unusual has happened in this galaxy. Our attention
is drawn to this particular object. Further research, often with a great variety of techniques,
and in different spectral regions, may then lead
to an understanding of the process that has
caused the peculiarity. We thereby gain new insight, not only about the peculiar galaxy itself,
but also about normal galaxies, which did not
develop that particular peculiarity.
Among the peculiar galaxies, the ring galaxies form a special class and we shall first look
at a few examples of this type.

Plate 100

100 In the constellation of Ara (the Altar),
close to the band of the Milky Way, we encounter this ring galaxy, ESO 138-IG 29, with
a companion to the south-east, ESO 138-IG 30.
It is a fairly typical example of this class: there
is a faint ring around a luminous core, which
is somewhat off-centred within the ring. The
structure of the core is like that of an elliptical
galaxy or the nuclear bulge of a disk galaxy.
Normally, as here, there is another galaxy close
to the ring galaxy, and in most cases, this neighbour is a normal, elliptical galaxy. In the present
system, the neighbour looks like a rather disturbed disk galaxy, and there is also a bridge
of matter connecting the two galaxies.
A well-studied theory for the formation of
ring galaxies is that the ring is created during
an almost central collision between a larger, disk
galaxy and a smaller, most frequently elliptical,
galaxy. When the small galaxy passes through
the disk of the larger one, the additional gravitational pull of its mass will temporarily affect the
stars, dust and gas in the disk. As a result, after
some time, an expanding ring will appear around
the larger component (the core), and which will
be visible for a limited period. The appearance
of the present system can be cited in support
of this theory, and the bridge between the galaxies can be interpreted as the tail of material
drawn from IG 30 after the collision.

Unfortunately, this rather simple theory is
not very well supported by statistical considerations. In particular, there are more ring galaxies
seen in the sky than we would expect. In view
of the small density of galaxies in space, central
collisions between two galaxies with the proper
orientations for the formation of a ring, as just
described, must be exceedingly rare events. Perhaps there are other ways of making ring galaxies?

99

101

Another ring galaxy is E S 0 31 6-IG 33,
sccri hcru wit11 its Sairly 1:irgc. cl1iptical. nciglihour galaxy ESO 310-G 33. Thc ring clcarly contains knots. and seve1-:11absorption lanes arc visible. A k~intb:lr within the ring crosscs tlie core
in ;I direction t h n l points tow;irds tlic conipanion. This fcaturc may hc tho equiv:ilcnt of thc
bridge in Plate 100. As in other photos in this
hook, thc "spikcs" protruding froni the br.iglit
star are ;irtili~ctsor the lelescope optics.

100

102

On this 5-niinute exposure we see tlie nucleus of E S 0 316-IG 32 surrounded by an inner
ring. The dian~ctcrof this ring is about one sevcntli of that of thc outer ring. Surprisingly, we
also scc an inner bar with an orientation quite
different from that of the outer bar. Tlic cxistcncc of both an outer and an inner ring as
well as of a bar is consistent with tlie theory
of I'ormation of ring galaxies mentioned earlier
o
with
(Pllltc 100). But thc cxistcnce of t ~ i ~bars

Plate 101

Plate 102

dilli.rcnt orictitations is difficult to understand.
A tcntativc explanation is that onc was present
bcforc thc collision. Somehow it was able to survivc thc disaster. wliilc a second bar was fortned
as thc rcsult of the collision.

103 The ring galaxy ESO 34-1G I 1 has sometinlcs bccn callcd tlic "Southern Ring Galaxy ",
since it was one of thc first or its cl:~ss to bc
identified it1 the southcrn sky. It is a typical ring
galaxy. lying in a small group of early-type gnlaxies. of which some arc seen here. Upon closer
inspection. the ring ttirns out to be one single,
vcry tightly wound spiral, which can be traced
Ibr two firll revolutions. The knots on the ring
arc groups oi'hot. young stars. showing that star
Ibnnalion is still going on.

The radii11 velocities ol' thc galaxies in thc
group have been me~~sured
and arc all around
h500 km,is, corresponding to a distnncc of about
325 million light-ycars. Tlic dimension of the
major axis of the cllipticnl ring is thercforc
150000 light-years. or soniewliat larger than
the diameter of the Milky Way Galasy. The
distance to the nearest companion galaxy is
probably of thc same order.
Tlic position of ESO 34-IGll in the sky is
rather close to thc Large Magcllanic Cloud and
a less clcar photograph takcn at another ohservatory in 1960 led some astronomers to believe
that it might be related to this galaxy. It was
also suggested that it might be a planetary ncbula in thc Milky Way. I-Iowcvcr. a deep plate
which was obtained during thc ESO(B) Survey
in 1972. immediately rcvealcd thc truc nature of
rliis intrisuing objcct.

-

104 This is the central part (IT the Ccntaurus
group or galaxies. I t is also known as the CljrrItrlrrrrs C'lliri~~.
since no less than tcn galaxics are
niccly Iincd up in the sky. From right to left,
wc see llerc the doitble galaxy ESO 322-IG 64,
the barrcd spiral NGC 4650. a srnallcr unnanicd
spiral galaxy, which is possibly a companion to
NGC 4650, and finally the pcculiar galaxy
NGC 4650 A (Plate 105).
105 NGC 4650A is ut~crlypcculiar. It consists
ol' two compo~~ents.
thc first o f which is likc an
elliptical galaxy of type E 7 in the I-Iubblc classification. I t is surrounded by a disk conliponcnt,
which is seen ncarly cdgc-on and orientated almost perpendicular to thc major axis ol' the central componcnt. Tllc disk has a condensation in
thc I'orm of a ring, or possibly spiral artns. This
is clcarly visible on Plate 104. T11cre i t is also
obvious [hat onc sidc of tlic ring absorbs light
from the central compoticnt. while thcre is no
i~hsorptionon thc otlicr sidc. Tliis shows that
the elliptical componcnt is ccntred within the
disk component.
Tllc system may bc coniparcd with
NGC 5128 (Plates 12-1 5). but thc disk component in NGC 4650A appears lo hc much morc
cxfendcd. On llle present, deep photo. wc can
see Glint fcnturcs so k ~ rout that the diamctcr
nl' the disk must be at least four times grcatcr
than that of thc el1iptic:il componcnt. From the
~neasul-cddistance or NGC 4650 A, 130 million
lighl-ycars, wc find tliat the disk tnensurcs morc
than 100 000 light-yca 1.s across.

In NGC 5128 it is difficult to observe the nuclear region because of the absorbing band; in
NGC 4650A it is easy. Only one nucleus has
been found. A dedicated search for a possible
second nucleus gave a negative result. From this,
and the absence of a nearby companion galaxy,
we must conclude that the system cannot be the
result of a recent collision between an elliptical
and a spiral galaxy. If the present structure is
the result of a collision, it must have occurred
a long time ago.

X

IC 4327
xlC 4329
IC 4329 A
NGC 5291
X

x

SEASHELL
X

NGC 5302
X

NGC 5304

106 There is another cluster of galaxies in the
constellation of Centaurus. It is named after its
brightest member IC 4329, and is included here
because of a most interesting member. The
paired galaxies, NGC 5291 and the "Seashell",
are shown in more detail on the next Plate.

X

NGC 5292

ESO 445- G 58

ESO 445-G 4 9

X

x

a
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Fig. 11
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I07 Ncar the ccntre of the field wc find a hmous pair, NGC 5291 and its strange ncighbour,
thc Seashell. Both bear witness of strong gravitational interaction, in particular the Seashell,
which niust have gone through a substantial
change. Thesc two galaxies are classified as disturbed SO typc.
Thc two tails of material that point to the
north and to the south are evcn morc intcresting
than the galaxics thcmsclvcs. More than 20 knots
arc visiblc in tliese tails. and filutiients and wisps
of rli~itesome length extend from some of the
brighter oncs. At its distance of280 million lightycnrs. thc total size of the system is no less than
600000 light-ycars, that is six timcs largcr than
our Milky Way Galaxy! Some of the knots measure LIP to 20000 light-years across and are of
about the snmc sizc as tlic Magcllanic Clouds.
We seem to witness herc how galaxics of the
irregular lypc arc bcing produced from tlic dcbris
of othcr gi~laxiesas the rcsult of a collision or
a close encounter.
This formation process is rathcr unusual, and
most galnxics are f'ormcd directly from clouds
or gas. On thc following pages wc shall scc an
cxamplc of this.
108

ESO 400-G 43 bclongs to thc class of hltrc..
( - o I ? I ~ ( I ( - I , ~ c I / ( I s il
~ (typc
~ s , of object that is not
rcpresentcd in the I-iubble sequence. They are
charactcrizcd by a high rate of star formation
and a relatively low abunciance of elcnients
heavier than hclium. This galaxy is among thc
largest and most luminous of its typc; it has an
irregular appcarancc with many hot spots and
-just a Sew dark clouds. It is apparent that G 43
must be a very young galaxy, in which star formation only startcd rathcr "rcccntly" - using
this word in tlic astronomia~lsense.

106

Plate 107

109 htr6nomers at ESO have studied
ESO 40043 43 in the optical, in the inefrared,and
also in the radio domains of the electromagnetic
spactnun, The radio measurement3 were extended to a large, surrounding area. Ta some
surprise, it was found that the galaxy is embedded in'a huge, somewhat flaktend, cloud of mu-

tmI hydrogen, the total mass of which 5s about
7 billidn solar masses, This is similar to the mass
of a typical irregular or a sma11 spiral galaxy.
In this picture, the optical and radio results
have been combined. The yellow mlour indicates
the extended area of the cloud of neutral hydrogen, slnd the visible galaxy is shown as & series
of cdouts of which the outermost is red.

Plate 108

Plate 109

A current theory prcdicts that star formation
takes place in "bursts", that is periods of great
activity. during which many stars are horn.
Thcse periods are separated by longer intervals
with little or no activity. In the case of ESO 400G 43, a good asreement between theory and observation is obtained hy assuming that the very
lirst burst o r star formation in this galaxy occurred only 30 million years ago, and thai the
second. or perhaps the third burst is happening
just now. The total luminous mass of G 43 is
estimated to he less than 1 billion solar masses.
This means that only a small fraction of the surrounding cloud of neutral hydrogen has so Tar
bccn used in the formation of the galaxy.
12uturcresearch will rcvcal whether the ohserva tions of this galaxy have been correctly interpreted. Rut even iT the theory of star formation
mentioned survives all future observational tests.
a number of dimcult questions still remain. Why,
Tor insl;~nce. was the star formation only triggered so recently'? Why did it not start many
billions o f years ago, wlicn stars were first
fonned in other g;~laxies? Has the hydrogen
doud been there ever since thc early epochs of
the Univcrsc o r did it appear Iatcr? As is so oftcn
the case. scientific rcscasch may answer some
questions, but in the proccss it raises more.
1 10 This prctty galaxy, NGC 61 3, is classified
;is SHc. It is seen at an inclination o r 32" and

the south-west side is the nearer one. Unlike
most barred spirals i t is a multiple-arm system.
I t has several wctl-defined arms with a large
numhcr o f cmission regions, but the most interestins fcntz~reis tllc nucleus. A small jet that
protrudes from the area of the nucleus was recently detected by means of radio and optical
observ;itions.

108

Plate 110

i l l NGC613ishereshowninacolourpicture
which was made from three CCD exposures in
a way similar to that described for Plates 20-27.
The nucleus is overexposed and white, the disk
is green with absorption lanes along the bar, and
the arms arc blue. A peculiar aspect is the apparent intersection of the arms at both ends of the
major axis.
112 This colour photo or NGC 613 is composed or two CCD rrames, one exposed to blue
light, and one to red H, light. It shows very
clearly the red emission areas, mainly along the
inner edges of the spiral arms.

Plate 1 1 1 - 112

113 This is a "dose-up*" of the: nucleus of
NGC 613. The picture is mpmduced from three
CCD frames, obin different m10ui.s:blw,
Ha(red) and in the li&t of the s e e n oxygen
he. The odmtatiotr is the same as on the aber
plates, and the green jet protruding towards the
north-east is clearly s e n . This jet has fi-tly
b m studid at ESO. Spectral ohmations show
that It is moving towards us at a considemble
veldty relative to the galaxy. This motion cannot b explained as a rotational v d d t y in the
p h e of the gaIaxy. There w m to ba two p w i bk interpretations. Either the jet lies in the plane
ofthe galaxy and we ~ e an
e M o w of@ towards
the centre, or the direction ofthe jet is p q e n d i ~
dar to the plane of the galaxy; in that case we
see nn outflow of gas from the nucIm towatds
the pole d N G C 613.

Plate 113
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114 Looking at NGC 454. tlic itn~nediatcimprcssion is chaos. We witness two galaxics in
close interaction. and i t scenis that tlicy arc in
the process of merging into a single ob.jcct.
Tlie origin and tlie evolution of galaxies is
a subjcct that as yet is rather poorly understood.
On tlie basis of La Silla observations it has been
suggested thn t close cncoun ters bet wccn galaxies.
often resulting in a complctc nicrgcr ol' thc two.
may play a ccrtnin role in thc dcvcloprllent or
galaxies, and even of normal ones.
The uppcr galaxy of NGC 454 is ol' an carly
type, mainly consisting of old stars. But at its
nuclcus a lilirly young population of stars h;ls
bcen detected. and it seenis that a considerable
burst of star formation has bceri triggcred by
the close interaction. Thc lower galaxy is of a
latc type with many emission nebulae. Its colour
is very blue. from which i t can bc concluded that
vigorous star formation is going on here as well.
We thus find that the mcrging of galaxies
may initiatc the ror~nation of a considcrablc
nuniber ol'stars. This is not surprising, but what
docs it mean for the evolution of thc gnlaxics
in thc long run? More stars in the end product
liieans less gas and dust than were contained in
the progenitors. More stars and less gas and dust
may be equivalent to a shift towards ei~rlicrI-Iubblc typcs. So, although it is unlikcly that dcvclopment nornially occurs along the Mubhlc sequencc, it cannot be entirely cxcluded that this
may happen under special circu~nstonces.

110

Plate 114

115 Searching Tor a galaxy that could be the
end result or a recent merger, E S 0 34 1-1G 04
has been selccted as a probable candidate. I t is

a giant galaxy with a fi~intarc. which might be
the remnant of an earlier spir;~larm. Basically
the galaxy is of an carly type. mainly consisting
r.rf old stars. but here again a fairly young population of stars i s found in the central area. A
compr~risonof observations with models oT stelPar populations suggests that a burst of star formation look plr~cctwo billion years ago. This
is in good agreement with other methods that
are used for da tine the merging process.

116

Far down in thc southern sky, on the
border between the constellations or Volans (the
Flying Fish) and Carina (the Kecl), lies this small
group of galaxies. which was discovered in 1974
during the first ESO photographic survey of the
southcrn sky. Thc central g;~laxy, E S 0 060IG 26, is visibly disturbed. I t is flanked by the
SO gal:~xyESO 060-G 27 (left) and a fititit galaxy
witlloiit designation (right). 1G 36 has a central
core :tiid stlvcral arcs with bright knots. prob:~bly
consisting of luminous stars. Although tlic distances ol' the galaxies in this system are not yet
known (attempts to mcasurc thc radial vclocitics
have so far been unsuccessfitl), it is probable that
the strange ronn is the result of a near encounter
between IG 26 and G 27. Undcr this assumption,
the arcs in IG 26 arc likely to I'orm an ilicotnplcte
ring. Thc nature of the third object is not iindcrstood. I t looks like a fitint nucleus, surrounded
by a diffusc ring. This unusual form is apparently
rclated to the same cvent that deformed thc central ylaxy.

117 The cllipticnl galaxy M 87. which is thc
central object in the Vir90 Cluster. is ;I wellknown exaniplc or a cornplcx radio source with
an optical jet. I n this photo. M 87 appears almost perfectly circular, and in three dinicnsions
it is probably very close to being spherical. Its
constituent stars are all cold and red, and it contains vary littlc interstellar gas. Thc total mass
of M 87 is about 300 billion solar masscs. ninking it the most m:~ssive galaxy yet known. At
Icast 800 glnbular clustcrs, cacti containins
hundreds ol' thousands or stars, form a halo
around M 87. Some of them can be seen on this
photo. Thc apparcnt dinmelcr of M 87 is about
7 arcminutes. :tnd [he hitlo of globular clirsters
is sonicwlir~tlargcr. corresponding to a diametcr
or bout 120000 light-years.

118 M 87 exhibits a peculiar jet structure near
the nucleus. It was discovered by the American
itstronomer Henry Curtis (1 872-1 942) in 1918.
Thc ovcrnll optical image of the jet is best dcscribed :is a well-aliyned series of six discrete
knots. In contrast to the strons emission Iincs
secn in the nucleus of M 87. the jet exhibits a
featureless continuum spectrum. The jet originritcs in the nriclcus of M 87. Rcccnt radio mcasurements have revealed that the extremely
powcrlltil radio source is contained in an area
that is smaller than 12 light-days across. There
is now strong evidence for the presence of a mnssivc blr~ck hole (see Platc 119) in the centre of
M 87.

:I , .
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Plate 118
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119 When quasars (quasi-stellar objects) were
first found in 1963, they were described as an
important, new component of the Universe. Until then, all objects known far outside our Milky
Way Galaxy were galaxies in their own right.
The discovery of the quasars as radio-emitting,
star-like objects, far beyond the boundaries of
the Galaxy, and in most cases far more distant
than all previously known galaxies, started off
entirely new areas of astronomical research.
Two characteristics of quasars are baffling:
first, of course, their enormous distances, and
second, their immense luminosities. If, indeed,
they are as distant as their very large redshifts
indicate (see Plate 6), then they must shine with
an unbelievable intensity in order to be seen by
earth-bound astronomers. Doubts have therefore been raised about the interpretation of quasar redshifts. Perhaps the quasars are in reality
much closer and their redshifts have another,
physical origin? Or perhaps the large redshifts
do signify a large radial velocity, but one that
is not due to the expansion of the Universe and
therefore not indicative of a great distance? And
if the quasars are really as distant and as brilliant
as first thought, where do they get all this energy
from?

Today, when more than 3000 quasars are
known, most astronomers believe that they are
indeed the brightest and most distant objects observable in the Universe. However, quasars are
no longer thought to constitute a completely new
class of objects; they are simply excessively
bright nuclei of otherwise normal galaxies. In
some galaxies, the nucleus apparently passes
through an "active" (quasar) phase during
which its brilliance increases several million
times. It is likely that the energy comes from
an extremely dense, collapsed body at the centre
of the nucleus. This body may be a "black hole",
a small area of space that is so dense that even
light cannot escape from its enormous gravitational field. Hence it cannot be seen - and therefore the name. Great amounts of energy are liberated when matter falls into a black hole and
is swallowed by it.

It has taken much effort to prove that at least
some of the quasars are galactic nuclei. The
problem is that very few quasars are close enough to allow detection of the light from the
surrounding galaxies. This photo shows an example of a quasar in a galaxy, supporting the
theory mentioned. The object, ESO 113-IG 45,
was first found on a photographic plate taken
with the ESO Schmidt telescope in 1976. It
looked like a red "star" of magnitude 13 with
some "fuzz" around it. A spectrum was obtained which showed that the "star" was receding with a velocity of 13600 km/s! It was obviously not a star at all, but rather a galaxy with
an exceptionally bright nucleus, at a distance of
680 million light-years. The luminosity and starlike appearance of the nucleus put it into the
quasar class. Later investigations have seen this
nucleus fade, and the galaxy is now better described as being of the Seyfert type, although
still exceptionally bright (see also Plates 31 and
87). Similarly, most, if not all, of the closest quasars appear to be extremely bright nuclei of Seyfert galaxies.
ESO 113-IG 45, which measures about
130000 light-years across, has a few diffuse spiral
arms and is accompanied by a smaller, elliptical
galaxy to the south-east. In this picture, the very
bright nucleus is overexposed. A few, more distant galaxies are also seen in this field, together
with some galactic foreground stars.

Plate 119 see following page
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120 On t l ~ i short
s
cspc~surc.which has the same
~ c a l c;IS the preccditlg Platc. the hri2lli ol?icct
at thc C C I I I ~ C 'is tllc star-like n ~ ~ c l e u01's ESO 1 1 3IG 45. OI' tllc sur~.oi~nding
galaxy tllcr-c is no
tn~cc:it is tc~oIhin~10 hu seen hcrc. This illustrutcs ~ ~ l more
i y distant qu;~s:irs:Ire always seeti
as star-like oljccrs. Evun tlic rnost powerfi11 tclcscopes cannot dctcct tlic cxccedingly Saint l i ~ h t
I'rom the g i Insics in \vl~iclithey arc si ti~iitcd.

t lh

The object almost due north oS the quasar
is a galactic star: it is star-like on both Platcs.
Note also the very weak, difruse image of the
centre of thc companion elliptical galaxy on this
Platc.
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Plate 120

2 The Milky Way Galaxy

dl-

The Milky Way Galaxy is our local stellar system, the galaxy in which the Sun and the planet
Earth reside. It has a curious name, which is
of Greek origin, although it may have older
Indo-European roots. In ancient Greece the
word Gala (TOTaAcc, milk) was used by Anaxagoras (500-428 B.C.) and the word Galaxios
(6 raAa&og) by Hipparchos (died around
125 B.C.) as names for the diffuse, white band
girdling the night sky, the band which we today
call the Milky Way.
In Europe, the Milky Way has equivalent
names in most languages, for instance, die
MilchstraBe (German); la Voie Lactte (French);
la Via LActea (Spanish); Via Lattea (Italian);
Maelkevejen (Danish); Melkweg (Dutch);
Mletchnij Put (Russian). Only the Swedish name
("Vintergatan") is an exception; it means the.
"winter street". This last name is well chosen
for a nordic country, where the summer nights
are so bright that the Milky Way can hardly
be seen during those months. Contrarily, the
northern winter nights are dark and long, and
often offer a splendid view of the Milky Way.

121 A region of star formation in the southern
Milky Way (see Plate 156).

The bright band in the sky is today called
the Milky Way, while the Milky Way Galaxy,
or briefly the Galaxy, means the stellar system
as such, with everything it contains. In the Galaxy there are more than 100 billion stars and
innumerable nebulae of all shapes. In earlier
times, all diffuse "nebulae" seen in the sky were
thought to belong to the Galaxy, but from the
time when some of these were shown to be distant stellar systems similar to our own, local one,
those "nebulae" were called galaxies. To avoid
confusion, it was common to refer to them as
"external galaxies ", but this term has now been
largely abandoned. The term "galactic " is ambiguous. It may mean " in the band of the Milky
Way", or it may mean "belonging to the Galaxy" as a whole. Contrarily, "extragalactic " always means "outside the Galaxy".
Modern observational techniques, combined
with painstaking and diligent astrophysical interpretations have revealed a well-developed spiral
structure in our Galaxy. It is now classified as
an Sbc-type spiral galaxy and, seen from the outside, it would be fairly similar to NGC 6744
(Plate 28). The Galaxy is a good-sized spiral, although its total mass may be only half that of
NGC 6744.
Our conception of our own Galaxy can be
illustrated by having a closer look at NGC 6744.
Let us imagine ourselves sitting in its disk. Our
position is not close to its centre, but 28000 lightyears away. This would be about 40 mm on
Plate 28. Let us assume that by good fortune
our new position has been endowed with a dark
and clear night sky. We are then able to enjoy
the view of our new local milky way, which probably by and large does not look too different
from the well-known Milky Way of our home
Galaxy. But all the details, such as the distribution of bright stars and the constellations they
form, would obviously be entirely different.

2.1 Panorama of the Milky Way
122 The present panorama covers the full circle

of the Milky Way, the part in the northern sky
as well as that in the southern. Actually it covers
somewhat more than a full circle of 360 degrees,
which is evident because part of the constellation
of Orion appears twice, once at each end of the
panorama. The width of the panorama is over
60 degrees. The southern Milky Way is shown
in the right-hand half of the panorama, while
the northern Milky Way is shown on the left.
A full-size version is inserted in a pocket in the
back cover, while the half-size version (Plate
122), together with Fig. 12, is shown on the following pages.
The panorama is made from eight wide-angle
photographs. The camera used was a Hasselblad
SWC with a 1 :4.5/38 mm Biogon lens. The plate
format is 60 x 60 mm, and the 56x 56 mm,
square field covers about 72 x 72 degrees. The
original scale at the centre of the field is 1.5 degrees per mm, while at the edge it is about 1.2 degrees per mm. This difference in scale is due to
the fact that the camera field is flat, while distances in the sky are measured along great circles
on a sphere. As a result of this it is not possible
to fit the eight frames together perfectly to make
a continuous panorama. Only in a narrow band
along the great circle of the Milky Way is this
scaling effect small enough to allow a good fit.
Outside this band, it is impossible to avoid a
discontinuity between neighbouring fields.
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Plate 122 and Fig. 12 see following pages
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The original plates were enlarged by a factor
of 4.2, and when the outermost parts of the fields
were cut away, the resulting average scale of the
full-size panorama became approximately 3 mm
per degree on the sky. The angular resolution
on the plates is close to one arcminute, which
means that two faint stars separated by one arcminute will just be recognizable as two separate
stars. This resolution is about the same as that
of the human eye. The limiting magnitude is
around 11th visual magnitude. The faintest stars
visible to the unaided eye are of 6th visual magnitude, so the plates show stars that are one
hundred times fainter than the faintest ones visible to the naked eye. For technical reasons, both
the resolution and the limiting magnitude of this
print are inferior to those of the original plates.
All fields are centered on galactic latitude 0°,
that is on the galactic equator, marked with a
white line on the panorama. The northern Milky
Way fields were photographed in September
1984 at the Roque de 10s Muchachos Observatory on La Palma in the Canary Islands. Exposure times were 60 minutes and the Hasselblad
camera was mounted on a 60-cm telescope belonging to the Royal Swedish Academy. The
telescope motion compensated for the daily rotation of the sky, so that the camera always
pointed in the same direction, relative to the sky.
The southern fields were exposed at the ESO
La Silla Observatory in March 1985. Here the
exposure times were 90 minutes and the camera
was mounted on the GPO double astrograph.
The increase in exposure time was needed to
reach the same limiting magnitude because the
sensitivity of the photographic material used in
1985 was less than that of the material used in
1984.
Most of the light from the Milky Way comes
from stars, and only a small part from emission
or reflection nebulae. All along the Milky Way
122

the absorbing dust clouds show up as dark areas.
If they were not there, we would see a fairly
smooth stellar distribution with a maximum density in the direction towards the galactic centre
in the middle of the panorama. Moving along
the equator towards the anticentre, that is the
direction opposite the galactic centre, the density
would decrease smoothly. The stellar density
also becomes smaller when going from the equator towards the two galactic poles.
Let us start with a brief description of the
panorama in order to familiarize ourselves with
the Milky Way. A more detailed survey of the
southern Milky Way will be given in the following chapters. Descriptions are made from right
to left, that is with increasing galactic longitude.
The right edge of the panorama is at longitude
194".

In the right-hand quarter of the panorama,
a number of bright objects immediately catch
the eye. First the bright stars of Orion: Betelgeuse, Bellatrix, Rigel, and the three stars in a
row that form Orion's Belt. Just below them we
find the Orion Nebula and, closer to the galactic
equator, we find the Rosette Nebula, both impressive emission nebulae. On either side of the
equator we find a Canis Minoris, or Procyon,
and a Canis Majoris, also called Sirius or the
Dog Star. Sirius is the brightest star in the sky;
the second brightest, a Carinae or Canopus, is
also in this quarter. The physical properties of
these two stars are quite different. Sirius is a
relatively close (9 light-years), white, giant star,
which shines with the brilliance of 400 solar luminosities. Canopus is a much more remote
(200 light-years), yellow supergiant with a brilliance of no less than 7000 solar luminosities. It
is one of the most luminous supergiant stars
known in the Galaxy. Finally, we find in this
first quarter our nearest neighbouring galaxy,
the Large Magellanic Cloud, and also the gi-

gantic galactic nebulosity complex, the q Carinae
Nebula.
The second quarter is a very beautiful area
with the Southern Cross, the Coal Sack, the galactic centre and the nuclear bulge of the Galaxy.
By various methods, the distance to the centre
has been determined to around 28000 lightyears. In this panorama in visual light we see
nothing at all of the central region, because it
is completely hidden behind large amounts of
dust in the galactic disk. The central bulge, however, shows up very clearly with its myriads of
stars. There are especially large numbers within
20" of the centre, or 30 mm on Plate 122, but
the bulge has no sharp boundary. It is best seen
below the galactic disk, because above the disk
the dust clouds extend far out in space. They
even reach beyond the bright star Antares in
Scorpius at a galactic latitude of 15".
The bright star-like object w Centauri is not
a star; it is a crowd of a million stars! It is a
globular cluster, the brightest one of its type in
the sky and visible to the naked eye. Many other
globular clusters are seen in this area, for instance
M 4 and M l O . Altogether, more than one
hundred globular clusters are known in our Galaxy. They have a distribution like that of the
so-called halo stars, which occupy a nearly spherical volume, with the highest density near the
galactic centre. Moving outwards from there, the
density falls off about equally in all directions.
The halo stars and the globular cluster stars
are of the same type; we say that they belong
to the same stellar population. This is a population of old stars, which were formed early in
the history of the Milky Way Galaxy, and which
all have a small content of elements heavier than
helium. Stars in the flattened disk, on the other
hand, have all possible ages and form a population with a higher content of heavy elements.
Astronomers use the term Population I for the

+

type of stars found in the thin disk, and Population 1I for the stars in the halo and in other objects, including the globuIar clusters.
We now pass to the third quarter and move
into the northern sky. The area is dominated
by three bright stars: or Lyrae or Vega, a Cygni
or Deneb, which almost disappears in the bright
background of fainter stars, and cc Aquilae or
Altair. Together these three stars form the wellknown sununcr triangle, easily recognizable by
northern observers on summer evenings. Here
the band of the Milky Way is split in two by
the Great Riji caused by a nearby dense dust
cloud. Near the left end of the Rift we see the
North America Nebulu. Part of the Cygnus Loop,
or the Veil Nebula, can also be seen. It is a wellknown supernova remnant. The bright spot at
the lower edge is not a red1 image, it is an optical
reflection in the camera of light from the bright
planet Jupiter, which at the time of the exposure
was situated just outside the camera's field.
Moving into the fourth quarter, we first come
to the Cassiopeia-Perseus area. We are now Tar
north; the celestial North Pole is in the field,
with the bright star a Ursae Minoris or Polaris
close by. The area holds many interesting objects, such as the double stellar cluster h Persei
and x Persei. Like these, M 34 and NGC 752 are
also impressive open star clusters. Close to M 34
we find the famous variable star @ Persei or AIsol. Our giant neighbour in the Universe, the
Andromeda gaIaxy, or M 31, is clearly visible,
while the image of the fainter, Local-Group spiral galaxy M 33 can still be distinguished from
that of a star. In this area we also find the
straight trail of a bright meteor, the only one
on the panorama. Near the centre of this quarter,
we Find the very bright star a Aurigae or Capella,
and further down the California Nebula. We shall
return to the left-hand part of this panorama
in PIate 124.

123 Pardies Charc of Orion. Ever since antiquity the constellations have carried impressive
names, reflecting the divine nature of the heavens. The sense of glory is conveyed in a most
beautiful way by this stellar chart, which was
originally drawn by the French Jesuit and profes-

Plate 123

sor of mathematics, Ignace G. Pardi6s (1636
1673). It was published in Paris in 1674, together
with five other charts. The present picture has
been reproduced from a third version of the
atlas, published in Nuremberg about 1700.
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In this arca oSAuriga, Taurus, Orion, Monoceros and Gemini. thc galactic disk appears broad,
due to the presence of branches o f a spiral arm
ol' the Galaxy. The nearest branch is c ~ ~ l l ethe
d
Orion arm. and niirch of thc material seen in
124 A part of the Milky Way panorama
tlie nrca rorms part of that arm. The Sun is situ(Platc 122) is hcrc reproduced in a negative print.
ated betwcen ~ w ospiral arms, but fairly close
shoivinc the areil of sky thnl inclurles the constellation ol' Orion and its itnpressive s~~rroundings. to the Orion arm.
Tlic grcnl liunlcr Orion is an c:~sily rccognizahle
Rcrnarkably large, but faint. ncbulac in Oriconstellation in the Milky Way. Since it cxtcnds
Loop and the i, 01.ioni.srichirlcr .
on arc Rc/rtiard'.~
on both sides or thc cclcstiril cquntor. it is known
which arc clcarly shown on the next Plate. The
cqu:~llywcll to southcrn and to northcrn ohscrvbrightest nebulae in the area are the Orioti Nclpucrs. The g:llactic and the celestial equators interIrr, M 43, and tlic Roscjtte Nchukr, Over a dozen
sect n i a stccp angle. cast of Orion, in the constelopen star clusters arc markcd on Fig. 13. The
Seven Sisters are fi~miliarto all stargazers. This
lation ot' Monoccros (the Unicorn).
When we look in that direction, the centre
clustcr is also called thc P/~icrd(~.r
or M 45. and
(I!' our Gnlnxy is hchincI us. Thc galactic antiis a fairly young clustcr or stars, still embeddcd
;it 1 8(1° galilctic longitude.
ccntr-e lies in Ai~riy:~
in part or tlic dust cloud from which they were
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PLEIADES

surements it is possible to dcterminc distances
of individual memhcr stars. In this way, the iiverage distancc of the Hyades' stars has been round
to bc about 150 light-years. This accurarcly nicasured distance plays a very important role in
scaling other distances in the Galaxy, as well as
the much larger distances to other g:ilnxies. The
distance scale of the Universe itself is to a considerable cxtcnt bascd on the distnncc to the
Hyades. as dctcrinincd by the moving-cluster
method.
125 The Orion complex of ionized hydrogen

horn. Tlic Plciades arc only 400 light-years away.
hut ;inother star cluster. the I-Iyadcs. is still
closer. The J-Iyadcs arc so close to us that its
nicniber stars arc spread out over ii large area
of tlic sky. and it is not immediately obvious
that kliey n~nkcup a clustcr.
Tlic I lyndcs arc a pert'cct ex;i~nplcor a nioving clustcr. and its ccntrc is near the binary star
0 Tauri. All its stars nlovc through space in par:~llclorbits. and all [ravel with very nc:irly tlie
s;lmc velocity of 43 k111,is.When scen in pcrspcctivc, ;is Iiotn our standpoint on Elirtli. they all
nppeilr to Inovc towards a particular point in
thc sky. thc so-called "convcrsent point for the
pnr:lllcl orbits. Sincc the I-Iyades' stars are distrihutcd ovcr a large arca of sky. this convergent
point c:in hc detcrniineci with good accuracy.
Co~nhincdwith hasic geometry. this allows us
to mr~kc3 ratlicr precisc distance determination
Tor the HylJcs. The method is called the )?lot.irr,gc-ltt.~trttn(~tlro(/.and from accurate velocity mea"
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Plate 125

is most clearly seen in this H, exposure. The
main components arc Barnard's Loop, tlic bright
arc to the left, and the i Orionis Nebula. which
is the ball-shaped structure at the top. I t is believed that the fainter nebulosity to the right.
part of which is seen as a line runnins northsouth. is another result of the event that formed
Barnard's Loop. Tlic Loop also emits ultraviolet
radiation and, on tlic convex sidc of the visible
loop. a corresponding, but morc massive loop
of neutral hydrogen has been detected by radio
astronomers.
The picture that emerges from the available
observations is one of a large shell of hydrogen.
Most of thc hydrogen is in the neutral state, but
the inner sidc of the shell is ionized. Inside the
shell there is a cavity that contains a hot, low
density, ionized gas. and here we rilso encounter
a group of 0 and B-type stars, the so-called Oriou On1 c~.s.soc~icition.
These stars are very hot and
radiate sufficient energy in the form of ultraviolet light to keep tlic hydrogen in Barnard's Loop
and tlie rel:tied structures ionized.

But the stars of thc Orion OBI associati011
can hardly bc responsible Sor the creation oS the
Loop. Neither thcir radiation, nor their stellar
winds at itn earlier epoch could have provided
enough energy for that. Most probably the Loop
was formed by a sequence of supernova explosions, which started some three million years
ago. The enormous amount of power thus released could create the shell, which today is still
expanding with a velocity of 10-20 km/s. In tlie
direction o r tlie disk of the Milky Way Galaxy.
the shell would soon collide with the denser gas
of tlie disk and a deceleration would take place.
This is where wc find Barnard's Loop. In the
opposite direction the shell has continued to expand much morc freely.
The nebula around L Orionis could well be
the result of a similar event. but it must be more
recent since the nebula is so much smaller.
Observations have shown that the ultraviolet
radiation from Barnard's Loop is caused by scatrc.ritr,q or stellar light. Dust particles in tlie gas
reflect starlight. and the efficiency of this reflection is highest in the ultraviolet spectral region.
That is exactly tlic wavelength range where the
intensity of the radiation from the hot 0 and
B stars is very high.
Recently, an even more extended, faint, ultraviolet reflection nebulosity has been detected in
this area. I t has an extent of more than 30 degrees
.. and is therefore much larger than Barnard's Loop.

126 This colour photo of the southern part of
the constellation of Orion was exposed for only
20 minutes. Faint nebulosities like Barnard's
Loop do not come out very well, but the exposure is quite suitr~blcfor showing the colours of
the stars. The colours oS relatively faint stars are
seen best - many of the brighter ones are overexposed and therefore just appear white.

For our initial look we select three equally
bright stars, HR 1648, HR 1618 and HR 1619,
which happen to Tom an equilateral triangle.
They are reddish/ytllow, yellowlwhite and blue
respectively. From spectroscopic studies, we
have found that their surface temperatures are
about 2600,5250 and 11 900 K. In relative terms,
red stars are cool and blue stars are hot. For
comparison, the Sun has a surface temperature
of 5800 K.

Fig. 14

Plate 126

A closer inspection of the photo reveals a
laree number ol' blue stars, which belong to the
Orion OBI association mentioned in connection
with Plate 125. An cf.r,sociation is a loose collection of stars. in which the stars do not remain
cr;ivilalionaIly bound for a Ion9 time :is d o the
stars in clusters. The R-type stars are massive.
hot and luminous and they have a relative short
lifc-span. The O-type stars are even more massive. l~otterand much more luminot~s.Their lives
arc also shorter.
The Orion OR1 association can be divided
into suh-associations. nortnally callcd 1 a. 1 b,
and I c (as indicated on Fig. 14), and I d. which
is the sm:ill sub-association in the Orion Nebula,
M 43 and M 43. The agcs of the stars in thesc
sub-associations have been determined at around
10. 6. 4. and 1 million years, respectively. It is
app:lrent that thc srnalle~-the cxtcnt ol' the sub;issociation. the younger it is.
Thc bright star R P I c I , ~ ~ oI ~r a. FOrionis
C
is red,
and i t s surfllce temperature has been measured
;IS 3450 K. I t is a supergiant. which radiates no
less than 50000 times as much energy as the Sun.
nut how can a star that is cooler than the Sun
radiate so much enersy? Only one explanation
is plrzusiblc. it must hc much bigger than the
Stm, In fact. thc diameter of Betelgeuse is
600 times that of the Sun. This star is much
larger than thc diamctcr of the Earth's orbit
: ~ r r ~ u nthe
d Sun. :lnd is even higgcr than the orbit
of Mars. It is indeed a super_riant!
L
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Plate 127

127 This is the central part of the Orion Nebula, which has two Messier numbers, M 42 and
M 43. Due to its relatively moderate distance
(1600 light-years) it is one of the brightest H I1
regions in the sky, and it is certainly the one
that has been most intensively studied. And yet
our actual understanding of its physical nature
is still somewhat fragmentary.
The heart of the Orion nebula is the Trapezium. This is the quartet of stars O1 Orionis A,
B, C and D. At the same time they are the central
objects of the Orion OB 1d sub-association mentioned before (Plate 126). 0' Orionis C is the
most prominent star. It has a surface temperature of 40000 K, a radiative power equal to
400000 Suns and most of its radiation is emitted
in the ultraviolet part of the spectrum. The other
Trapezium stars and other stars in the sub-association 1d, like O2 Orionis A and B, also in M 42,
as well as NU Orionis in M 43, contribute to
the strong ultraviolet radiation in this region.
These stars are indicated in Fig. 15.
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stars. The cold neutral gas is heated and ionized.
The hot, ionized gas escapes from the cold surface of the cloud-and flows outwards past the
Trapezium into a region on the front side of
M 42, where the density and the pressure is much
lower. This process may have started shortly
after the formation of the Trapezium stars,
about one million years ago, and it may continue
for millions of years, or as long as the stars can
provide the necessary ultraviolet radiation
power. The life of the Orion Nebula is not determined by the size of the cold cloud; it can continue to provide gas for a long time since its
mass is estimated at more than 100000 Solar
masses. On the other hand, the influence of the
Trapezium stars may trigger a new burst of star
formation within the cloud, resulting in the creation of a new association of 0 and B stars.
Thus, there may well be a new, and possibly
much bigger, nebula shining in Orion a million
years or so from now.
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By means of infrared observing techniques
it has been possible to look behind M 42, where
a large and-very massive, cold interstellar cloud
was detected. The core of the cloud is a source
of strong infrared radiation. Around this compact core there is a dense molecular cloud which
is again surrounded by a rather dense zone of
neutral gas, as shown schematically in Fig. 16.
The relative motions along the line of sight are
also indicated; they are important for the astrophysical interpretation of these phenomena.
The cold cloud is moving in the direction of
the Sun at a velocity of 9 km/s. The Trapezium
stars recede at 11 km/s, and on the average the
ionized gas of M 42 moves towards the Sun at
2 km/s. From these basic measurements astrophysicists have arrived at the following plausible
model :
At the border zone between neutral gas and
ionized gas, the neutral gas is illuminated by the
strong ultraviolet radiation from the Trapezium
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128 The Orion Nebula in the tight of H, is an
impressive sight indeed. The photo gives a good
impression of the streaming of luminous gas,
mainly in the direction towards the observer, but
with many whirls and swirls.
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Plate 128

129 Just south of the Orion Nebula we shall
look at a newly detected phenomenon, connected
with the formation of a new star.
In recent years much attention has been given
to the formation and early evolution of low-mass

stars. This is partly because young stars have
been found to be associated with a number of
fascinating and unexpected phenomena, and
partly because these studies yield new insight
into the birth of our own Sun and our Solar
System.
Young stars are normally found in regions
of dark clouds, many of which contain large
amounts of simple, organic molecules. In clouds
with active star formation, we often encounter
additionally the so-called Herbig-Haro objects.
These are tiny nebulae with a knotted structure
and emission line spectra. They are named after
the American astronomer George Herbig and
the Mexican astronomer Guillerma Haxo, who
first called attention to these objects in 1950. Radial-velocity and proper-motion measurements
of Herbig-Haro objects have shown that they
often have very large velocities, up to 400 kmls,
in directions away from nearby young stars. The
advent of highly sensitive CCD detectors has allowed us to study in detail the relationship between young stars and Herbig-Haro objects.
The plate shows a deep CCD image of the
region around a Herbig-Haro object, which is
the bright nebula in the lower part of the image.
A striking linear feature, a jet, is seen to emanate
from a faint young star in the upper part. The
jet can be followed at a very low light-level, all
the way back to the star. The total length is
about 26 arcseconds, which, at the distance of
the Orion Nebula, corresponds to about one fifth
of a light-year. The main body of the jet consists
of a number of knots. The radial velocity of the
jet is 60 kmls towards us.
A likely explanation of these phenomena is
that a narrow beam of hot gas is escaping at
supersonic speed from the young star. Because
of high-velocity collisions in this gas stream, the
gas is visible as a clumpy jet. While moving away
from the star, the gas cools and eventually bePlate 129

comes invisible. It does, however, still continue
its outward movement, and a t the location of
the Herbig-Haro object it rams into the surrounding medium, creating the luminous region,
In this view, Herbig-Haro objects are "shock"
regions where outflowing material from young
stars is pushing its way through the interstellar
medium. Such outflows are obviously collimated
in regions very close to the stars. Observations
with radio telescopes at millimetre wavelengths
have revealed dense disks of material around the
young stars. lying a t right-angles t o the outflow
direction. These disks are remnants of the
clumps that initially created the young stars, and
the outflows are probably formed by strong stellar winds from young stars, channeled into highvelocity beams of gas by the dense disks. The
innermost regions of such disks may eventually
create new planetary systems.

130 T l ~ eHorsc2lrend Nchlr/(i is one of the most
famous objects in the sky. It is a t the edge of
IC 434, a n otherwise not very impressive H I1
region, which is ionized by radiation from (7 Orionis. a Orionis is seen on Plate 126 below Orion's Belt. while here it is way outside the field
to the right. Due t o the low angular resolution.
Plate 126 does not show that the star is in fact
a multiple system of luminous 0 and B type
stars, similar t o the Trapezium (see Plate 127).
but even more compact.
The birth of the a Orionis stars. probably a
few hundred thousand o r a million years ago.
caused a drastic change in the cloud in which
they were born. Strong ultraviolet radiation and
stellar winds from the stars led t o evaporation
of some of the dark material in the cloud. A
large cavity was excavated, within which tenuous, but luminous. material now constitutes the
IC 434 nebula. The rim of this nebula extends
from top to bottom in the photo. From here

srrcaks o f luminous malerial polni rougrily 111
the direction of n: Orionis.
Thc original dark cloud contained several
dcnse cores of dust and rnoIecules. The Horsehead Nebula is such a core lhat is now being
isolated. I t is under attack by radiation and stelIar winds. This is clearly illustrated by the sharp
edgc outlined by ;I bright rim on the sidc of the
Horschead that is nearcst to n Orionis. Due Lo
its high densi~y.the dark cloud is able t o withstand the attack, a t least for somc lime, and possibly long enough to outlast the cr Orionis stars.
The Horsehcad is a c.on.tc.irrrjl giohrrlc in the
process of formation. Some of these interesting
objects are shown later (Platcs 135-1 37). Astronomers in several places, including La Silla, have
in recent years started a lot of new research on
such globules. wliidi have been shown t o be the
birth-places o f low-mass stars, Such a young star
is secn in a small nchulosity, embedded in the
uppcr right-hand corner of thc Horschcad.
Thc star Iias not yet passed its embryonic
stage, At this early stagc of their lives, stars usually hide away sonlcwherc deep inside dark
clotids where they cannot be observed with optical telescopes. T h c discovery of a slar like this
onc in the Horschead is therefore intcrcsting.
Here, the series of events leading t o the formation of a ncw star may be rollowed by continued
observations.
131 The H IT nebtila NGC 2467 is a t a distance
of 13700 light-years, and is less studied than the
Orion nebula. These is a s~nallcluster or stars
inside NGC 2467, and around it we find thc stars
of [he Puppis OB2 association, which arc quite
dispcrsed. The age of the association lias been
determined a t 2 lnillion years, but its relation to
the cluster and the ncbula NGC 3467 is not entirely clear.

Plate 171

2.3 The Milky Wayfrom Vela
to Carina
132 From the anticentre we have now gone
half-way along the Milky Way in the direction
of the centre. In the old days, the main constellation in this region of the sky carried the name
of Argo Navis, the Ship Argo, which was used
by the Argonauts on their epic voyage to Colchis. This constellation proved unwieldy, and
was later divided into three: Vela (the Sail), Puppis (the Stern) and Carina (the Keel). At 270"
galactic longitude in Vela we are looking at rightangles to the centre-anticentre line at an area
between two spiral arms, which may not appear
very interesting. The area, especially the upper
part, is covered by dark clouds, but the absorption must be moderate because myriads of faint
stars and several open clusters are visible.
But here also we find exciting objects. If we
study a wide-angle photograph, preferably obtained in the light of Ha,the very extended Gum
Nebula becomes visible. Or we may look at a
long-exposure photograph, when many so-called
globules show up, several of which are connected
with the Gum Nebula. We may also enjoy the
beautiful view of the Vela Supernova Remnant.
But let us first have a look at one particular
star in the field, y Velorum (Velorum is the Latin
genitive of Vela).
y Velorum is the brightest star in Vela, and
it is a remarkable star. It was known as A1 Suhail
a1 Muhlif (the Suhail of the Oath) to the Arabs.
The first observers who looked at it through a
spectroscope admired its beautiful continuous
spectrum, superimposed on which were broad
emission lines of various colours. Very poetically, they called it the "Spectral Gem of the
Southern Skies". It is a multiple star, probably
with 5 components, but there may well be more.
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The three main components are y l , a blue subgiant, and the two stars comprising y2, a close
double star consisting of a famous, so-called
Wolf-Rayet star, and an 0-type blue star. WolfRayet stars are named after the French astronomers C. Wolf (1827-1918), and G. Rayet
(1839-1906), who discovered this class of stars
in 1867.
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The y2 Velorum system is the brightest, and
therefore presumably the nearest, binary system
with a Wolf-Rayet component. The orbital motion has been studied spectroscopically; a full
revolution lasts 78.5 days, and the masses of the
Wolf-Rayet star and the 0-type star are around
20 and 38 solar masses, respectively. Wolf-Rayet
stars are high-luminosity stars with extended envelopes of material, which is being pushed away
by vigorous stellar winds. The star in y2 Velorum
Plate 132

is 15000 times as luminous as the Sun, and its
surface temperature is more than 30000 K. Its
companion, the 0-type star, is also very hot
(36000 K) and luminous. The two stars radiate
much of their energy in the ultraviolet spectral
region. As we shall see, this plays an important
role in the evolution of the Gum Nebula (Plate
134).

133 This is the Milky Way in Carina and the
adjoining regions of Vela, Centaurus, Crux (the
Cross) and Musca (the Fly). As in Orion, we
encounter here a nearby spiral arm of the Galaxy. It is appropriately called the Carina arm,
and it extends along the line of sight. The area
is dominated by the 7 Carinae Nebula,
NGC 3372, which is the most luminous H I1 region known in the Milky Way. In Carina there
are also fainter emission nebulae, and in Centaurus we find a complex of nebulae around the
cluster IC 2948. The field is rich in open clusters,
some of which are very bright.
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134 This photo of the Gum Nebula in H, light
was taken with a special wide-angle camera. The
nebula is almost circular and has an angular diameter of no less than 36". Parts of it can be
seen on Plate 132, especially the dense area that
is indicated on Fig. 17. Its distance is estimated
at about 1300 light-years and its diameter is
800 light-years, so it is a really large object. ReFig. 18
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cent observations show that the Gum Nebula
is in fact a shell of interstellar matter expanding
at a velocity of 20 km/s.
The origin of the Gum Nebula is a matter
of some dispute. Several models have been suggested of which only the currently most plausible
one will be mentioned here. According to this
model, the Gum nebula is an old supernova remPlate 133

nant, in which a high temperature is maintained
by a few hot stars. Based on observations, the
age is estimated to be one million years or more.
Normally such an old remnant would have
cooled down to a very low temperature and so
have become invisible, but inside this remnant
there is an association of 0 and B stars. Its
brightest member is 1, Velorum, the multiple star
mentioned before (Plate 132), of which two components emit strong ultraviolet radiation. Even
brighter, especially in the ultraviolet, is the star
iPuppis, a single star seen on Plate 124. It also
lies deep inside the Gum Nebula, but it is outside
the OB association. It is an interesting fact, however, that this star also seems to originate in the
association. ( Puppis is a so-called I.rmolvoy star.
It is moving at a high speed directly away from
the OB association, and by tracing its motion
backward in time, we find that one million years
ago it was located within the association. Runaway 0 stars are believed to come from double
stars, one of which component has exploded as
a supernova, while the other has transformed
its orbital motion into linear motion away from
its origin. We may further speculate that it was
the former companion of i Puppis that underwent a supernova explosion one million years
ago and formed the remnant that we now see
as the Gum Nebula, but this cannot be proved.
However, the two hot stars y 2 Vclorum and
( Puppis are probably the sources of the radiation that today keeps the old supernova remnant
shining.

135 The Gum Nebula contains almost 40 cornprary g/ohu/~,s,
of which the more impressive ones
are shown in this and the following Plates. It
should be mentioned that most cometary globules are rather faint objects, and these ones have
been made clearly visible by means of advanced
photographic contrast enhancement.
138

Plate 134

The present group o f cometary globules originates From a cloud that must have contained
several cores. Five globuies are seen in the group,
with the largest one in the middle, two smaller
ones to the right, a medium-sized one containing
a diffuse nebula to the lower left. and finally
a very small globule down below. Behind them
all stretches a large, slightly luminous tail.
The cornetary globules are the dense cores
of clouds, which, by the effect or ultraviolet radiation rrom nearby hot stars, are being excavated
from more tenuous dark clouds. Thc ones seen
here arc more evolved than the I-Torsehead
(Plate f30), but have not yet evolved into Bok
globules (Plate 161). The original cores of the
cloud have hccome the dense heads of the cometary globules, and in the shr~dowof these heads
are the tails, in which some of the original cloud
material still survives. Some parts of the tails
also consist of material that has been eroded and
swept away from the surface of the 3lobules.
The hot stars mentioned above are massive
0 and B stars which burn their nuclcar fuel at
a prodigious rate and therefore seldom live longer than a
million years, If a cloud"s core
can survive until the disappearance or the destructive OB stars, it will remain as a long-lived,
dark Bok globule.
Star rormation is taking place in this region,
because several young stars are found around
the globules. Thc din'usc nebula in the rniddlc
or one of the globules is i1 Herbig-Huro objcct
similar to the one seen on Plate 129. and this
too tells t ~ s[hat a new star has very recently
been rormed. The star is still eniberlded in the
globule. but it is detectable at infrared waveIengt hs.
The straight line passing down through the
entire plate is the trail ol' an artificial satellite,
which happened to cross the field during the exposure.

136

This is another cometary globule. also situ;~tcdinsidc the Gun1 Nchuln. Its [ail points away
Srom the centre of that nebula. where a number
of F~iminousstars reside. Most cometary globt~les
are Clint, hut they are not small. The dense,
pointed head or the one seen here is about 2 arcniinutes wide, and its tail is 25 arcminutes long.
At the distance of the G u m Ncbula, this corresponds to 1 light-year rind 10 light-years, respectivcly.

Partly crnbeddcd in the head of the globule
there is a yout~gstar. which is known as Bc~nu1.v
135. It is tlic brightest star just :~bovethe "nose"
of the globule. This star was born in the globule,
probably as a result o r its violent history.
The elongated pattcrn in thc tail behind tlic
head of the globulc is a reflection rrom a nearby
bright star. which is outside tllc field oS this
photo.

137 This is another example of cometary globules in the Gum Nebula. The dominant one is
unusual. because its highly structured head appears to be in the process of breaking up. The
size of the licad is 3 light-years, and the total
len_gtli including the tail is 10 light-years. Behind
tlic tail, tlierc is a large diffuse cloud with at
least two cores, which may even tiially become
ncw globules. Above the cloud is a smaller comctary globule, which apparently was excavated
from the side of tlie diffuse cloud. No young
stars have been detected in the two globules, but
the cores in the large, diffuse cloud contain several young stars.
The reflected image at the upper right corner
o r the plate is an optical efSect in the telescope.
It originates from the third magnitude star
a Puppis.
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138 The Vela supernova remnant appears in
projection against the Gum Nebula in the sky.
It has a diameter of 6" and is much smaller than
tlie Gum Nebula, with which it probably has
no direct physical connection. Its distance is uncertain, but it is believed to be somewhat farther
away than the Gum Nebula. Half of the remnant
is visible on this Schmidt plate. As may be seen,
its eastern part is covered by some of the dark
clouds in thc area. The filamentary structure of
the remnant is very prominent.
In order to trace its origins we have to go
back some 12000 years. At that time. a red giant
star experienced an energy crisis. For a long time
it had been using its nuclear fuel profligately,
and all of a sudden there was almost nothing
Icft. The energy production in its interior dccreased rapidly and the star could no longer support the heavy weight of its outer layers. The
core of the star suddcnly collapsed. The collapse
released enormous amounts of gravitational energy and soon resulted in a gigantic explosion.

Plate 137

This was a supernova explosion during which, for
a short while, the star radiated like a billion
Suns, or as much as an entire, fair-sized galaxy.
Most of the outer layers of the star were blown
off during the explosion and ejected into space
as a shell, expanding with a speed of many thousand kilometres per second.
The hell collided dramatically with the surrounding interstellar gas. By the shock of this
collision the ga was heated and ionized, and
started shining by itself. Repeated collisions have
slowed down the expansion of the shell, but still
today, about 12000 years later, we observe how
the Vela shell expands with such speed that the
surrounding gas shines with the beautiful colours
seen on the next plate.
139 The filamentary structure of apart of the
Vela supernova remnant is here seen in colour.
Two colours are prominent, red which is Ha
emission from hydrogen, and blue which is an
emission of ionized oxygen. The excitation of
oxygen and thus the production of blue emis ion
requires a lot of energy. This emission is therefore strongest on the front ide of the expanding
hell, where the gas collides with the surrounding
interstellar material. The convex sides of the filamentary arcs are therefore blue, while the red
colour dominates on their concave sides.
But now back to the star that exploded. Did
it vanish completely in the explosion or are there
still remains of this star near the centre of the
Vela nebula? The remains are there, in the form
of a neutron star which revealed itself at radio
wavelengths as a so-called pulsar in 1968. One
year earlier, the exciting discovery of the first
pulsar had been made. Today over 300 radio
pulsars are known, but only two of these, the
famous Crab pulsar in Taurus, and the much
fainter Vela pulsar, have been observed to emit
optical pulses.
142

Plate 138

Plate 139

A pulsar emits short bursts of radiation in
ex trenlely regular sequence. Thc Vela pulsar is
among the raster ones. with 11.20640115 bursts
or puIscs per sccond. The pulsars arc neutron
stars, which are incredibly compact and very
small. Their diameters are 10-15 km, but they
still weigh as much as the Sun. A pinhead sized
sample o r ncutron-star matter, therefore, has the
mass of a T~~lly
loaded oil tanker! They rotate
ftiriously ; they are Pike lighthouses, emitting a
beam of radiation that sweeps over thc surroundings. The neutron star in Vela makes 21 little more than eleven revolutions per second. corresponding to the pulse rate just mentioned.
There is little itoubt that the neutron star of
the Vela pulsar is the central body remaining
a rter the Vela supernova cxplosion 1 2 000 years
ago.
Likewise, the neutron star of the Crab pulsar
was created during the Taurus supernova explosion, which was observed in the year 1054. This
extraordinary event was recorded by both Chinese and Japanese observers. Its gaseous remnant is the famous Crab Nebula, M 1. in Taurus.
The neutron stars slowly lose energy and become weakcr. With age, the rotation becomes
slower and slower. The relalively young Crab
pulsar has a pulse rate of 30.1201319 per second,
about 3 times as fast as that of the older Vela
pulsar. Most pulsars observed are much lcss energetic, and rotate much more slowly - the slowest known pulsar makes only onc revolution
every 4 seconds. AccordingIy, they arc much older than the Crab and Vela pulsars. This agrees
with the fitct that the gaseous remnants rrom
those supernova events cilnnot be detected at all ;
they havc completely dispersed into interstellar
space in the nieantitne. Note that in this Plate
North is to the left.

Plate 140

1 4 Another interesting object in Vela is
NGC 3132, a pretty planetary nebula. Planetary
nehul:le are small gaseous structures surrounding
a central star. More than 1500 such objects are
known. Most of them have regular shapcs, like
spheres or shells. which appear like rings when
projected onto the sky. The term "planetary nebula" or " planetary" for short, was given to these
nebulae long ago, because when viewed through
a moderate-sized telescope, they look like planetary disks.
The central star of a planetary nebula is usually faint. but it is always very hot. I t is typically
a star o r a few solar masses in an advanced evolutionary stage, which has ncarly depIetcd its energy sources. Before it becomes a white dwarf
star, it throws away some of its mass. The star's
outer layers are blown oTf and form a small nebula which expands with a vclocity of 20-30 km/s.
Eventually this matter disperses into interstellar
space.
The matter in the nebula, mostly hydrogen,
is heated by the short-wave radiation from the
central star. It is hottest near the star, where
the radiation is strongest. Here, the oxygen
atoms arc ionized and shine with a beautiful blue
colonr. Further out, the radiation is weaker, and
consequently the gas is less hot. Here. the red
H, line becomes the do~ninantone.

141 The bright star that is seen near the centre
01' NGC 3132 posed a problem for many years.

It is an A-type star and is not suficiently hot
to deliver the energy that is necessary to cause
the observed ionization of the atoms in the nehula. But wlicrc does the energy then come from?
This qucstion was answered in 1976. when the
ESO 3.6-m telescope was tested, soon after installation. As shown in this series of short exposures, thc A-star has a faint companion. The angular distance between the two stars is only 1.6
arcsecond. A detailed analysis showed that the
companion star is very hot, around 100000 K,
and very luminous in the ultraviolet spectral region. It is very small: its radius is only 4'' of
that of the Sun. It is located near the geometrical
centre o r the nebula and there is no doubt that
this hint, hot star is the encrgy source that keeps
thc NGC 31 32 planetary nebula shining.

Plate 141
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142 The q C~~rinlrc,
Nrhlrlr, NGC 3372, is a
giant H I1 region. It lies in the Carina spiral arm
at a distance of 8 000 light-years. Inside the nebula we find the Carin21 OBI association, with an
estimated aze of a few million years, and there
are also a Tcw young clusters. One of these cIusters is NGC 3293 at thc edge o f the nebula, near

the upper right corner or the photo.
The ncbula has a diameter of 3", or 400 lightyears, and is much bigger than the Orion Nebula.
Although it has been less studied, here too we
have thc impression of cnonnous amounts of
luminous gas flowing frorn a central area. The
centre of thc ncbula is near tlic tip of the overexposed V-shaped area. ahovc the two broad lanes
of absorption.

143 This photo of the central part of the q Carinae Nebula lias been given a special treatnient,
which was rcccntly developed at ESO in order
to reveal the maximum detail. Tlie nebula appears liere as a very co~nplcxstructure with several star clustcrs, with emission nebulae in the
form of arcs, rims and filaments, and wit11 a large
number of dark clourls, of which scveral have
the size and shape typical of globules.
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144 The heart of the q Carinae Nebula is the
star q Carinae itself, seen here to the left of the
centre. It is a peculiar star with a remarkable
history. It was observed in 1677 by the English
astronomer Edmond Halley (1656-1742) as a
4th-magnitude star. Later it was recorded as an
irregular, variable star and towards 1840 its
brightness increased considerably. It reached a
maximum in 1843, and was then brighter than
Canopus, a Carinae. q Carinae was at that time
the second brightest star in the sky, surpassed
only by Sirius. During the following decades it
faded and it has been invisible to the naked eye
for more than one hundred years. Now it is again
slowly increasing in brightness.

Upon closer examination, however, it appears that it is not the star itself that has varied
so dramatically. The star is now embedded in
a small nebula, 0.4 light-years in diameter, which
is so dense that it absorbs most of the light from
the star in the visual region; only a small part
is re-emitted. In the infrared spectral region the
nebula is much more transparent, and q Carinae
is in fact the strongest infrared source in the sky,
apart from Solar System objects. Spectral measurements in the infrared show it to be a star
with extreme characteristics. With a luminosity
5 million times that of the Sun, it is one of the
most luminous stars in the Galaxy. Its total mass
is over 100 Solar masses, but it loses gas at a
rate of 0.07 Solar masses per year, much more
than any other known star. The outflowing gas
produces the surrounding nebula, which expands
with a velocity as high as 700 km/s. The fast
rate of mass-loss appears to have started when
the star was at maximum luminosity. During the
following decades, the outflowing gas condensed
into so much dust that the obscuration soon
caused a noticeable decrease of the star's apparent brightness. Such a high rate of mass-loss cannot, of course, continue very long, a few hundred
years at the most. Coming generations of astronomers may anticipate further dramatic changes
in q Carinae; it may possibly become the next
supernova in our Galaxy.

This photo is a colour-composite made from
wide-band filter exposures in blue and red, together with a narow-band filter exposure in the
green oxygen line. The colours are not entirely
natural. The Keyhole Nebula at the centre is
worth noting. Its upper part is a dark, circular
area, partly covered by patches of luminous gas.

Plate 144

145 On our tour along the Milky Way. wc cncounter Centaurus twice, both before and aftcr
Crux. Most of the part of Centaurus that lies
wcst or Crux is covercd by this photo, which
has been enhanced to reveal faint nebulosity. It
is a composite of two plates; note the optical
reflection o f i Centauri in the upper half.
We are here also looking at the Carina spiral
arm, at a distancc of 6000-8000 light-ycars. The
emission nebula IC 2944 contains one of tlic
richest groups or luminous 0 and B stars in the
southern sky, known as the Centaurus OB 2 association. The massive stars were born inside a
giant molecular cloud, and created an expanding
bubble of hot gasscs insidc the cloud. Eventually,
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Fig. 19

this bubble reached thc stirface of the cloud and
burst wide open. We are at present looking down
into the remaining cavity. and the rugged walls
are clearly visible. particularly along the western
edge or [he ncbula. The hot gasses arc still slowly
expanding and escaping 6ronz the cavity,
Towards the centre of IC 2944 a number of
liny dark objects are visible. They are known
as "Thackeray's globules", after the South ATricall astronomer A.D. Thackeray (1 910-1977),
who first discovcrcd them in the early 1950's.
146 This i s a closer look at Thackeray's globules in the nebula IC 2944. The irl~rnediateimprcssion rrom he photograph is that the globules
are breaking up and somchow being destroyed.
Indccd, this is probably just what is happening.
The hot and luminous OB stars. onc o r which
is seen just beneath the biggest glohule, elnit intense ultraviolet radiation. When tllis radiation
hits the globules. it creates an " ionization shockrront", a n area in which 1101 gas is in rapid motion. Thc front slowly eats its way into the globules, evaporating their surface layers. This can
be seen as a bright rim around thc biggest globulc. llnhonlogeneities i n thc globulcs and instabilities in thc shock fronts create the jagged appcarance of t l ~ cglobules, and all over tl~cirsurfaces small pieces and clumps break OK. Evcntually all the globtiles will be destroyed by evaporation and will disappear.

147 NGC 5367 is a comctary _globule, with a
dense head bordered by a bright rim, and with
a Iong, luminous tail. Its apparent size is fiiirly
large; from the tip of the head to thc end of
the tail it covers more than one degree of the
sky. Jts actual sizc is less well known. bccausc
it has provcd difficult to determine its distancc.
If it is between 1 500 and 3000 light-years away,
its size would be no less than 30 to 60 light-years.
Star formation usually occurs in the galactic
plane. where most clouds of gas and dust are
located. I-Iowever, somc clouds at liighcr galactic
latitudes arc known, and young stars liave been
round in some of these. NGC 5367 is such a case,
situatcd 21 dcgrces above the galactic planc.
Four young stars arc associated with the
dense hcad; onc or them is it binary star. The
components of this binary are B-stars, t1i;tt is,
lhcy arc rnorc massivc than tlie young, low-mass
stars that arc usually associated with globules.
Infrared observations or tlie densc hcad itsclf
havc rcvcnlcd an infrarcd sourcc, wliich is a
young star still cmbedded in tlie globule.
Little is known of why this globule has developed its long tail and how star formation was
initiated. Contrary to the cometary globules in the
Gum Nebula. which all point towards very luminous 0 stars, there are no such stars near NGC
5367. A possibility is that a tnassivc star. somewhere to the north-west, exploded as a supernova some tirnc in tlie past. The blast wavc movingout through spacecoilld liave hit a small cloud,
forming the long tail and, by compressing tlic
cloud. it might liavc initiated the birth ofnew stars.
148 This ncgativc print shows the nebulosity

NGC 3576 and soriie other objccts in Carina,
south o r thc clustcr NGC 3590, wliich is visible
close to tlie upper edge. It is obviously an active
itrea with many hot spots, dark clouds, globules
and pretty ncbulous arcs.
Plate 147

Plate 148

In astronomical research, the century-old
technique of photography has for several purposes been overtaken by a variety of more
powerful methods, which also permit observations over a wider spectral range. However, photography is still superior whenever large regions
of the sky have to be searched in order to identify
interesting areas that are worthy of subsequent,
dedicated research efforts. This photo is a typical
example. A previously little-known nebulosity,
east of the famous q Carinae Nebula, here appears as a most exciting field in this photographically masked and enhanced print.
There are plenty of possibilities for interesting research in this area, but little has been done
so far. Perhaps this new photo will persuade
some scientists to have a closer look.

2.4 The Milky Wayfrom Crux
to Norma
149 The Milky Way in Crux and Centaurus
is a narrow band that contains very few bright
objects. One reason for this is that the nearest
spiral arm in the area, the Carina-Sagittarius
arm, is far away at a distance of 8 000 light-years.
Crux got its name from the cross that is formed
by its four bright stars, a, P, y, and 6 Crucis.
This is the celebrated Southern Cross, easy to
spot in the sky and well known from poetry,
but in reality somewhat less impressive than
most travellers from the northern hemisphere anticipate. Next to it, the naked-eye observer sees
the Coal Sack, a veritable "hole" in the Milky
Way. It is an oval-shaped, dark cloud, 8" long
and 5" wide, on the borders of Crux and Centaurus. At times it has also been called the Black
Magellanic Cloud or Magellans's Spot. Only a
single, faint star is visible to the naked eye inside
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the Coal Sack. But this photo clearly shows that
it is no hole; lots of stars are seen behind the
cloud. The Coal Sack is quite inhomogeneous.
There are areas where many stars are seen, and
areas where only a few stars can be seen through
the cloud. Analysis has shown that the absorption of light by the cloud varies from 50% in
some areas to 90% in others. The distance to
the Coal Sack is 550 light-years.
Fig. 20
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In Centaurus we find two very bright stars:
a and Centauri. In the list of the brightest stars
they rank as number 3 and 10 respectively.
a Centauri is a binary of low luminosity, only
a little more than that of the Sun. It owes its
apparent brightness to the fact that it is very
close, only 4.3 light-years away. It is the second
nearest star, while the nearest one (apart from
the Sun, obviously!) is a remote, companion orPlate 149

biting a Centauri. It is a small dwarf star called
Proxima Centauri, with a luminosity only 0.01OO/
of that of the Sun.
The distance of Proxima Centauri is 4.2 lightyears, while the Sun is only 8.3 light-minutes
away. This difference clearly shows the emptiness of space even in the galactic disk. The British astronomer Sir John Herschel (1792-1871)
illustrated the distance to a Centauri (Proxima
Centauri was not yet known) with the following
words :
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"to drop a pea at the end of every mile of
a voyage on a limitless ocean to the nearest
fixed star, would require a fleet of 10000 ships
of 600 tons burthen, each starting with full
cargo of peas ".
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150 The Milky Way in and around Norma is
rich in faint stars, while there are few bright ones.
A lane of dark matter, stretching from a Centauri to Scorpius, crosses the field, but the absorption is moderate and many stars are seen
through the dark clouds. Like the Coal Sack,
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An investigation of the population of stars in
the solar neighbourhood has shown that, in the
mean, there is only one star per 260 cubic lightyears.
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this lane is best seen in the panorama. The field
holds a number of pretty galactic clusters, but
only a few, faint, luminous nebulae. In Plate 156,
we shall have a closer look at a little known
nebula in Ara, NGC 6188, which is connected
with the cluster NGC 6193.

-- -

Plate 150

1-58

Plate 151.

152 Crux is the s~nallestof all the constcllations, and it is known not only Tor thc Southern
Cross, but also for this beautiful stellar cluster,
famous under the appropriate name o r the J ~ w l c ~ l
Bos. The designation is NGC 4755 and the
brightest star is h- Crucis at 6th magnitude. The
cluster is young and contains several blue supergiants, like K Crucis itselr, and also a number
of more evolved red supergiants. When viewed
t h r o u ~ ha small telescope, it is an impressive
clustcr ordiffcrcntly colourcd stars, and it is also
dimly visiblc to the naked eye.

153 The planetary nebula IC 4406 lies at the
outskirts 01' the Milky Way in Lupus (thc WolT).
It belongs to the class of bipolar nebulae. Its
shape seems to be cylindrical with material flowing along thc axis of thc cylinder in both directions.

154 Tlie planetary nebula Shaplcy 1 is a beautiful example of a regular shell nebula. The shell
appears as a misty veil. Its mass is not very impressive, only about 0.1 solar mass.

Plate 152 . Plale 153

Plate 1 54

3 59

155 A closer view of the Milky Way at the
border of Norma and Ara reveals many patches
of dark clouds and a few open clusters. There
is an area with emission nebulosity around the
cluster NGC6193, and a strange object,
NGC 6164-65, which looks like a reversed "S".
NGC 6164-65 has some similarity with a planetary nebula. There is a star at its geometrical
centre, but the nebula itself is unusual. From
its appearance, it is difficult to decide whether
it has the shape of a bar or of a torus. The central
star is a triple system with a hot, blue star as
its main component. Again it is not clear whether
this star or one of its fainter companions ejected
the material which formed the nebula.

160

[NGC~J~~
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Fig. 22
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161

156 The open cluster NGC 6193 in Ara, with

the bright star HR 6187, is at a distance of
4000-4500 light-years. It is a young cluster of
bright 0 and B stars, the ultraviolet radiation
from which keeps the emission nebula
NGC 6188 glowing.

162

Remnants of the giant molecular cloud out
of which the cluster formed are still visible as
a long irregular front of dark material to the
west of the cluster. On astronomical timescales
this is a very short-lived region. The cluster stars
were born a few million years ago, but they have
already managed to destroy a large part of the
original cloud. The bright and diffuse red rims
of the molecular cloud's front facing the luminous stars are evidence of the continuing evaporation of the outer layers of the cloud. Such a
region, with its violent interaction between a hot
emission region and a cold dark cloud, is an ex-

cellent environment for star formation. A star
near the plate centre is surrounded by a blue
nebula. It is seen in front of the molecular
clouds, and provides evidence that stars are being produced in these clouds. Furthermore, a
small, red nebula with three faint stars in a line,
seen a little further down in the very darkest
part of the molecular clouds, has been found
to be an active star-forming region. Infrared observations, which enable astronomers to look inside such a cloud, have revealed a small group
of newborn stars, still embedded in the cloud
from which they were formed.

Plate 156

2.5 The Milky Wayfrom Scorpius
to Scutum

\

OPHIUCHUS

M 62d

157 Here the Milky Way in Scorpius, Ophiuchus and a part of Sagittarius is shown. As indicated in Fig. 23, the direction of the centre of
our Galaxy is in Sagittarius, near the borders
of the two other constellations. Scorpius is well
populated with open clusters. Two open clusters,
M 7 and M 6, are outstandingly bright. M 7 is
the brightest and the nearest of the two. Their
distances are 800 and 1600 light-years and they
are both of medium age, of the order of one
hundred million years. M 7 is the southernmost
object in Messier's catalogue. Two bright globular clusters, NGC 6388 and M 62, are situated
in Scorpius and Ophiuchus. The nebulae in this
area are faint and very red. This is to some extent
due to absorption of their light in the intervening
clouds, which are clearly seen on this Plate.
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158 This area of the Milky Way in Sagittarius,
Serpens Cauda (the Serpent's Head) and Scutum
(the Shield), completes our tour along the southern Milky Way. The celestial equator crosses the
galactic equator east of Scutum in Aquila, just
outside this field.
It is a magnificent area, especially in Sagittarius, and it contains no less than 13 Messier objects. Here we find several famous emission nebulae, the Lagoon Nebula (M 8), the Trifid Nebula (M 20), the Omega Nebula (M 17) and the
nebula M 16. There are also several open clusters, M21, M23, M25, M 18, M 2 6 and M 11,
and two globular clusters M 22 and M 28, which
appear nearly starlike on the small scale of this
photo. M 24 is not a cluster, but a cloud of stars,
or rather a bright area of the Milky Way seen
against the surrounding dark clouds.
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159 We start OUT tour at the rishr edge of

Pl:~teI57 and shall first take a closer look a t
the cluster NGC 6231 and i t s surroundings. I t
is ;I young cluster with many hot stars. and it
rams the nucleus or the Scorpius OBI association. This association. a t a distance of 6 500 lightyears. contains 70 0-type stars in a volume
about 200 light-years in diameter. The ages of
the association and the cluster are similar and
htivc hccn determined as 5 million years. The region must hrtvc hecn n very effective birthplace
for massive stars. Among the many luminous
stars, he most magnificent one is i'Scorpii.
This star is very lun~inous,it may radiate as
much cnergy 3s one million Suns. Its close neighbour, a s scen from Earth,
Scorpii, is much
lcss luminous. although it looks brighter. This
is because c' is a nearby star, only 100 light-years
away. while i'is at a distance of' 6500 lightyciirs
Today thc area of the Scorpius OBI association is no longer a fertile area Tor star formation.
Ultraviolet radiation and stellar winds have
blown away most or the material and have made
3 lnrgc cavity. The cavity i s enclosed by a shell
.of ?:is that is ionized and shines in H, Fight, as
seen on this photo exposed in red light.
Thc shell, of which the southern part is
clearly xcen, might be interpreted as the remnant
of a supernova explosion, although its appearance makes this explanation less likely. Moreover, we now know that strong stellar winds
rsom hot stars are able t o produce low-density
cavitics in the interstellar medium.
The nebula north-east of NGC 6231 i s
1C 4628. I t seems to be swept by strong winds
which blow more or less a t right-angIes to the
direction of NGC 623 1. IC 4628 is somewhat
closer, at a distance of 5300 light-years. and it
probably has n o immediate connection with
NGC 6231.
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Plate 159

The unusuaI, elongated object seen on the
right belongs to a category that is known among
aslronomers as "elephants' trunks ". Such structures are orten found at the edges of H II regions.
and they have received this peculiar name, because of the striking resemblance. They are
formed when newborn massive stars appear in
a dark mnlccular cloud and start to push the
surrounding material away, creating an expanding bubble or hot gas. The walls of such a bubble
are unstable, and while most of the walls continue to recede from the luminous young stars,
dcnse tongues of material are sometimes left behind. These objects therefore aIways point towards one or more rnassivc 0 and B stars. In
the particular case seen here, the elephant's trunk
points toward NGC 6231. Bccausc o r the compression of the material, new stars can be horn
here, The nebulous stars seen in the rront of and
along the elephant's trunk have just bccn
rorrned. Spectroscopic observations have shown
that these young stars are more massivc than
our Sun, but much less tnassivc than the luminous stars in NGC (1231.
160

IC 4628 has a n interesting morphology.
Thc nebula is split into two separate parts. which
are connected by a bridge of strongly absorbing
matter. It is also dotted with patches of dark
and or Iu~ninousmattcr. The stars in the cluster
just bclow the nebula are responsible for the ionization of the gas, possibly together with some
other stars imbedded in the nebula. Other open
clusters in the area are NGC 6242 at the top
of thc Platc, and NGC 6268 near its north-eastern corner.

Plate 160

161 Wc find this globule in the constellaLion
ol' Ophiuchus. Such globules, which Lire namcd

altcr thc Dutch-American astronomer Bart Bok
(1906-1983), are small, isolated and very compact clouds, ofien with a strikingly round or
syrnmctrical shape. Thcy normally have sizes between 0.5 and 3 light-years. which is rathcr small
when compared to :In average interstellar cloud.
They arc usually very densc at tl~circentrcs. and
they therefore completely block off the tight
from the stars bcl~indthem. When a Bok glohulc
is seen through a large telescopc against a rich.
Milky-Way star field, i t looks like ;z dark "Hole
in l l ~ cMcavcns" - as Willirt~nI-Icrschcl dcscri bed
it when hc first silw one in I~islelescope.

162 Thc bipolar nebula NGC (1302 has scvcn~l
l'caturcs in common with planetary nebulne, hut
it is rnucl~more energetic. Its gas flows ontwar~ls
with velocities or up to 400 kmls. which is Icn
tirncs hstcr than usual in planctarics. Until now,

no central star has been round in this nebula.
but spectroscopic nieasu remen ts have revealed
that ~ h central
c
area is very hot and activc.
NGC 6302 is very close to thc galactic equator and is sccn on Platc 157 as a small patch
dcep rcd in colour. bccansc much ol' the light
is emitted in the red spectral line of H, and also
in two red lines of nitrozcn. Furthcrmorc. it is
Iocnted behind dark clouds and its light is reddened whcn it passes tlirot~gh thcsc clouds on
its way to us (see Platc l(i3).

Plate 163
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163 NGC 6334 is a small, but complex, emission nebula in Scorpius. It is in the Carina-Sagit-

tarius spiral arm at a distance of 5700 lightyears. The nebula shines with a bright red colour,
due in the first place to strong emission in the
H, line, and secondly to a "reddening effect".
Reddening is caused by the selective absorption
of light by interstellar matter. Blue light is absorbed about five times more strongly than red
light. The interstellar matter acts like an optical
filter that suppresses the blue light of a background object much more than its red light. As
can be seen on Plate 157, the entire area around
the nebulae NGC 6334 and NGC 6357 is filled
by dark, partly transparent clouds. These clouds
are at a distance of 3500 light-years and are
therefore in front of the two nebulae. In the case
of NGC 6334, the clouds absorb 98-99% of its
blue light, but only 90-95% of its red light. This
is why it appears redder than it really is.
The blue stars that ionize the nebula also suffer a strong reddening effect and appear faint
in this photo. They are even fainter and there
are fewer of them than would be expected. However, radio measurements have confirmed that
there are more hot, luminous stars in the nebula
than can be seen here. The other hot stars hide
within and behind very dense, dark clouds in
the nebula itself. Some such clouds can easily
be seen in the photo.

Plate 163

Plate 164

Plate 165 see following page
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166 This is a view towards the centre of our
Galaxy, which is hidden behind a dense, dark
cloud (Fig. 26). Behind that cloud there are several others. Together they let so little light pass
that any attempt to investigate the nuclear region
by optical methods is bound to fail. But the radiation from the centre at other wavelengths is fortunately able to pass through the clouds. From
numerous radio and infrared studies, we have
begun to learn the true nature of the mysterious
nucleus at the centre of our Galaxy.
More than any others, radio astronomers
have made decisive contributions to our understanding of the complicated structure of the central region. Early studies in the 21-cm wavelength of neutral hydrogen revealed the presence

of a central rotating disk. Outside it there are
a number of isolated condensations, which have
apparently been ejected from the centre at high
speeds. At a distance of 10000 light-years from
the centre, a spiral arm in the galactic disk is
moving outward with a speed of 53 km/s. Observations of other spectral lines in the radio region
have mapped large clouds of interstellar molecules, such as CO, OH and H,CO. Many of these
clouds seem to lie in an expanding ring, symmetrically arranged around the centre, and
which has a radius of 800 light-years.
From radio continuum measurements, it has
long been realized that the strong Sagittarius A
radio source is associated with the galactic nucleus. Improved angular resolution has split the
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source into two, Sagittarius A East, which is
probably a supernova remnant with a diameter
of 30 light-years, and Sagittarius A West, a spiral-shaped structure of radio emission from ionized gas about 10 light-years across. Recent observations with very high resolution have further
revealed a compact radio source, called Sgr A*,
in the middle of Sagittarius A West. Sgr A* is
coincident with an infrared source and is now
considered to be the true nucleus of our Galaxy.
Sgr A* is very compact, its radius is too small
to be determined with current radio and infrared
techniques, but it must be smaller than 10 astronomical units, that is approximately the orbital
radius of the planet Saturn. It has been suggested
that Sgr A* is a black hole surrounded by a so-

X

Fig. 25

Fig. 26

Plate 166 see p. 177 - Plate 167 see p. 176
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called accretion disk, a rotating disk from which
matter streams into the black hole. The black
hole itself is by definition invisible, but radiation
in a large range of wavelengths can be expected
from the accretion disk. Although Sgr A* is
unique in the Galaxy, it is similar to the nuclear
radio sources of other galaxies, for instance the
one in the Sombrero Galaxy (Plates 16-19).
It is not inconceivable that the properties of
the nucleus of the Galaxy are similar to those
of the quasars, but on a much smaller scale
(Plates 119-120).
167 This field is a continuation of the field on
Plate 166 (Fig. 25). It is a transitional area where
we move from the disk of our Galaxy, which
is dominated by absorbing clouds, to unobscured
regions outside the disk where we see the distant
stars of the nuclear bulge. Whereas we find half
a dozen globular clusters in this field, there is
not a single open cluster here. One globular cluster and the area around it is of special interest,
because this is where the famous Baade's Window
is situated. The German-American astronomer
Walter Baade (1893-1960) noticed that the area
of sky around NGC 6522 is exceptionally rich
in stars. He correctly concluded that it is a relatively unobscured area in the disk, where the distant stars in the nuclear bulge, in particular the
red giants, can be observed. This is a true window, in which the bulge can be observed optically to within a distance of only 2200 light-years
from the nucleus. However, due to the enormous
crowding of stars in the window, such observations are not easy.

168 This picture illustrates a classical method
of stellar investigation. It shows a Milky Way
field around the Omega Nebula, M 17 ('just
north-east of the centre), and the M 18 stellar
cluster (below the centre), as photographed
through a prism with the ESO Schmidt telescope.
Since this prism is placed in front of the telescope, the technique is known as "objectiveprism photography". The light from each star
is dispersed by the prism into a short spectrum;
with this particular prism and photographic
plate, the upper end of the spectrum is at 5 500 A
in the green region, where the spectral sensitivity
of the photographic emulsion rapidly falls off.
The lower end of the spectrum is around 3 000 A,
in the ultraviolet; the terrestrial atmosphere is
opaque at shorter wavelengths. During the
2-hour exposure, the telescope was moved slowly
in the east-west direction so that the spectra were
widened.
Upon closer inspection, it is easy to see lines
in the stellar spectra. They are caused by the
absorption of light at particular wavelengths in
the outer layers of the stars. From the exact position of a line in the spectrum, it is possible to
deduce which atoms caused it and consequently,
an analysis of the absorption lines in the spectra
will tell us the chemical composition of the stars.
However, a star's spectrum is even more dependent on its temperature. The appearance of these
spectra, therefore, first of all allows us to classify
the stars by their temperature.
In general, cool stars have spectra with many
absorption lines and hot stars have spectra with
few lines. Most spectra of cool stars have two
strong lines very close to each other in the middle
of the spectrum; they are caused by atoms of
ionized calcium in the stellar atmosphere. In the
spectra of hot stars, the lines are progressively
closer spaced towards shorter wavelengths; these
lines are all caused by neutral hydrogen. Note

also some spectra with dark (emission) lines near
the top end. Such spectra indicate that the star
possesses an envelope of hot gas. One of these
objects is near the centre of the picture - there
is another near the middle of the right edge.
169 M 8 or NGC 6523 is also called the Lagoon
Nebula, a name derived from the broad dust lane
that crosses the nebula. It is a bright, extended
emission nebula containing the galactic cluster
NGC 6530, which is at the centre of the Sagittarius OBI association. The distance to NGC 6530
has been determined as 6000 light-years, and the
cluster is only 2 million years old, very young
in astronomical terms.
The brightest star on this Plate is 9 Sagittarii,
a hot 0-type star. It is responsible for much of
the ionization of the nebula, including a number
of bright rims that face the star. The core of
the Lagoon nebula is the Hourglass Nebula, here
just weakly visible to the right of the dust lane.
The Hourglass Nebula is extremely young, probably no more than 10000 years old, and the
equally young star next to the nebula, called
Herschel 36, heats the Hourglass Nebula. Herschel 36 is a new-born star now emerging from
its parent cloud, but which is still very obscured.
In several respects, the Lagoon Nebula is
similar to the much closer Orion Nebula (Plate
127). Here too, a dense, cold molecular cloud
has been found behind the nebula, and the edge
of this cloud is being attacked by the strong ultraviolet radiation from the hot NGC 6530 stars.
The evaporated material is the hot and luminous
gas that streams away from the cold cloud.

Plate 169 see page 180
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170 On this Schmidt-telescope plate. which was

exposed in red lisht. we see the full extent of
the Lagoon Nebula. It is a large objcct. and the
stellar cluster previously mentioned. NGC 6530,
is here near the centre o r the nebula, whereas
most cluster stars are outside the brishtest area
shown on Plate 169. The large nebula is surrounded on three sides by lanes of dark clouds.
To thc cast it has an extension. a broad but faint
band of nebulosity with a number of brighter
spots, of which some arc emission nebulae and
others are reflection nebulae.
The entire area can bc described as a hugc
dark cloud of %as and dust, some areas on the
front of which are made visible by illunlination
from stars. Some of the starlight is reflected by
dust particles and produccs a reflection nebula.
and some ionizes the gas and produces an emission nebula. In some places new stars are born.
and among these a Tcw. very hot ones, ionize
huge arcas or gas and produce the large, bright
nebula that we observe as the Lagoon Nebula.
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171 M 20 or NGC 6514 is also called the Trifid
Nebula, since dark lanes of dust clouds within
the nebula appear to divide it into three parts.
It is an example of a Stromgren sphere (see
Plate 58). Near the centre, to the left of the dark
lane. there is a small cluster of very hot stars.
These stars elnit a lot of ultraviolet radiation,
which maintains the ionization of thc surrounding nebula. At a certain distance from the stars
all the UV radiation has been absorbed in this
process. All gas outside this border therefore rcmains neutral. Such a radiation-limited nebula
has a sharp boundary between it and the surrounding neutral gas.
172 In Sagittarius. close to the galactic equa-

tor, we encounter the red nebula M 17, also
named NGC 6618 or the Omega Nebula (see
also Plate 168). I t has a beautirul red colour,
which grades into rose-coloured and white in the
hottest areas. In this photo thc white area is not
.just a matter oS overexposurc. In the hottest part
of the nebula, the intensitites of the differently
coloured spectral lines emitted by the gas are
distributed in sucli a way that the resulting visual
impression is one of white light.
The structure of M 17 is similar to that of
the Orion Nebula. A strong infrared source and
a molecular cloud have been detected southwest
of M 17. The cluster of hot stars that heat the
gas is less impressive here, and the formation
of new stars appears to have come almost to
a standstill.
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2.6 Milky Way Objects at High
Galactic Latitude
The Milky-Way objects that have been described
so far are all in or near the disk, and are therefore
seen in the band of the Milky Way. However,
some types of objects are situated outside the
disk and are distributed over a much larger volume. For instance, the space occupied by the
globular clusters is nearly spherical and their
density decreases with the distance from the ga-
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lactic centre. This is why we see so few of them
in the northern sky, while we find more than
one hundred in the general direction of the galactic centre. In addition to the globular clusters,
the very old halo stars also occupy a moderately
flattened volume. Other types of stars and the
planetary nebulae have an intermediate distribution and may also be encountered at high galactic latitudes. The following plates show a selection of globular clusters and planetary nebulae which are situated outside the band of the
Milky Way.

173 At a galactic latitude of -24", in Sagittarius, we find the globular cluster M 55 or
NGC 6809, which is here shown in colour. The
general impression of its colour is red or orange.
The brightest stars in globular clusters are red
giants. They are evolved, moderately massive
stars that have run short of fuel. At this late
stage of their lives, they spend a relatively short
period as red giants before their luminosity begins to decrease and they slowly fade into insignificance. They are sufficiently numerous to give
the globular cluster its reddish colour. No blue
giants are found here, and there is no interstellar
gas and dust. The formation of stars in globular
clusters ceased billions of years ago.
The determination of ages of globular clusters of our Galaxy is subject to considerable uncertainty. There is no doubt, however, that they
are very old; according to modern measurements
most are in the range between 10 and 16 billion
years. They were among the first objects to be
created when our Galaxy was formed. They
cover a wide range in mass and luminosity, from
the equivalent of a few thousand Suns, up to
a few million. M 55 is a moderate-sized globular
cluster of less than 100000 solar luminosities.
It is a 7th-magnitude object at a distance of
20000 light-years.

174 Like several other globular clusters, this
giant one in Centaurus, NGC 5139, was originally named as if it were a star. It is called w Centauri, and on the panorama (Plate 122) it appears as a fourth-magnitude object, 15" north
of the galactic equator. Its central part is very
dense and luminous; this is why it can be mistaken for a single star. In reality it is a huge cluster,
with a diameter of more than one degree, or
more than twice the diameter of the Moon. It
is significantly larger than the field shown in the
present photo. Its outer parts are quite sparsely
populated, but the total number of member stars
still adds up to several millions.

w Centauri is an old cluster, about 15 billion
years old according to recent determinations. It
was formed very early in the history of the Galaxy, at a time when the matter in the Galaxy
was a nearly pure mixture of hydrogen and helium, with only a very small percentage of heavier elements. At this very early time, only a few
supernovae had exploded, and the gas had not
yet been significantly enriched with elements like
oxygen, nitrogen, etc. This purity can still be recognized in the atmospheres of the w Centauri
stars, where the metal content is only a few percent of that in the Sun.

w Centauri is one of the globular clusters
with the most variable stars. Periods have been
determined for close to 200 of these stars; most
of them are of the so-called RR Lyrae type. Like
the Cepheid variable stars (Plate 37), these stars
are particularly valuable because they can be
used for distance determination. From the measured light variation, the intrinsic luminosity of
an RR Lyrae variable star can be calculated with
good accuracy. It is then a relatively simple matter to find their distance on the basis of their
apparent magnitude. The distance to w Centauri
has been determined as 16500 light-years by this
method.

175 Far south in the constellation of Tucana
and close to the Small Magellanic Cloud, we find
NGC 104 or 47 Tucanae. After 01 Centauri it is
the second brightest globular cluster in the sky,
and to the naked eye it appears like a star o f
fifth magnitude. It was one o r the pioneer observers of the southern sky, the Frcnch astronomer Lacilille (1 7 t 3-1 762), who first recognized
that it was a cluster and not a single star.
47 Tucanae is so far from the Milky Way
that the foreground stars are few. It is also well
separated from the SMC, and there arc few SMC
stars in this field o r the sky. It is, in other words,
fairly easy to select cluster stars. because most
stars seen in this area are members of the cluster.
The 47 Tucanae globular cluster lies at a
distance or 13000 light-years and it has a number of interesting reatures. I t is among the
'"younger" globular clusters; about 10 billion
years old, and its stars have a fairly high content
or heavy elcments. Its metal content is ten times
higher than that measured in older clusters, but
still three times lower than the metal content in
the solar atmosphere. This large difference between old and young globular clusters has puzzled astronomers considerably. I t means that the
metal enrichment o r the interstelIar medium during the first few biIlion years after the formation
or the Galaxy must have been more erficient than
was previously thought. Heavy elements. including the metals, arc produced deep inside massive
stars at a late stage in their evolution. The most
erficient way of moving the metals from the stars
inlo the interstellar gas is by means of supernovi~
explosions. It is now assumed that supernovae
werc fairly frequent during the early life or the
Galaxy. These first supernovae effectively produced gas with heavy dements out of which new
generations of stars were formed.
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176 Far from the galactic equator, in the constellation of Grus (the Crane). we encounter this
pretty, somewhat difruse, planetary nebula,
IC 5148150. Its central star stands out clearly and
the form of the nebula is very resular. Its shape
in space is most likely to be a shell, or possibly
two shells, of which the inner one is sli_ghtlyelongated in the north-south direction.
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177 The Helix Nebula or NGC 7293 is situated
in Aquarius at a latitude of -57". To visual observers, even to chase who use a medium-sized
telescope, the Hdix Nebula is not particularly
impressive. It is large, with an angular diameter
about half as large as the disk of the Moon.
It has a green hue and one does not see much
structure. However, photographic techniques re-

veal its complicated fine structure. This is particularly true when using a film sensitive to the
red H, line; the human eye is insensitive to faint
light af this colour. But best of all, colour photography shows the full beauty of the Helix Nebula. The present colour photo is a composite of
three hf ackand-white exposures in the telescope,
as described on page 2.

In the nebula itself, the sequence of colours
from the central star outwards is a measure of
the intensity of the ultraviolet radiation from the
star. Close to the star, the colour is violet because
the intensity here is sufficient to ionize neon and
oxygen. At the outer edge the intensity is less
and the deep red H, line is dominant. In the
intermediate zones the colours are mainly blue
and pink; they are produced by a mixture of
emission lines from hydrogen, helium, nitrogen
and oxygen.
The three-colour superimposition method is
nicely illustrated in the photo. Quite accidentally, a minor planet in the Solar System was
located in this direction when the exposures were
made at the telescope. This object is named " Irene" and is number 34 in the list of minor planets. Since it was moving south-west, the colours
are separated along a short trail that points in
this direction. The first exposure was obtained
in blue light, the second in green light, and the
third in red light.

3 Minor Bodies
in the Solar System

178 The famous Comet Halley was photographed in the southern constellation of Sagittarius on March 21, 1986. At this time it was
moving towards the band of the Milky Way.
It had a long, straight gas tail, the outer parts
of which are lost in the glare of the Milky Way.
The bright object to the right of the Milky Way
is the overexposed image of the planet Mars.
Compare this photo with Plate 157-1 58. The orientation of thus picture can be seen in Fig. 24.
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The previous pages contain many examples of
regions in which stars are formed, and we must
assume that our own Sun, like any other star,
was born in such an area. And yet, the investigations of the events that led to the formation of
this particular star and the planetary system around it have a special importance for us. Looking back through billions of years, to the time
when the young Sun was about to emerge from
its cloud, we try to get a glimpse of our own
origin. It is not surprising that many current efforts in observational and theoretical astrophysics are directed towards the understanding of the
processes that took place when the Solar System
was born.
The minerals in the Earth's crust can be dated
by radioactive methods and it has been found
that the oldest rocks have ages of about 4 billion
years. Slightly higher ages are deduced for some
lunar rocks and for some of the meteorites that
have fallen on Earth. Combining this knowledge
with theoretical investigations of the evolution
of the Sun, there is a general consensus that the
Solar System was formed 4.5-4.6 billion years
ago. At that distant epoch, a small region with
gas and dust in interstellar space became denser;
it may well be that this was caused by the pressure from an exploding supernova nearby. When
a certain density had been reached in the small
cloud, its own gravitation led to further contraction, and the Sun was ultimately formed by condensation at the centre. The surrounding cloud
was flattened by slow rotation and we must assume that the major planets and many smaller
ones were formed from local condensations in
this disk. After a relatively short time, perhaps
only about 10 million years, much of the remaining gas and dust had been swept up by the planets. Then came a period when the major bodies
in the Solar System collided with most of the
smaller ones, but once this was over, the remain-

ing planets settled down on their own, individual
paths. For reasons that are not fully understood,
our Earth was the only planet that came to harbour biological life and that was able to protect
it long enough for human beings to emerge as
the most complex life-form.
Our Solar System is thus a relative newcomer
in the Universe. Its age is only about one third
of that of the Universe. The Sun is an entirely
normal star of intermediate size, which, according to our computations, has now lived through
half of its expected life. During this time, it has
been burning hydrogen into helium, and the matter of which it was formed has now been significantly changed. The same is true of the inner
planets, where geological processes have left little, if any, of this original material. Even the
surface of the Moon was completely transformed
during its early history.
Therefore we must turn elsewhere if we want
to find samples of the original material of which
the Solar System was formed. We must look at
the most "primitive" bodies in the Solar System,
which still contain such material. These are, first
of all, the comets and the meteorites, but most
likely also many of the minor planets. Recent
years have seen an increased, scientific interest
in these minor bodies of the Solar System, and
related ground-based as well as space-based research has given us important new insight into
our own origins.

3.1 Meteoroids and Minor Planets
Most people who have had the opportunity to
observe the night sky from a dark site have also
seen a "shooting star", or meteor, which appears
as a fleeting streak of light in the sky. More
rarely, a really bright "fireball" moves across
the sky, leaving a long trail behind. Some of
these fireballs are so bright that they can be seen
during daytime. These events are all caused by
meteoroids, solid pieces of rock from space that
glow because they are heated by friction when
they enter the Earth's atmosphere. Most meteoroids are too small to survive and they burn up
entirely, but some of the larger ones fall to the
surface, where they can be found and analysed.
Since 1957, there are also artificial satellites
in the sky. They can be seen as a moving, bright
point, sometimes of variable intensity. On astronomical photographs, they produce long,
straight lines during the exposure, and it can be
difficult to distinguish them from meteor trails.
Normally meteors have shorter trails which are
rather uneven. This is because of the rapidly
changing rate of vaporization as the meteor
moves through the increasingly dense layers of
the atmosphere.
Most minor planets cannot be seen with the
naked eye and as they are much farther away
than both meteors and satellites, they move
much more slowly across the sky and their trails
on astronomical photographs are much shorter.
Most of the minor planets have orbits between
the planets Mars and Jupiter. Their orbits are
normally close to the Ecliptic, that is the orbital
plane of the Earth. Trails of minor planets are
therefore mainly seen in those areas of the sky
that are near the great circle of the Ecliptic.

179 This multiple. bright meteor trail was re-

corded photographically during a two-hour exposure with the ESO Schmidt telescope. A relatively large meteoroid, pcrhaps weighing a few
l~undrcdgrams. entered the Earth's atmospherc
and due to friction with the air molecules, its
surFace was rapidly heated. At some point, the
meteoroid broke into several pieces, which continued their fall alans parallcl lines. The picturc
shows a small portion of at least six trails: another very faint one is seen east of the brightest
part, Note how the intensity changes along the
trails :is they cross the field, which contains a
distant cluster of rnlaxics in the constelIation of
Eridanus. The bright galactic star at the bottom
is of course far beyond the meteor. but the fact
that its image is more intense ("whiter") than
the trails leads to a well-known optical illusion
by which i t seenis to bc in front ol' the meteor.
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180 The straight. unbroken line that crosses
this photo rrom top to bottom is not a meteor
trail. hut an artificial satellite. The intensity is

relt~tivelyconstant along the trail, indicating that
cither the satellite rotates very slowly or that it
has a spherical shape. A second sateIlitc. which
moved in an east-west direction. is rotating relatively fmt and its trail shows a regular pattern
or intensity variations. The moments of maximum lisht occur when a small area on the satellite's surface reflects the sunlight directly towards
the telescope. Since the satellites may have ap-
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peared in the field at any time during the twohour exposure, in practice it is not possible to
idcntify them. Also thc spccd with which they
moved cannot be inferred from the trail alone.
Nowadays, most wide-field photographs
contain one or morc satellite trails. Although
they are not normally detrimental to the astronomical research done with these plates, thc
sheer number of Earth-orbiting- satellites and
space debris recorded this way is a serious reminder of the rapidly increasing "pollution" of
space.

181 The first minor planet (or "asteroid") in
the Solar System was found on January 1, 1801.
It was named "Ceres" and now figures as no. 1
in the official list of minor planets. which by
mid-1987 contained no lcss than 3600 such objects. Cercs has a diameter of about 1000 kni
and is the largest of them; the smallest known
are no more than large boulders, which measure
around 100 metres across. Since the end of the
last century, searches for minor planets have
been based on the discovery or moving objects
on photographic plates.
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T w o ~eohniquesarc used. The first one consists in cornparin_p two short-exposure plates of
tl~csame Iielil of sky, abtlrined on consecutive
nights. Whereas the stars rcrnnin Ilxed. a minor
planet will have cl~anzcrdits position in the meantime. I t can therefore he identified as a moving.
star-likc point, The other metlaod is simpler:
when the exposure time is long enough, the movin? niinor planet appears as a short [rail. If a
similarly oriented trail is seen on latcr plates,
it cannot bc that or a meteor, i t must belong
to a minor planet.
This picture illustrates the discovery of a fastmoving minor planct. On October 2, 1975. a
photoyr~rphiuplate was obtained with the ESO
Scl~rnidttelescope of the field around tllc Sculptor Dwurl' Gr~lnxy(PI:ltc 68). A long trail was
scen. 17~31the vcry ccntrc of this galaxy. Another
pl:~cc. taken two days later, confirmed that the
1r:ril was ~ 1 2 3 1O S ;i rast-moving minor plmct. Indeed. it niovcd s~ first that no further plates
cr>ulrl hc ohtaincrl. Fortunately, this object was
ag;~indiscovcrcd in 1978 a t thc Palomar Obscrv:~tr)ry. I t then became possible to calculate its
orhik and it was given the number 2 100 and thc
name " 1x3-Shalom ". Ir belonp to a very special
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class of minor planets witti small, elongated orbits that arc alrnosl entirely inside the orbit or
the Earth. In the point of its orhit that is closest
to the Sun (the perihelion), it i s just outside thc
orhit of Mercury. (2100) Ra-Shalom was about
24 million krn from he Earth when this picturc
was made.
Although most known minor planets
in orbits between Mars and Jupiter and
Ehercrore never approach t11e Earth, a Tew have
very difSercnt orbits and may come much closer,
I n Plate 181 one of these was shown when i t
was 60 times more distant than the Moon.
01hers come even closer, and it is quite re:isonnhle to believe that the Earth once in ;I wlijle
collides with 21 miner planct. Scveri~llarge craters
on the Ei~rtlz's surf;ice bexr witness to such
events. which fortunately must he rare.
A near-miss happcncd in late 1976. On Octnhcr 24 oS that year. a long trail of r - ~minor
planet was round on a photographic plate, obtained at the Palomar Observatory. The object
was confirmed two days later and was apparently moving with very high spced, indicating h a t
it must be near the Earth. An announcement
182-1135

move
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was sent by thc Ccntrnl Tclegram Bureau of the
International Astronomic;~l Union to all ohservatories around the world will1 a request fbr
further ohscrvations or this particntar object,
Four photogn~phswere obtained at ESO on the

nights of October 28 (Plate 182). Octobcr 29.
(Plate 18.3). Octohcr 3 1 (Plate 184) and November 1 (Plate 185). They are reproduced here
at a common scale. Since all of them wcrc rnadc
under cquiv;~lentconditions and with neurfy the
same exposure time, they provide a clcar illustration ~ 3 how
f
thc small planct rapidly rccedcs from
Earth while at the same lime its brightness decreases.
Tracing the motion h:~ckwards,it was round
that this object passed only 3.2 million krn rrom
thc Earth on Octobcr 20. 1976 - that is about
three titnes the distance of thc Moon. At the time
of the first ESO picture (Plate 182), it was only
9 miljion krn away. Its diameter is about 100 rn
and a collision with the Earth would have been
dramatic. Sincc its orbit is being continuously
changed by the gravitational pull of Venus and
the Earth. such an event may happen in the
ruture. I t is now known as (2340) Hathor and
it is one of the smallest minor planets known.
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I n t 936. a minor planet was discavcred at

thc Royal Observatory. Ucclc, in Belgium. Its
orbit was round lo cross that or the Earth and
it was named "Adonis". I t was observed fbr
somc months and then hccalnc too faint to be
photographed with the telescopes then available.
Forty-one years latcr, a detertnined attempt took
place to "recover'* this minor planct. The best
possihle orbit was computed on the basis of thc
sparse observations in 1 936 and extrnpolated
forw:lrd to 1977. Ilowever. due to the large uncertainties involved. Adonis* position in thc sky
was not wcll known. Sevcral observatories
turned their large Scl~tnidctelescopes towards the
arca or sky in which ArInnis was supposed to
bc sccn during a rntlzer close passage lo the Earth
in February 1977. One trail was round by Amesican ;~stronomers,hut it could not bc confirlncd
because of bad wcat her.
This ESO Schmidt photo providcd the dcfinite proof rlzat Adonis had indceri bccn Sound
after so many ycars. I t was obtained on February 24. 1977. Thc telcscope was set to rollow the
expestcd motion or Adonis; this is why rhe stars
arc sccn as (sligf~~ly
wissly) trails. Two cxposurcs
werc made on thc s:lmc. d a t e and Adonis is
therefore seen twice. 21s two tiny dots near the
ccn tre.

II
I
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187 It is estimated that there are more than
100000 minor planets in the Solar System with
diameters greater than 100 metres. Up to 1987,
about 400000 positional observations had been
made of 3600 numbered minor planets and an
unknown number of others. Every year, accurate
orbits are computed for 100-200 new ones,
which are then added to the official list and receive a number.
Many of the new minor planets are found
during dedicated search programmes. These are
carried out by regular photographic patrol observations in selected fields near the Ecliptic.
Others are found by chance during observations
made in other astronomical research pro-
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grammes. This colour picture is an example of
the second kind. On two successive nights, deep
photographic plates were obtained of the field
around the comparatively bright, Sc galaxy
NGC 451 7. It happens to lie within a few degrees
of the Ecliptic and both plates show large
numbers of trails of minor planets. They were
superimposed in the photographic laboratory in
such a way that the first plate was given a green
colour and the second, red. In this way, the trails
on the first plate are green and those on the
second, 24 hours later, are red. Figure 28 helps
to identify the trails and also indicates the direction of motion. None of the minor planets in
this field have yet received a number, and their

Fig. 28

orbits have not been determined. However, from
the speed and direction of their motions, it appears likely that they all belong to the main-belt
minor planets, that is those between Mars and
Jupiter.
The strange image south-west of the centre
is the reflection of a bright star, outside the field.
188 When a botanist finds a new plant, he is
traditionally entitled to give it a name. When
a discovery is made in other sciences, the discoverer has the privilege of naming the new object.
This is also the case in astronomy, although certain rules must be adhered to. For instance, in
view of the unlimited number of stars in the sky,
the International Astronomical Union, which is
the sole organization responsible for designations of celestial objects, long ago decided that
stars cannot be given names, only numbers.
However, minor planets with well-determined
orbits may be given reasonable names by the
discoverers.
The minor planet seen at the centre of this
picture, a little north-west of a galactic star, is
a rather faint object. It was originally found on
this short-exposure plate, obtained with the ESO
Schmidt telescope in 1976, by comparison with
other plates taken on following nights. The faint
dot was moving and could therefore unambiguously be identified as a minor planet. At that
time it was given a preliminary designation:
" 1976 UH". More observations became available in the next year and in December 1979. It
was given the number 2187 in the official list.
Soon thereafter, the ESO astronomer who discovered it decided to name it after the mountain
on which the ESO observatory is located. This
minor planet now carries the name "La Silla".
Quite apart from the pleasure of discovering
new objects in the Solar System, this type of research also has other aspects. In order to investi-

gate the properties of the minor planets and to
learn more ahout their origin, we must know
how many there are and in which orbits they
move. Whcn we know the orbit ot' a minor
planet, we can investigate the object using other
methods, and determine its size and surface composition. In this way, wc can also pick out tlie
unusual ones, and study them in niorc detail.
As is the casc Tor other objects in the Universe,
we lcarn much from "pathological" planets. I t
is an open question whcther we shaI1 cver mine
precious metals rrom the surf:ice or selected minor plancts, but the capt;~insof T~~turc
spaceships
will undoubtedly apprcciate our accurate charts
of the dangerous passage through the minor
planets' main hell.
189 Sornc minor plancts are influenced by the

giant planct Jupiter's enormous gravitational
Iield and now rnovc in orbits that are governed
by the Sun and by Jupiter. Such plancts typically
move near Jupiter's orbit, about 60" ahead of
or behind Jupitcr, and they always slay relativeIy
close to thc Ecliptic. Thc minor planet that is
seen as a star-like spot. at the very centre of
this picturc, is a n cxception to this. It was found
at ESO in 1976 and its mean distance from the
Sun is about 750 niillion km, similar to that of
Jupiter. Mowcver. its orbit is inclined at almost
40 degrees to the Ecliptic, so that sometimes it
is Tar above, and sometimes it is far below this
planc. At onc point in its orbit it is almost
500 million km above the plane, higher than all
othcr known minor plancts but one. Quite appropriately, it carries the name Stentor ", after
thc Famous Greek warrior in the Illiad. whose
voice was louder than 50 men topcther. It has
long bcen a tradition to name minor planets near
Jupitcr's orbit aftcr ~ h warriors
c
of the Trqjan
war. The diameter of (21 46) Stentor is probably
about 15 km.
"
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3.2 Comets
In ancient times, before the advent of telescopes
and sophisticated astronomical measuring instruments, it was believed that the sky was forever the same. True, the five major planets
known in those days followed their own paths,
but the stars always remained in the same place.
They were firmly fixed in the sky and were considered to be an expression of divine eternity,
as opposed to the short and violent human life
on Earth. The supernatural realm of the sky was
only disturbed once in a while when a "guest
star" appeared. It is easy for us to comprehend
that such an event was always interpreted as a
sign from the gods. Three types of "guest stars"
can be recognized in historical sources : ordinary
novae, supernovae and comets. Novae are less
powerful stellar explosions than supernovae and
quite a few of these events are known from very
early sources, in particular from China and other
countries in the Far East. There are fewer supernovae in historical sources; the best known is
the one in Taurus that gave birth to the Crab
Nebula in 1054. Plenty of comets have been observed during the past 3000 years, but they can
only be unambiguously identified as such if the
sources contain an indication of motion in the
sky.
Up to 1986, the appearance of more than
1000 comets in the skies have been recorded.
The earliest observations that have survived to
our days in the form of inscriptions, consist of
little more than a mention of the sudden sighting
of a "hairy star" in this or that constellation.
More complete sets of observations are available
from about 2000 years ago. Astronomers in
those days were still uncertain about the physical
nature of comets and some considered them as
atmospheric phenomena. However, the Danish
Plate 190

astronomer Tycho Brahe (1546-1601) observed
a number of bright comets towards the end of
the 16th century. He found that they were at
distances greater than that of the Moon, thereby
definitely proving that comets belong to interplanetary space. The computation in the late
17th century of the orbits of several comets, including Comet Halley, showed that most of them
move in very elongated (elliptical) orbits. These
comets are periodic, they return at regular intervals, but others move in open (parabolic or hyperbolic) orbits and are only seen once.
The comets are the most "primitive" bodies
known in the Solar System. The recent return
of the famous Comet Halley has greatly increased interest in these elusive objects, and there
is now little doubt that they contain some of
the keys to our understanding of the processes
in the early Solar System.
190 About 20-25 comets are sighted every
year. Half of these are well-known objects that
move in elliptical orbits and have periods of revolution around the Sun of 5-30 years. The others
are new discoveries, made by amateur and professional astronomers. Most of the new ones
have very elongated orbits with periods of many
thousands or even millions of years. The majority of comets are rather faint; in a normal
year, only one or two comets become bright
enough to be seen with the naked eye. And only
about once a decade does a really bright comet
appear.
One of the brightest in this century was discovered at ESO in 1975 and became a very impressive sight in the sky in early 1976. It was
first seen on a Schmidt plate, part of which is
reproduced here. Like minor planets, comets
move slowly across the sky, and during a photographic exposure, they also form short trails.
These trails are similar to those of minor planets,

but as comets are diffuse objects, their trails are
"softer ". It can be difficult to see the difference
if the comet is very faint, and not all comets
are immediately recognized as such when they
are first seen on a photographic plate.
This particular comet was found as a small
trail on this plate, which was obtained in September 1975 for the first ESO photographic atlas
of the southern sky. The sky region is in the
constellation of Microscopium and during the
one-hour exposure, the comet moved about
1 mm on the plate. Can you find the short, diffuse trail? The position is given below (Plate 191).
Other trails of the same object were found
on plates taken in August 1975 and the orbit
of the comet was computed. It showed immediately that the comet would become a rather
bright object in early March 1976, soon after
it had passed its perihelion, that is the point in
its orbit nearest the Sun. According to astronomical custom, the object was now named "Comet
West" after the ESO astronomer who discovered
it. As it moved closer and closer to the Sun,
it became brighter and brighter and by early February 1976, it was visible with the naked eye
in the southern sky.
191 The small trail of Comet West on the discovery plate, about 6 mm from the left border
and 29 mm below the top of Plate 190, shows
the comet when it was still at a distance of
470 million km from the Sun. It had already developed a cloud around its central body, the nucleus. From observations of comets during recent
years, and in particular from the spacecraft encounters with Comet Halley in March 1986, we
have learned that a cometary nucleus measures
10-15 km across. It consists of frozen material,
mainly water and carbon dioxide ices, mixed
with dust particles of all sizes. The nucleus is
aptly termed a "very dirty snowball" and it is

covered by a very dark layer of carbon-rich material. When a comet is Tar fro111the Sun. its nuclcus i s inactive, but closcr to the Sun, evaporation
takes place Trorn the surfil'aceus it is heated by tfle
radiation from the SLIII.Thc nucleus then shrouds
itsell' in a cloud of gas and dust, called rlrc cat?lcr.
The dust particles arc released and are thcn lcft
behind along the comet's orbit. I f thc Earth
crosses this orbit, m a n y of thc dust particles
enter the atmosphere and arc seen as ~ncteors.
As Comet West moved closer to thc Sun, its
coma cxpandcd. By the action of thc sol:ir wind
(a strcam of h s t particles emitted in all directions
by tlrc Sun). gas and dust was pushcd out ti'orn
thc conlit. and rormed tails. On this photo, takcn
in carly March 1976, the blue cotour of the comparativcly narrow gas tails and the rcd colour
o r thc much widcr dust tails arc clcarly seen.
The lcngtll of thc tail was more than 100 ~l~illion
km, that is '/, o r the distancc bctween the Earth
and the Sun. About this time observations
showcd that thc nucleus had, all o r a sudden.
broken into four pieces and that the ensuing
evaporation process had become much more vigorous than expccted. Consequently. Comct West
became several magnitudes brig11ter than predicted; when it was brightest, it rivallcd the
brighrcst plancts and was scveral timcs more lun~inousthan Sirius. Amateurs and proressionals
alike cn-joycd the sight, and a largc number o r
astrophysical sludics were undertaken fro111 the
ground and rrom space. With the exception of
Comet 1-Iallcy, Tcw comets havc ever bccn studied so intcnsivcly.
T l ~ glory
c
did not last long. A rcw 111onthslater, when the come! was rapid'ly moving away, it
hecame too hint to be seen with the naked eye
and tow;~rcls the end of 1976 i t could only hc
observed with 3:irge telescopcs, We shall not see
Comet Wcsl again because its orbital pcriod has
bccn determined as nlorc than one million years.
Plak 191

192 Among the comets that have hecn discovcrcd at ESO, two havc short periods and rc[urn reguli~rlyto the inner regions of the Solar
System. I t is thought that all comets werc originally far f r o ~ nthe Sun and that they wcre formed
at the outer borders or the Solar Systcm, 4.6 bil-

lion ycars ago. Most of them now move in extremely elongated orbits that reach almost halfway to the nearest stars. Sincc the motion is
slowest in the far part of thc orbit. a comct
spends virtually all its time nt these very large
distances. in the so-callcd Oort-cloud of comets.

Plate 192
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ntu-r~cdaRcr the Dutch astronomer Jan Oort who
lirst put fcmwlrd this ~heory.This cometary
cloud surrounrls the Solar System at a distancc
ol' 3 bout 10000 billion km.
Short-period comels hilve had thcir original
orbits drnmaticnlly cl~angedby one or more pass;yes nem- one of the It~rgeplanets. This was
most likely to hllve been the case Tor the comet
that was discovered at ESO on September 5.
1977. It was round to move in a n elliptical orbit
with ;I pcriod of only 7.5 ye:lrs and was named
"Comet Schuster" after the ESO astronomer
W ~ C round
F
it. I t W ~ aS relatively faint object of
16th magnitude when this photograph was takcn
with ;I I:lrgc telescope. but the coma and a short.
stubby tail are clearly visible. Coniet Schuster
returned apliin in 1985-1 9%.
193 Almost a11 cnnicts that have been observed

in history havc orhits that rcacli inside the orbit
o f Jupiter. I t is thcrcforc of particular intercst
ivlien 3 comcf is discovcrcd that always remains
autsidc this distiince. Two such comets have been
rliscovcrcd at ESO. Thc comct with the tnost distant perihelion was found at ESO: i t is also
callcd Cor~ict Schuster and it was discovered
ahout a ycnr ;~fterit wcnt througl~perihelion.
Its tliinit~~um
dist:ince from the Sun, a t perihclion. i s an incredible 1030 million km, ncarly
halfway between the orbits of Jupiter and Saturn. Still, this co~netwas seen with it 4 niillion
km tail. indicating (hat ev:~poration from the nuclcus took place, even at that great distance. As
temperature decreases with distance from the
St~n.this observation proved the existence or ices
with a llcry low melting-point in the nucleus of
this comct.
The l'r~rtheraway n coriiet stays rrom the Sun,
~ h lcss
c its material is altered. If we want to ohserve " pure ". very old ninterial, we should theref o r ~look Iilr vcry distant comets. Unrortunatcly
Plate 193

rnovc too rapidly t o be retnincd by thc gravitational pull of lhc Sun a s they continue into interstellar space. It is also possible that they did not
come from the Solar System, but that they were
formed somewhere elsc and were interstellar visitors just passing by.
such obiects are very faint, and it is difficult to
study them with currently available techniques.
This was the case with another comet that was
lbund in early 1978 a t ESO. I t also I ~ a sa very
lorgc pcrihelion distance, 840 rnillion krn, but it
was still possihlc to obtain this picture with the
3.6-m telcscope, when it was Insre tllan 900 million km rrom the Sun. To some surprise. it shows
a weI1-developed dust tail. morc tllan 2 million
km long and thcrc is cvcn a ]lint or a g a s tail

in thc form of a short spikc cxtending from the
coma. However, n spectrum that was obtained
a t the same time only sl~owedreflected sunliglit
I'ron~dust. so in any case the amount of gas
in the coma must have been small. The stars
arc trailed, bccausc thc telescope followed the
motion of the comet during the exposure.
Both of tlicse ESO comets move in hyperbolic. open orbits and will therefore never return
t o the inner regions of the Solar System. They

194 A conlet was discovered by the Australian
amatcur astronomer William Bmdficld in late
1979. During the second half of January 1980.
it approached the Earth within 30 million km
and prescntcd itsclf for detailed study. This
photo was obtained with the ESO 3.6-m telescope when the comet was moving fast across
the sky. near the celestial South Pole. The star
trails are very long, cven on this short exposure.

T ~ cmulsion
c
was blue-sensitivc and the platc
shows the gas in the coma, A very narrow gas
tail emanates rrorn t11c nucIeus. I t consists of
~nolccules. mostly cyanide (CN) and carbon
monoxide (CO), which have been ionized by the
sotar ultraviolet radiation,
This red-light photo of Comet Bradfield
(1979 1) was taken a1 almost the same time as
Pllrtc 194. and shows the dust around thc nuclcus. Note how the dust is more concentrated towards thc centre than the gas. The smallcst dctails that can be recognized in the coma on these
two photos arc a h o i ~ t150 km across. Thc nucleus cannot be seen here since it is even smr~ller,
probably less than 10 km it1 diameter.
195
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111 1982. tlie " 1ntern;ltional Halley Watch"
w;is created as a world-wide organization of astronomers whr~would work together on Comet
I4i1llcy. By 19X6, whcn this rrlmous comet paid
its long-awaited visit. more 11ian 1000 professional, and several tlious:~nd :Imateur astrononlcrs had bccnmc linkcd to lhc IHW,
Thc prcp:tr;~tions for these observations took
scvcral ycnrs, ;lnd during tl~istime other comets
wore r11wervt.d in ordcr to tcst the cquiptnent and
to try out tlie communication links that were
csscnlial for thc succcss or the I-lnlley rese:~rch.
Onc of the comets choscn as a *' test" object was
Conzct Cromtnclin. which hr~dcarlicr been observed in thc yc3rs 1818. 1873. 1928 and 3956.
In mid-Mal*cIi 1984. it was photogruphcd with
t h t ESO Schmidt tclcscopc. I t was rt somewhat
disappointing c~bjcct. which ncvcr bccanlc
brighter t h i ~ n1OtIi magnitude. This photo in red
light shows ~ h cdusty coma. A satcllitc crosscd
thc I?cld d u r i n ~thc exposure. which was guided
on thc comci: the st;irs are therefore sccn as
~ruils.
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197 Comet Hnlley, rhe most famous or all cornets. owes i ~ name
s
to an English astronorner. Edmond I-IaIley. Soon arter [he passage of a bright
comet in 1 682, he used the theory of gravitation,
newly developed by another English scientist,
Isaac Newton, to compute i t s orhit in the Solar
System. H e was thereby able t o prove that the
1682 comet was identical to the comets that had
hecn obscrved in 1531 and 1607.1-]alley also prcdicted that the comet would return in 1758. The
actual sighting in December 1758 of " Halley's
Comct" (as it was then called), was considered
a tritrrnpli of astronomical computation and a
conjirmation of Newton's theory.
We know from historical accounts that
Comct Hallcy has bccn obscrved by peoplc in
ancient times. The first reliable observation o f
Nalley that has bccn trans~nitteddown to o u r
time was made from C11inn in the year 240 B.C.,
but [here are indications that it had been observed even earIier. With a period or about
76 years, it has been seen 30 times since. In this
century. it was widely observed in 1910-191 1.
The ncxl perihelion passage was predicted t o
takc place on February 9. 1986.

--.
-

By the late 1970's astronomers started to
look for Comet Halley, then returning towards
the inner Solar System. After several unsuccessful attempts, it was finally recovered with the
Palomar 5-m telescope on October 16, 1982,
when it was still 1650 million kilometres from
the Sun, just beyond the orbit of the giant planet
Saturn.
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The first observation of Halley at the ESO
La Silla Observatory was made less than two
months later, on December 10, 1982, with the
Danish 1.5-m telescope, equipped with a CCD
detector. In this reproduction of the original
CCD frame, it is at the centre of the circle. The
stars are trailed, because the telescope was set
to follow the expected motion of Comet Halley.
The magnitude was measured as 24.5, that is
Halley was 25 million times fainter than anything visible with the naked eye. The observation
represents a remarkable feat with a telescope of
this size. More CCD frames were obtained in
early 1984 while the comet was still beyond the
orbit of Jupiter, although its position in the
northern sky made observations from La Silla,
at geographical latitude - 30°, rather difficult.

198 Spectroscopic observations and infrared
photometry of Comet Halley began in 1985. As
the comet became brighter, more and more
northern observers joined in. Later, when it
moved southwards, it became possible to use
telescopes in the southern hemisphere. Although
the public was repeatedly told that Comet Halley
would not be a very bright object, many were
clearly disappointed when the much-awaited, famous comet turned out to be little more than
a faint, diffuse spot. As a matter of fact, Halley
was unexpectedly slow in developing a tail and
it was only in early December 1985 that a short
extension to the coma could be seen. This bluesensitive photographic exposure on December 9,
1985 shows two 3'4' long, narrow gas tails,
emanating from the coma. Most of the light originates from cyanide molecules. Halley was then
just inside the orbit of Mars and the distance
to Earth was 108 million km.

199 In euty 1986, Halley moved rapiciIy towards the Sua. By mid-January it was lost in
the Sun's g h and could no Iongar be observed
with optical telescopes orr the ground. However,
by then five spacecraft (Giorto from the Europeaa Space Agency, Vega I and Vega 2 from the
USSR, apd Sakigde and Strisei from Japan)
were flying towards close encounters with Halley, The US spacecraft ICE was due to pass Halley at a greater distance. The scientists controlh g the spacecraft urgently needed navigational
data, in particular infomation which would allow them to calculate the accurate orbit of Halley* To sumport this, a special effort was made
at ES0 to acquire astrometric (positional) data
for Hdey as soan as possible after perihelion
passage on February 9. As a result, the comet
was recovered at ESO as early as February 15,
when it was only 15' from the Sun. Owing to
the excellent obming conditions at La SiUa,

from then on, highly accurate positions cauld
be transmitted daily to the space centres, topthw with detailed infomtion about other cumetary phenomena such as outbtlrsts from the nucleus, tail structure, etc. These data represented
an important contribution to the very successful
encounters in the period from March 6-14.
On February 22, when it became possibIe to
make longer exposures, this wide-field CCD picture was obtained of Halley with at least seven
tails. The false solours make it easier to see faint
detaiIs. T b white area in Halley and the vertical
lines near two bright stars in the upper hdf of
the picture m due to over-exposure. Two gas
tass point towards the west. The length of the
longest is about 6", or 22 miWn kilometres. The
other tails, which form a wide fan towards the
nortb are rather red and consist mainly of dust
that reflects sunlight. This dust was r e l e d
from the nucleus =me days earlier, The dust
tails oue like tree-dgs, each corresponding to
214
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a parti~ularoutburst. By measuring their shape
an? dimtion, it wa.s passible to reconstruct the
sequence of outbursts that took place near perihelion. Note that on PIates 199 and 200 North
is to the left.
2Q0 On February 27, just after full Moon,
when it was difBcult to see Cornet HaIley in the
bright sky, this &lsecolour picture was obtained
by means of a wide-field CCD camera with a

special optical filter. It shows the distribution
of carbon monoxide gas in the comet's tail.
It is likely that these molecules originate h
carbon dioxide, which is present as dry ice in
the nucleus. Near the comet's heold several
"streamers" are visibIe; they axe jets of gas that
have been ejected from the coma. The tail widens
farther out and becomes less d e m as the gas
disperses into interplanetary space, On this date,
the comet was at a distance of 196 million kilometres from the E.arth, and 105 million kilom e w from the Sun.

201 This colour photo of Comet Halley on

March 1, 1986 was obtained by combining three
black-and-white photographs. Since the comet
moved during the exposures, the stars are seen
as small, differently coloured trails. The length
of the tail seen in this picture is about 1 degree,
or 3.3 million km.
Just before this picture was taken, the nucleus
experienced a major outburst. Such outbursts,
during which the region immediately around the
cometary nucleus brightens considerably in the
course of a few hours only, have been observed
in several comets before, but a detailed understanding was lacking. We now know from the
Vega and Giotto pictures of Halley's nucleus
that it is avocado-shaped and measures around
8 x 8 x 16 kilometres. The gas and dust which escapes from the surface of the nucleus does not
evaporate uniformly from the entire surface area.
The activity is limited to a small number of vents,
which become active when illuminated by the
sunlight. Since the comet rotates as do all other
bodies in the solar system, each vent alternatively
experiences "night" and "day". It seems that
the vents are particularly active during the
"morning", that is, when they become illuminated after having been in the dark during the
cometary "night".

216

The surface of Halley's nucleus is covered
by a very dark layer, probably made up of organic molecules. We do not know how deep it
is, but it is likely that there are many cavities
below it. When the heat from the Sun evaporates
the material above such a cavity and opens it
to near vacuum of space, a sudden release of
gas and dust takes place in the form of an outburst. The time interval between recurring outbursts have allowed a determination of the rotation period of Halley's nucleus; it is about
52 hours. (It also rotates around a second axis
with a period of more than 7 days.) It is remarkable that such a small body rotates more than
twice as slowly as the much larger Earth.

This photo was taken within a long-term
photographic programme with the ESO GPO
and Schmidt telescopes, which lasted from midFebruary to mid-April 1986. During this period
of uninterrupted clear skies over La Silla, the
behaviour of Comet Halley was documented in
detail. Together with photos which were obtained at other observatories, we now have a
continuous record of events, from minor changes
in the dust and gas structures near the nucleus,
to the dramatic large-scale events in the tail system (see the next Plates).

Plate 201

202-203 Thc observations of Comet Halley at
ESO continued during the spacecraft encounters
in carly March 1986. Dramatic changes were
observed in the p s tails between March 8
h (Plate 203). On the
(Plate 203) and M ~ c 10
l i r s t date. the main gas tail has a wiggly structure
; ~ n dthere are many narrow streamers on the
south side. At least seven broad, diffuse dust tails
arc l~lsovisible on t11e opposite side. The next
day, the 93s t;lil has become more disordered
and on March 10, n part of the gas tail has become entirely detached. This phenomenon.
which is also known :IS a n "elephant-trunk-type
disconnection event ", was also observed on Jan10. 1986. I t is due to a rapid change in the
direction and velocity of the solar wind. This
in tiern cnuscs a cl~angcin the interplanetary
call? charled gas t:lil. Note that on these Plates
North is to the Icft.
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All throusli the month or March 1986,
Comer Halley moved southw:ird in thc sky. In
thc nrornin~or April 3. when it was crossing the
horrfcr hctwccn lhc constellations of Corona
Austn~lisand Scorpius. it rose above the dome
ol' thc ESO 3.6-rn telescope. This dome stands
45 tn h l l and menstlres TO m across. As in
Pl;tte 178, thc fi~intparts ol' the tail merge with
thc star clouds of the M i k y Way. Thc bri_ght
stars above the dome are I ' and A- Scorpii.
AS Ctllncl I-Zalley continued outward along
its clliptic:~l orhit. i t ri~pidlyhec;~rnerainter and
E'lintcr. By mid-July 1986 the r n i ~ ~ n i t u dwas
e 10,
and ns i t WAS r n ~ v i i ~hchind
g
thc Sun. us seen
from the Entth. it coulrl no Eon2er be observed.
111 latc 1986, i t rcappcarcd as a vcry h i n t object
in tlic sot~thcrnmoslpart ot' the constellation of
Leo. Observ;~
tions cot1tin usd with tlie I;lrgesl
tclcsoopcs. I t will he Ibtlowcd Sor sevcral ycars
and u.lien t 1 1 ~nrw _~ener;~tion
of very large telcscopes enters operr~tionin tlic 1990's it nray evcn
b u c t ~ ~ possihlc
i~e
ko obscrvc Comet I-l~~llcy
when
it is ;I[ i ~ p h c l i o nbetween tl~cmost distant planets
in the Solar System, Ncptt~ncand Pluto. And
when [his Frlmous cornet returns in the ycar 2061,
upc shall krlow muc11 more about this class nf
c>hjccts. and also ahoz~t~ h rotmation
c
ot'tlie Solar Systcnr. than we do now.
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4 The Southern Sky and ESO

4.1 A European Organization
for Astronomy
To the founding fathers of ESO, the presence
in the southern sky of many beautiful and exciting objects, such as those presented in this book,
provided ample evidence of the need for the establishment of a major observatory in the southern hemisphere. For instance, the centre of our
Galaxy and the nearest galaxies, the Magellanic
Clouds, are situated in the southern sky, and
together with several other southern objects, they
are of crucial importance in astrophysical research. Before the Second World War, most astronomical observatories were established near
the centres of education in Europe and North
America. By the early 1950's the southern sky
therefore remained largely unexplored. However, at that time a wealth of astronomical discoveries in the northern sky were made with
large telescopes at the mountain observatories
in California, and thoughts about the possible
installation of similar facilities in the south
emerged in several countries. In view of the complexity and the cost, the erection of a major
southern observatory with the best instruments
in a distant place obviously called for collaboration between several nations.

-

-
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The idea of creating a European Southern
Observatory was originally put forward in 1953
by Jan Oort and Walter Baade, and during the
following years the ground was prepared for the
new organization. An important part of this initial work was a careful site investigation to find
the location that would offer the best observational possibilities. This activity was originally
concentrated around some sites in South Africa,
and a 40-cm double astrograph (GPO) was installed at the Zeekoegat station in the Great
Karoo desert. Similar investigations were carried
out at the same time in South America, mainly
by U.S. astronomers. They soon revealed that
the southern part of the Atacama desert in Chile
offered excellent conditions for astronomical observations.

4. 2 The La Silla Observatory
On October 5,1962, the European Southern Observatory (ESO) formally came into being with
the signing in Paris of a convention between the
governments of Belgium, the Federal Republic
of Germany, France, the Netherlands, and Sweden. The convention called for the construction,
installation and operation of a 3-m telescope,
a Schmidt telescope, and up to four smaller telescopes, as well as the necessary auxiliary equipment, buildings, service facilities, etc. Thus, the
combination of a large telescope and a Schmidt
telescope with survey capabilities, which had
turned out to be extremely successful at Mount
Palomar, was to form the backbone of the future
ESO observatory as well.

-

By 1963, a site was selected by ESO at
29" 15' S, 70'44' W, on a 2 400-m high mountain
ridge, officially known as Cerro Chincado, but
colloquially called La Silla (the saddle) due to
its particular shape. Here, some 600 km north
of Santiago de Chile and 70 km from the coast
(Fig. 29), nature has created a remarkably clear,
dry and stable climate. To the north is the arid
Atacama desert, to the east the massive Andes
mountain-range, and to the west the Pacific
Ocean with its cold Humboldt current along the
coast. The average rainfall at La Silla is only
50 mm/year and the temperature changes during
the night are normally less than 3" C. There is
relatively little turbulence in the air, so the "seeing" conditions are excellent, and the sky is clear
for 6 consecutive hours or more on 70% of all
nights. La Silla has long established itself as one
of the finest sites for observational astronomy
on this planet.

205 Stars rising behind the La Silla observatory.

-

-
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206 The area around La Silla is very sparsely
populated and there are no netrby major towns
or industrial activities, The nearest towns are the
twin cities of Coquimbo and La Serena on the
Pacific coast, 160 km away, and there is easy
access to the area by a secondary road from the
Panameriana highway which runs at a distance
of some 17 km from the entry point to the ESO
Pelicano Camp, seen here. ESO acquired 625 sq.
krn of land around the La Silla site (later to

Fig. 29

Plate 206

be extended to 800 sq. km) in order to safeguard
the observatory against dust and light pollution
generated by settlements or by mining activities.
This precaution has proved very useful and it
effectively preserves the quality of the La Silla
site, whereas the sky illumination by street-lights
in nearby towns has become a great problem
to many observatories in other parts of the

wogg*
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Design work began in the mid-1960's
at the ESO offices, which were initially located
in Hamburg. This work was continued by the
ESO Telescope Project Division, which was
created in 1970 and was housed on the premises
of CERN (Centre Europien pour des Recherche~NuclCaires) in Geneva. The first ESO
telescope to be commissioned (in 1968) was the
1-rn photometric telescope, Collowed by a 1.5-m
spectroscopic telescope, which was an improved
version of a similar instrument at Observatoire
de Haute-Provence in France. The GPO double
astrograph was transferred from South Africa
to La Silla, and a 50-cm photometric telescope
was buift for ESO by the Copenhagen University
Observatory, soon after Denmark joined ESO
as the sixth member country in 1967. In 1972,
the Schmidt telescope was put into operation,
and in 1976, ESO's largest instrument, the 3.6-m
telescope saw "first light ". More telescopes have
been installed since then, and these Plates show
the transformation or La Silla into one or the
world's largest astronomical observatories. The
first picture was made in 1965, the second exactly
20 years later.

L

Plate 207 - Plate 208
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To wwtmct and operate a mjor observatory in such a remote area p o w major logistics problem, Thus a large number of d c e

facilities has to be available on La Silla. They
range fram storage buildings containing almost
emythlng needed for &dy life in the desert, to
workshops of all kitlds (PLtt 209). There is a
hotel (Plate 210) with a small garden (Plate 211)
and dormit0:rfes for visiting astronomers and
technicians. AII ahstrip (Plate 212) has k n built
for the aircraft that operates b w e n the observatory and Santiag~de Cbil~,and there is a
health centre as well as secr~atiooalfacilities far
s
*
t
Swhen tiff duty. The operation of the obwvatury would b imp.ossihle without an experienced and dedicated staff. Daily - and nightly
-dudes an La Silla range from repairs of compiiwted eletrosric eguipmnt, to the preparation
of risurishing and tasty meds at odd horn
of the. day. The obsewatory must fuaction
modhly 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
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213 The growing importance of ESO is reflected by the fact that three more countries have
joined the organization since 1962. As mentioned
earlier, Denmark joined in 1967, and Italy and
Switzerland became members in 1982. Other European countries have expressed interest in closer
collaboration with ESO. Over the years, many
new activities have been added and the ESO La
Silla observatory has now developed into a small
town. This aerial view was obtained in February
1987.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

3.6-m Telescope
1.4-m CAT
2.2-m Telescope
1.5-m ESO Telescope
1.5-m Danish Telescope
1-m Schmidt Telescope
1-m ESO Telescope
0.9-m Dutch Telescope
0.7-m Swiss Telescope
0.6-m Bochum Telescope
0.5-m Danish Telescope
0.5-m ESO Telescope
0.4-m GPO
15-m SEST
Hotel
Administration Building
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214-215 The impressive dome of the 3.6-m
telescope, here seen shortly after sunset, houses
one or the largest reflectors in the world. The
primary mirror weighs 1 1 tons and is made of
fused silica, It was cast by the Corning Glass
Works in the U.S.A.and the painstaking figuring
was done by R.E.Q.S.C.in France. The telescope
is of the type known as a Ritchey-Chrktien and
rests in a fork mount. The dome has a diameter
of 30 m and a height of 45 m.

Plate 214

Plate 21 5
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Plate 216

Optimum utilization of the ESO 3.6-m
telescope was ensured by designing it as a multipurpose instrument. This entails the use of an
impressive range of auxiliary instrumentation
such as spectrographs, photometers, etc. For this
reason, the telescope has three foci: Above the
primary mirror, there is a prime focus (f/3), which
is used for direct imaging. There is a Cassegrailo
jbcus (f/&) behind the primary mirror, and this
is shown in Plate 216 with an infrared photometer. Finally, a coudk~focus (f/30) is situated below
216-217

Plate 217

the observation floor. It is used for bulky instrumentation which cannot be carried by the telescope itself (Plate 21 7). As the most powerful instrument on La Silla, the 3.6-m telescope is used
to observe faint and distant objects. An enormous variety of astronomical research programmes are carried out with it, including studies of the atmospheres or the planets in the Solar
System, of the structure of Milky Way nebulae,
and of the most distant quasars and galaxies in
the Universe.

218 Once every few years, the primary mirror
of the 3.6-m telescope is stripped of its aluminium coating and then re-aluminized. During the
operation, it is removed from the telescope and
placed in a vacuum chamber in which the mirror
surface is coated with a new layer of aluminium.
In the photo we see the perfectly reflecting mirror after this delicate operation.

Plate 21 8
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Plate 219

21 9-220 T11e 1.4-111CoudC Auxiliary Telescope
(CAT) is placed in a separate dome next to the
3.6-111 dome, to which it is connected by an 1 1 m
long lighi-tunnel. The main purpose of the 1/32
CAT is to fced the 3.6-mcoudk inslrumentation.
In this way, observations can be made with the
coudt spectrometer when the 3.6-m telescope itself is engaged in other work. Tllc CAT resls
in an "air-ulr " mounting and is driven by direct
drive motors without gears.

Plate 220
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221 Like other telescopes, the CAT is run from
a separate control room. The days, or rather

nights, when obsemers had to look through the
telescope's guider are gone. The CAT sewes
mainly to observe brighter objects at very high
spectral dispersion, and studies of the chemical
composition of individual stars and nebufae are
made with this telescope.

222 The ESO Schmidt, which was cornmissioned in 1972, is the second-largest instrument of this type in the southern hemisphere.
Its 1.62-m primary mirror is made of Schott
Duran glass and the aperture of the telescope
is 1 m. It is a photographic telescope, which is
able to record faint objects over relatively wide
fields of the sky on a large photographic plate.
It is therefore particularly suited for survey
work. The ESO Schmidt was designed in such
a way that the image-scale matches that of the
Palomar Schmidt, which was used for the famous Palomar Sky Survey of the northern sky
in the 1950's. It was therefore possible to undertake a complementary survey of the southern sky
Plate 221

Plate 222

with the ESO Schmidt. This work, which lasted
from 1972-1978, Itd to the discovery of more
than 12000 galaxies, many new nebulae and clusters of stars in the southern Milky Way, and
quite a few minor planets and comets.

223-224 Two important instruments on the
mountain are the 1.5-rn spectroscopic (Plate 223)
and the 1-m photometric telescope (Plate 224).
As the names indicate, they are mainly used for
spectroscopy and photometry of stars and galax-

ies.

Plate 223

Plate 224
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225 Since being commissioned at the end of
1983, the 2.241 telescope has enjoyed the status
of the second-largest optical telescope in use at
La Silla. It has been donated on long-term loan
by the Max Planck Society in the Federal Republic of Germany. The equatorially mounted
telescope was manufactured by M.A.N. and Carl
Zeiss. It has taken some pressure o n the 3.6-m
telescope and is used for similar astronomical
programmes.

Plate 225

Over the years several so-called "national telescopes" have been erected at La Silla, For each
of these instruments, agreements between the
owners and ESO were concluded which stipuIate
how the: available observing time shall be divided
between ESO and the national institutes. By
early 1987, 14 telescopes were in operation at La
SiIIa, eight of which beIonged to ESO and six
were national telescopes.
226 The 1.5-m Danish telescope, which has
been in operation at La SiIla since 1979, is owned

by the Copenhagen University Observatory. Its
main mirror is made of Cervit glass-ceramic and
the optical system is a classical Ritchey-Chrktien
configuration. The telescope has a Cassegrain focus only, at which a variety of auxiliary instruments and detectors can be placed. The Danish
telescope was the First on the mountain to be
equipped with a CCD detector. It is also used
with CORAVEL, a complex instrument with
which radial velocities of even faint stars can
be accurately and efficiently determined.

Plate 226

227 The first radio telescope at La Silla, the
Swedish-ESO Submillimetre Telescope (SEST),
went into regular operation in 1987. With a diameter of 15 metres, it will be unique, being the
only large telescope in the southern hemisphere
capable of operating at submillimetre wavelengths. As such it will help to fill the gap between the opticallinfrared wavelengths and the
much longer radio wavelengths. This spectral region is rich in lines from interstellar molecules,
and SEST is particularly well-placed to study
such molecules, as the centre and the inner regions of the Galaxy pass overhead, and the Magellanic Clouds are easily accessible. SEST will
also be used to study a wide variety of other
phenomena, ranging from objects in the Solar
System to the active nuclei of distant galaxies,
and the diffuse radiation left over from the beginnings of the Universe itself. At times it will
form part of an intercontinental radio telescope,
as one of several elements used for Very Long
Baseline Interferometry.

Plate 227

La Silla is an important site for SEST on
two counts. The first is its southern location and
the second is the low absorption in the atmosphere above this dry mountain site. Most of
the atmospheric absorption in the submillimetre
spectral range is caused by water vapour. The
water content in the air above La Silla is very
small and early experience with the SEST shows
the enormous improvement over a typical sealevel site.

The SEST reflector consists of 176 panels,
which can be adjusted individually. After accurate adjustment, the reflector is now very near
its optimal form. The deviations over the surface
are less than 0.1 millimetre from the ideal shape.
It is not excluded that the SEST may also be
used for some types of observations, for instance
in the infrared part of the spectrum, which do
not require high angular resolution and for
which the enormous light-collecting capacity of
the SEST will be an advantage. In astronomical
language, this mode of operation is refered to
as the "light-bucket ".
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In astronomy, direct imaging serves two purposes: astrometry, that is the determination of
positions in the sky, and photometry, which is
the measurement of the apparent brightness of
celestial objects in different spectral bands. The
determination of astrophysical parameters like
chemical composition and radial velocity is done
by spectroscopy. Virtually all telescopes on La
Silla carry spectroscopic equipment, such as the
simple objective prisms of the GPO and the
Schmidt telescope, or the highly sophisticated
spectrographs used with the 3.6-m and 2.2-m
telescopes.
During the past few years, several new spectroscopic instruments have entered operation at
La Silla. Most of them were designed at ESO
and manufactured by industrial firms in the
member countries. In particular, an entirely new
set of instruments was built for the 3.6-m telescope: a new Cassegrain Echelle Spectrograph
(CASPEC), a Cassegrain Faint Object Spectrograph and Camera (EFOSC), a facility for multiple object spectroscopy (OPTOPUS) and a large
infrared spectrograph (IRSPEC). These instruments, which are based on the latest techniques
in electronics, optics and detectors, are in high
demand not only by European astronomers, but
also by scientists from other countries.

A minor revolution has taken place in the
field of astronomical instrumentation during the
past two decades. To illustrate the great advances, some of the main auxiliary instruments
at ESO will be described.
THECCD DETECTOR
A new type of detector is incorporated into several of the new ESO instruments: the CCD
(short for Charge-Coupled Device). It has become the most important new imaging device
in astronomy, and has replaced the photographic
plate, the electronographic film and photomultipliers in a number of applications. The CCD
is a solid-state detector, usually rather small,
whose surface layer of silicon is covered by rows
of transparent electrodes. By applying a voltage
pattern to these electrodes, the silicon layer is
divided by the electrical field into a series of individual picture elements, or pixels, much like the
microscopic crystals in a photographic plate. The
CCD resembles the photographic emulsion inasmuch as an electron is liberated when a photon
strikes the surface. In photographic emulsions,
these electrons attract mobile interstitial silver
ions to create a "latent image" of silver in each
crystal, while in the CCD they are accumulated
in the pixels.
At the end of an exposure the electrical
charge of each CCD element is measured; the
higher the charge, the more photons were received. The numbers are stored in a computer
or on magnetic tape and represent the two-dimensional distribution of photons, that is an image of the area of sky towards which the telescope was pointed. Since the elements are very
efficient (they "catch" virtually every incident
photon), much fainter details can be observed
with a CCD than with a photographic plate, for
instance.

Apart from the high quantum efficiency, the
main advantages of the CCD lie in the quick
and easy accessibility of the raw data, a linear
response and a low read-out noise. CCD's are
still in a relatively early state of development,
and they are fairly small, although larger CCD's
with up to 2000 x 2000 pixels are now becoming
available. The total number of picture elements
in a large photographic plate greatly surpasses
that of a CCD, whereas the CCD is vastly superior in terms of light sensitivity and photometric
accuracy. While the sensitivity of the photographic plate is remarkably uniform over the entire surface, CCD's often have greatly varying
sensitivity from pixel to pixel, but this can be
corrected during subsequent image processing of
the CCD frames. For observations of small areas
of sky and of individual objects, the CCD is now
preferred to photography. However, when large
areas of sky are observed at high angular resolution, the conventional photographic plate is still
preferred. This situation may change once very
large CCD's become available.

228 The ESO Faint Object Spectroscopic Camera (EFOSC) entered operation at the Cassegrain Focus of the 3.6-m telescope in 1985. It
is dedicated to the photometric and spectroscopic study of faint objects, such as distant galaxies and quasars. It is one of the most eficient
optical instruments ever built, and one of the
most versatile. In a matter of seconds, the observer can switch between the five possible observing modes: direct imaging, sIit prism spectroscopy, field prism spectroscopy, multi-slit
spectroscopy, and echelle slit spectroscopy. Taking advantage of these possibilities during the
night, the observers can make optimum use of
their telescope time. For example, it is possible
to do photometry and low-dispersion spectroscopy of the gahxies in a distant cluster and to
study at moderate dispersion the spectrum of a
background quasar found on the same night.
The powerful performance of the Faint Object
Camera is well ilIustrated by this picture of stars
in the giobular cluster w Centauri. Stars of the
25th magnitude are easily seen here.

RESO 3 . 6 H TELESCOPE
EFOSC I M A G I N G MODE

*I

OMEGA CEN 15M U COLOUR
FAINTEST STARS: V MAG 2 5 . 5 APPROX
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229 Some astrophysical investigations require
the astronomer to take spectra of several objects
that are situated within a small area of the sky.
The measurement of radial velocities of individual galaxies in a cluster and surveys of stellar
spectral types in clusters of stars are good examples of this type of work. In order to increase
efficiency through simultaneous observation of
several objects, an instrument called the OPTOPUS was developed at ESO. It is based on fibre
optics and the use of a conventional slit spectrograph. The OPTQPUS adaptor frame is attached
to the Cassegrain Focus of the 3.6-m telescope,
244

Plate 229

as seen here. It uses so-called "starpiates" ; templa tcs in which accurately drilled holes allow
optical fibres to be accurately positioned in the
telescope's focal plane. Each fibre leads the light
from one celestial object to the slit of the spectrograph. For guiding, the images of two bright
stars are fed by other fibres into a small CCD
camera. The holes, and hence the optical fibres,
can be positioned with high accuracy anywhere
within the 33-arcminute-diameter field available
on a "starplate", allowirig simultaneous observations of up to 48 different objects. With a
CCD camera, the spectra of about 200 objects

of 18th magnitude can be recorded at medium
resolution in one night.
230 In addition to observations at visible wavelengths, telescopes on La Silla are being increasingly used to explore the infrared region of the
spectrum between 1 pm and 20 pm. In this spectral region, the atmospheric absorption is mainly
caused by water molecules. Since the amount of
water vapour in the air above La Silla is so small,
infrared observations can be done here that
would be difficult or even impossible at most
other places.
Plate 230

Both the l-m and 3.6-m telescopes are
equipped with infrared photometers, which
cover this wavelength range in a number of welldefined spectral bands and also provide for low
resolution spectroscopy. Similar instrumentstion
is being built Tor the 2.2-m tetescope. ln order
to achieve maximum sensitivity, the detectors
and associated optics and filters are cryogenically cooled to temperatures rrs low as 1 K (one
degree above absolute zero). Because both the
telescope and the sky radiate strongly at infrared
wavelengths, measurements must be made by
rapidly alternating the instrument's field of view
between the astronomical object of interest and
a nearby region of the sky. This is normally
achieved by using a specially designed, "wobbling" secondary mirror which is much smaller
than, and replaces that used for visual observations. These photometers contain only single detector elements and cannot produce pictures of
the type obtained in the visuaI region with photographic plates and CCD detectors. lmages can
nevertheless still be reconstructed from the signals measured as the telescope is stepped in a
raster pattern over the region of sky. Using a
specially designed "speckle interferometer" on
the 3.6-mtelescope, it is also possible to measure
angular sizes smaller than the limit normally set
by atmospheric seeing.
The most recently installed instrument, and
also the most complex, is the infrared spectrometer IRSPEC, shown here. This is a scanning grating-spectrometer which is equipped with a 32-element linear array of InSb diodes as detector
and covers the 1 pm-5 pm spectral range at medium resolution. Optically, its design is similar
to spectrometers used at visible wavelengths.
Again, in order to minimize the effects of thermal background radiation, the complete instrument is cooled in a vacuum vessel to around
77 K with liquid nitrogen. Although currently

used at the Cassegrain focus of the 3.6-m telescope it is planned to transfer IRSPEC to the
New Technology Telescope (see later) once it becomes operational.
Future infrared instrumentation plans include the use of two-dimensional array detectors,
similar to the CCDs, which are just now becoming available, and which will make it possible
to obtain true pictures of the infrared sky for
the first time.
Plate 231

231 Soon after the decision to build the observatory on La Silla, the first ESO ofices in Santiago were installed in what later became the
ESO Guesthouse. It is a place for the many staff
astronomers, technicians and visitors to rest and
relax on their way to and from La Silla.
ESO originally established its offices and
workshops in Santiago de Chile, but later most
activities were transferred to La SiUa itself. Today ESO keeps a small administrative contingent
in Santiago.
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4 3 The Headquarters in Garching
In parallel with the development of the obsewatory proper at La Silla, ESO's European
base has undergone significant changes since the
foundation of the organization.
232

'

Plate 232

With the establishment of the Telescope Project Division and the Scientific Division at
CERN, the ESQ European office was split into
two separate units, because the administration
remained in Hamburg. By 1975, however, ESO
accepted a generous offer by the Federal Government of Germany, in the form of new Headquarters at Garching near Munich, an area
which contains several national scientific institutes. In September 1980, the administration and
the Geneva-based divisions were transferred to
the new Headquarters building. For the first time
since the eady days, all of ESO-Europe was
again together in one place, with ample space
for all its activities.

Plate 233

233 With its modernistic and fwctiond architecture, the ESO Headquarters building in
Garching provides a striking framework for the
various scientific, technical and administrative
activities that have now transformed ESQ-Europe into a major scientific centre.

-235
The facilities at the ESO Headquarters include a series of well-equipped elmtronic, optical and mechanical laboratories, a
major photographic laboratory, advanced m a -

suring-machines (Plate 2341, powerful computers
Lo store and redue observationa1 data
(Plate 2351, a complete scientific and technical
library, and working space for scientists, including conference facilities. Since 1984, ESO serves
as the host institute for the Space Telescope European Coordinating Facility (STIECF), jointly
operated by ESO and ESA, the European Space
Agency. This group of scientists and engineers
is responsible for the European involvement in
the ESAINASA Hubble Space TeIescope. The
direct connection of ground-based and spacebased astronomy at ESO has been most beneficial for scientific and technicat progress within
astronomy and astrophysics in Europe, and
beyond.
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236 The photographic laboratories of ESO
were established in 1972 to undertake the production of the ESO and ESOISERC Sky Surveys, which are based on observations with two
large Schmidt telescopes in the southern hemisphere, the one at La Silla, and another one operated for the Science and Engineering Research
Council of the United Kingdom by the Royal
Observatory, Edinburgh, at Siding Spring Observatory in Australia.
The first ESO survey, which was completed
in 1978, was the so-called ESO Quick Blue Survey (QBS). For this survey, btue-sensitive Kodak plates (IIa-0) were exposed for 60 minutes,
reaching objects of 21st magnitude. This was
5 magnitudes deeper than any previous survey
in the southern sky. After development at La
Silla, the original plates were sent to the ESO
photographic laboratories in Europe. Here they
were copied and then stored away in a vault.
The copy plates, now serving as masters, were
used to obtain numerous copies on film or glass,
which form the " ESO QBS Atlas". It consists
of 606 fields, together covering the southern sky
from - 17.5" declination to the celestial South
Pole. The Atlas was distributed to astronomical
institutes all over the world.

The copying procedure requires careful work
by photographic specialists and also the use of
some novel copying techniques. Whereas it is relatively easy to achieve near-perfect quality for
single copies, it is a demanding task to maintain
high quality for the tens of thousands of individual atlas copies. Having completed the QBS Atlas, the ESO laboratory has since been engaged
in an even deeper, two-colour, sky survey. For
this survey, a fine-grain photographic emulsion,
Kodak Type IIla, is used. The IIIa plates are
available with different spectral sensitivities, a
"J" version, which records mostly blue light,
and a red-sensitive " F " version. The observational work has been divided between the ESO
Schmidt, which takes the red plates, and the
SERC Schmidt which takes the blue. All plates
are subsequently copied at ESO in Garching and
this Atlas consists of 1212 films or glass plates,
covering the same area of sky as the ESO QBS
Atlas.
In addition, the photographic laboratories of
ESO perform a variety of other tasks related to
astronomical and technical photography. Those
include the regeneration of true-colour images
of astronomical objects, such as the colour pictures in this book, and contrast-manipulating
techniques aimed at extracting the maximum information from the photographic plates. The
laboratory has established itself in a leading position as regards the developing, copying and processing techniques required by large-size photographic plates.
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ESO AND EUROPEAN
ASTRONOMY
From the outset ESO was to be the focal point
of European astronomy. This goal has been
achieved in a number of ways. First and foremost, ESO has provided access to state-of-theart telescopes and detectors for European astronomers. Secondly, ESO's own group of scientists and engineers interact closely with the scientific and technical communities of the member
countries, as well as with overseas institutes and
individuals. Most observational programmes at
ESO are based on collaboration between astronomers in more than one member country, and
often with ESO staff as well. These close links
to national research institutes are vital, and ensure that ESO remains a dynamic organization
able to fulfill its purpose of supporting and
strengthening European research.
From an organizational point of view, this
fruitful interaction is ensured by a number of
committees set up to deal with various matters
of importance. The main body is the ESO Council which consists of two representatives from
each member country. The Council determines
the policy of the organization with respect to
scientific, technical and administrative matters,
and is the ruling body of the organization. The
Council is supported by a Finance Committee
and a Scientific Technical Committee. Various
working groups, comprised of members of the
scientific community, give advice on different aspects of the VLT project (see later).

Most observers who use ESO's facilities come
from national institutes in the member countries.
They receive observing time on the basis of written applications dealt with by the Observing Programmes Committee. The work of this body is
extremely important because the number of applications far exceeds the amount of available
telescope time at La Silla. This committee therefore has the difficult task of selecting the most
important research programmes from hundreds
of scientifically interesting and well-founded applications. The Users Committee consists of observers and ESO technical and scientific staff,
who together evaluate observation reports and
comment on specific subjects, for instance various technical problems encountered during observing runs.
ESO also actively supports the flow of information among European scientists. This is done
by sponsoring the renowned scientific journal
"Astronomy and Astrophysics", and by publishing its own journal "The ESO Messenger".
Other ESO publications include a large number
of technical reports, reports and proceedings
from numerous conferences and workshops organized by ESO at the Garching Headquarters
and elsewhere in the member countries.

4 4 The Next Generation
of Telescopes
The tremendous progress in observational astronomy during this century has led to increased
demand for telescopes with big apertures. Observations in spectral bands not previously accessible are now possible with radio telescopes and
satellites, and have added to the need for identification of optically faint objects. Astronomers
quite naturally want to observe fainter and more
distant objects than is now possible. There is a
need for bigger telescopes which can reach
beyond present limits in time and space. But telescopes of huge light-collecting power are expensive, and, furthermore, there are limits to the
physical size that can be manufactured. A major
limiting factor is the weight of the light-collecting
primary mirror. A conventional 3.6-m mirror of
low-expansion Zerodur glass-ceramic must have
a thickness of about 50 cm in order to maintain
its shape when the telescope points in different
directions. Such a mirror weighs about 11 tons,
and it takes a bulky and heavy support to hold
it. An old rule of thumb says that the weight
and the cost of a classical telescope increases
with about the third power of the mirror diameter.
Fortunately, new ideas about telescope design have now led to important innovations in
telescope technology that are being incorporated
into ESO's new telescopes described below. The
new approach will make it possible to build and
operate much larger telescopes than the existing
ones - and, most important, at a price considerably lower than that of conventionally designed
instruments.

THENEWTECHNOLOGY
TELESCOPE
(NTT)

237 ESO's first new g e n e d d n tele~cd'pe,ilbw
in the construction stage, is very appropriately
termed the New Technology Telescope (NTT).
Compared to the 3.6-m telescope, it will incorporate several new features, First, the NTT will
be supported by an altazimuth mounting, which
is simpler and cheaper than conventionaI equatorial mountings. It requires two-axis tracking, but
with modern computer control this is no longer
regarded as a major obstacle.
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238 Another feature is the implementation of
the "active mirror concept". The ESO NTT primary mirror has a diameter of 3.58 m, and a
thickness of only 24 cm. The weight is only six
tons. Since the mirror is so much lighter, the
entire telescope structure can be reduced considerably in weight, and a significant cost reduction
is achieved. However, such a thin mirror will
become deformed by its own weight when the
telescope moves. To overcome this, a system has
been developed at ESO (Fig. 31) by which an
"image analyzer" (2) continuously monitors the
shape of the mirror. Using the light from a stellar
image in the focal plane (1) and the measured
deviation from the ideal image shape, the computer (3) generates corrective signals for the supporting structures of the primary and secondary
mirrors so that continuous optical perfection is
ensured. Part of this system is the active support
of the primary mirror, which has 75 active axial
pads and three fixed supports. This photo shows
the active mirror support of a 1-m test mirror
set up in the optical laboratory at Garching.

Fig. 31

Contrary to most conventional telescopes,
the NTT has two Nasmyth foci only. The auxiliary instruments are permanently installed there.
The present ESO 3.6-m telescope, by comparison, has three foci: a prime focus, a Cassegrain,
and a coudtt focus, resulting in frequent changes
of the top unit.
Another novel feature is a new type of dome,
designed on the basis of much accumulated
knowledge about image deterioration due to air
turbulence in classical domes. The possibility of
remote control from the ESO Headquarters in
Garching has been incorporated into the NTT
as a future option.
Two aspects of the NTT project must be emphasized. With the consequent implementation
of the latest technology, it is now possible to
build a major telescope of the same size as the
ESO 3.6-m at a substantially lower price. At the
same time, however, the optical performance is
expected to exceed that of the present telescope,
albeit at the expense of abandoning the multipurpose concept. When the NTT is installed at
the ESO observatory in 1988, it will be one of
the most technologically advanced telescopes in
the world and it will relieve the present 3.6-m
of some of the pressure generated by the large
number of excellent applications for observing
time. Equally important, the NTT will act as
a testbed for ESO's Very Large Telescope Project
(VLT), a 16-m-equivalent-aperture instrument
planned for the 1990's.

FOR THE FUTURE:
OPPORTUNITIES
THEESO VLT PROJECT

The performance of a telescope is dependent on
a number of mechanical and optical parameters.
The main determining factor is the size of its
light-collecting surface, i.e. the primary mirror,
which governs not only the light-gathering
power of the telescope but also its angular resolving power. Astronomers naturally want to put
larger reflectors to use. For many years, the
prime reason for increasing the size of a reflector
was to increase the light-collecting power, the
resolution being limited by atmospheric conditions. However, new observational techniques,
such as speckle interferometry, and new ideas
about telescope design, notably the concepts of
"active optics " (avoiding physical deformation
of the primary mirror) and "adaptive optics"
(eliminating the effects of atmospheric turbulence on the image) allow significantly improved
angular resolution. Much bigger reflectors than
those in existence therefore open entirely new
vistas in astronomical research. A number of
telescope projects in the 8-25-m range are currently under study.

239 Plans are well advanced at ESO for an array of four 8-m telescopes, which, when working
together, will have the same light-collecting
power as one 16-m telescope, yet at times be
able to function as four individual, giant instruments. A model is shown here. Since the angular
resolution depends on the largest diameter of the
light-collecting surface, one of the main advantages of the array concept is that when the four
8-m telescopes work together coherently, their
resolution will be much higher than that of a
single-dish instrument of similar light-collecting
power. Another advantage is that the manufacture and handling of the 8-m reflectors is less
complicated than of a 16-m dish. Still, the construction of an 8-m telescope is a formidable
task. Developing and building an instrument of
this size and complexity will have an important
impact on European industry by fostering new
ideas and know-how in important fields such as
optics and electronics.
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According to current estimates, the ESO
16-m VLT carries a price tag of 300 million DM.
Although this is a fairly small amount of money
as compared to the price of building and putting
the 2.4-m Hubble Space Telescope into orbit,
it represents a major investment in ground-based
astronomy. It is necessary to ensure that such
an instrument is placed at one of the best sites
in the world. ESO is therefore conducting extensive site tests at a number of promising mountain
peaks in northern Chile, and also at La Silla
Observatory. By the time of site selection, ESO
will have a vast amount of data at its disposal
regarding seeing conditions, sky transparency,
humidity, number of photometric nights, wind
conditions, etc. which will permit a well-founded
decision on where to place the VLT.
Technological challenges notwithstanding,
telescopes are built for observing the Universe
and the objects therein. Giant telescopes, such
as the VLT, will mean a quantum leap in astronomy, as did the 5-m Hale Telescope on Mount
Palomar, when it was commissioned in the late
1940's. Some of the major scientific goals for
the VLT are concentrated around a better understanding of the early Universe, how it was
formed, how galaxies were formed, and what is
the origin of the enormous sources of energy in
quasars. Other VLT research programmes will
be concerned with the formation of the Solar
System and the distribution and amount of dark
matter in the Universe. However, some of the
most important discoveries which will be made
with the VLT cannot even be foreseen at present.
Nature undoubtedly has many surprises in store
for users of the VLT.

240 As the Sun sets on La Silla, day-time technicians make their way back to their quarters.
For the astronomers and the night assistants it
is time to proceed to the telescopes. But these
few precious minutes are also time for the quiet
contemplation and admiration of one of the
most captivating spectacles that nature has to
offer.

Plate 240 see page 256
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This glossary contains brief explanations of some
of the astronomical terms in this book. For some
entries, a reference is made to where a further
description can be found in the text, or where
the term is illustrated by an example.

ASTEROIDminor planet (diameter less than
1000 km) in the Solar System (page 196).
ASTROMETRY
the measurement of (accurate)
positions on the sky (page 242).
A-TYPESTAR a star which is somewhat hotter
and larger than the Sun (page 4).

ABSORPTIONdimming of the light from a star,
due to material in space between the object
and the observer.
LINE area in the spectrum (waveABSORPTION
length) where little radiation is received, due
to absorption by material in space between
the emitting object and the observer
(Plate 168).
DISK disk-shaped, gaseous body,
ACCRETION
which surrounds one component in a doublestar system, as a result of transfer of material
from the other component.
ACTIVEOPTICS optical system which automatically compensates for deformations of a telescope's mechanical and optical parts
(Plate 238).
ADAPTIVE
OPTICS active optical system which
automatically compensates for image deterioration caused by turbulence in the atmosphere (page 253).
ANGULAR
DISTANCE the distance between two
celestial objects, as measured on the sky, for
instance in degrees.
RESOLUTION the smallest angular disANGULAR
tance under which two equally bright stars
can still be discerned as individual objects
by a particular telescope and detector.
APHELIONthe orbital point at which a SolarSystem object is farthest from the Sun.
ASSOCIATION
a loose group of mostly very
young stars that are still close to the interstellar cloud from which they were born
(Plate 126).

GALAXY see galaxies, barred.
BARRED
BILLION one thousand millions (1 000000 000).
BLACKHOLE a very compact body, possibly the
final evolutionary stage of heavy stars. Due
to its small size and large mass, the gravitational field at the surface is strong enough
to prevent light from escaping. Massive black
holes are believed to be present in the nuclei
of active galaxies (Plate 119).
BOKGLOBULES exceptionally dense, small interstellar nebulae of dust and gas (Plate 161).
BRIGHTNESS,
APPARENT the brightness at which
we observe a celestial object; often expressed
in "magnitudes" (page 3).
B-TYPESTAR a hot and massive star (page 4).

CCD Charge-Coupled Device, a very sensitive,
modern light detector (page 242).
c D GALAXIES see galaxies, cD
CEPHEIDa type of star with variable luminosity, due to regular changes in size (pulsations). The luminosity can be deduced from
the period of variability, making these stars
very useful for distance determinations.
CLUSTER,GALACTIC an alternative term for
open cluster.
GLOBULAR a stellar cluster of spheroiCLUSTER,
dal or ellipsoidal shape, mostly older than
open star-clusters (Plates 173-1 75).
CLUSTEROF GALAXIES a group of galaxies in
space that is kept together by mutual gravitational attraction (page 87).

CLUSTER,OPEN a stellar cluster of irregular
shape, less well defined, and mostly younger
than globular stellar clusters (Plate 152).
COMA the cloud of gas and dust that surrounds
the nucleus of a comet.
COMET a Solar-System object consisting of a
small nucleus of frozen gases and dust. When
it is close enough to the Sun for partial melting of the nucleus to occur, a coma and one
or more tails are formed (page 205).
COMETARY
GLOBULE a dense area of interstellar
clouds that becomes visible through the action of nearby, hot stars (Plate 135-137).
CONTINUUMpart of a spectrum in which neither absorption nor emission lines are seen.
DECLINATIONone celestial coordinate, corresponding to geographic latitude (page 2).
DE GALAXY see galaxies, dE
DENSITY-WAVE
THEORY a theory concerned
with the explanation of the origin of spiral
arms in galaxies (Plate 73).
DISCONNECTION
EVENT when part of a comet's
tail becomes disconnected, due to the influence of the solar wind (Plate 203).
DISK a flattened sub-system of stars in some
galaxies.
DOPPLERSHIFT the effect where light emitted
by a moving object is shifted towards longer
wavelengths if the source is receding from
the observer, and towards shorter wavelengths if it is approaching. With visible light
this causes a shift in the colour of the source
(see redshift).
DWARFGALAXIES see galaxies, dwarf
ECLIPTIC the great circle in the sky along which
the Sun moves during the year; it reflects the
orbital motion of the Earth around the Sun.
ELEMENTS,
HEAVY in astronomy, all elements
heavier than hydrogen and helium.

ELLIPTICAL
GALAXY see galaxy, elliptical
EMISSIONLINE an area in spectrum (wavelength), where radiation is emitted by particular atoms, ions or molecules. In spectra of
astronomical objects, emission lines are indicators of (hot) surrounding gas.
CELESTIAL the great circle at declinaEQUATOR,
tion 0" in the equatorial system of celestial
coordinates.
GALACTIC the great circle at galactic
EQUATOR,
latitude 0" in the galactic system of celestial
coordinates. Defines the galactic plane along
which the band of the Milky Way is found.
EQUINOXthe Equinox are the two points in the
sky where the Ecliptic intersects the celestial
equator. Because the celestial equator slowly
moves (due to the motion of the Earth's rotational axis in space), all celestial coordinates
must be specified to a particular Equinox.
In this book, equinox 1950.0 is used throughout.
VERNAL one of the two points in the
EQUINOX,
sky where the Ecliptic intersects the celestial
equator. The Sun is located here around
March 21, when day and night have the same
length.
ESO/UPPSALA
CATALOGUE OF GALAXIES a catalogue of about 15000 galaxies in the southern
sky, based on the ESO Quick Blue Survey
(Lauberts, 1982).
EXTRAGALACTIC
outside the Milky Way Galaxy (page 119).
FALSE-COLOUR
IMAGE an image in artificial colours (most often generated by a computer
programme), used in order to enhance contrast and to demonstrate certain properties
of the image.
FIELDGALAXY see galaxy, field.
OF STARS stars are born when a
FORMATION
small region of an interstellar nebula con-

tracts due to its own gravitation. This contraction stops when the central temperature
and pressure become high enough for thermonuclear reactions to start. After a while,
the remaining gas and dust around the star
are blown away and the star becomes visible.
GALACTICDISK the flattened sub-system of
stars and nebulae in the Galaxy, containing
the spiral arms. The stars are mainly of Population I type.
EQUATOR see equator, galactic.
GALACTIC
LATITUDE one celestial coordinate in
GALACTIC
the galactic system (page 2).
LONGITUDE one celestial coordinate
GALACTIC
in the galactic system (page 2).
PLANE the main plane of the galactic
GALACTIC
disk. Exactly defined by the galactic equator.
GALAXY,
ACTIVE a galaxy which emits an unusually large amount of energy.
BARRED a galaxy with a linear element
GALAXY,
running across the central area (spiral or irregular) (page 37).
CD a type of large galaxies found in
GALAXY,
central parts of some clusters of galaxies, often strong radio sources (Plate 9).
GALAXY,
CENTRE the innermost region of the
Milky Way Galaxy, possibly the site of a
black hole (Plate 166).
DE a type of very small galaxies of
GALAXY,
elliptical (or spheroidal) shape, so far only
detected in the neighbourhood of the Milky
Way Galaxy (Plate 68).
DWARF a galaxy of any type that is
GALAXY,
smaller and less massive than normal
(page 47).
GALAXY,ELLIPTICAL a galaxy of elliptical
shape, classified E0-E7 according to its degree of flattening (page 17).
GALAXY,
FIELD Galaxy not belonging to a cluster of galaxies.

GALAXY,IRREGULAR a galaxy of irregular
shape (page 45).
GALAXY,MAGELLANIC-TYPE
an irregular galaxy that resembles the Magellanic Clouds.
PECULIAR a galaxy that is unusual in
GALAXY,
some way or another, for instance by having
a strange shape (page 99).
GALAXY,
RING a galaxy with a ring-like structure, normally as a result of gravitational interaction with other galaxies (Plate 100-103).
GALAXY,
SEYFERTa galaxy with broad emission lines in its spectrum, indicative of violent
motions near the centre (Plate 119).
SPIRAL a galaxy with spiral structure,
GALAXY,
classified from Sa-Sd according to the appearance of its spiral structure (page 22).
GLOBULAR
CLUSTER see clusters, globular.
He-LINE the spectral line emitted by ionized hydrogen in the red spectral region (6563 A).
H I1 REGION a region of ionized hydrogen in
space.
HALO the spherical region around galaxies,
thinly populated by stars and globular clusters (Plate 15).
OBJECT a small bright area that
HERBIG-HARO
is seen in interstellar nebulae, near newlyborn stars (Plate 129).
HOTSPOT energetic areas near centres of galaxies, probably dense clusters of hot stars
(Plate 32).
CONSTANT the ratio between the apparHUBBLE
ent velocity of recession of galaxies and their
distance (Plate 6).
INDEXCATALOGUE Catalogue of nebulae and
galaxies (Dreyer, 1895, 1908).
IONIZATIONwhen a neutral atom loses one or
more of its electrons, it is said to become
ionized.
IONS ionized atoms.

INTERSTELLAR
MATTER gas and dust in interstellar space; much of it is concentrated in interstellar nebulae.
IRREGULAR
GALAXY see galaxy, irregular.

LIGHT-YEARan astronomical unit of distance
(page 3).
LOCALGROUP a group of about 30 galaxies, to
which the Milky Way Galaxy belongs
(page 47).
LOCALSUPERCLUSTER a group of clusters of galaxies, to which the Local Group belongs
(page 87).
LUMINOSITY
the amount of electromagnetic
radiation emitted by a celestial object
(page 3).

MILKYWAY GALAXY the galaxy to which the
stars and nebulae in the Milky Way, as well
as our Sun, belong (page 119).
MINORPLANET a minor body (diameter less
than l000km) in the Solar System
(page 194).
MISSING-MASS
PROBLEM a long-standing question about whether or not there is more material, that is more mass, in certain clusters of
galaxies than can be detected with current
observational methods. This problem has a
direct bearing on the structure of the Universe; if a large amount of "invisible" mass
exists, then the Universe may be finite and
closed, if not, then it is infinite and open
(Plate 94).
MOVING-CLUSTER
METHOD a method by which
the distance to nearby stellar clusters can be
determined (Plate 124).

MAGELLANIC-TYPE
GALAXY see galaxies, Magellanic-type.
MAGNITUDES
a commonly used system to express the brightness of a celestial object
(page 3).
MASS LOSS when an object irreversibly loses
material to surrounding space or to a nearby
companion object (Plate 144).
METEOR the visual phenomenon (" shooting
star") seen when a small particle burns up
due to friction against the air molecules in
the Earth's atmosphere (Plate 179).
METEOROIDa small body (less than 100 metres)
in the Solar System, which enters the Earth's
atmosphere. Parts of it may survive the fall,
and can later be found on the surface when
they are known as meteorites (page 194).
MESSIER
CATALOGUE Catalogue of Non-stellar
Objects (Messier, 1771-1 782) (Plate 47).
MILKYWAY the luminous band seen in the sky
(page 119).

NEBULAEextended, diffuse objects in the sky,
as opposed to stars.
HYDROGEN atomic hydrogen (H) and,
NEUTRAL
to a lesser extent, molecular hydrogen (H,),
present in interstellar clouds.
NEUTRONSTARS extremely compact stars in
which gravitational pressure is so strong that
most of the individual electrons and protons
have combined to form neutrons. The first
neutron star was discovered 1967 as a pulsar
(Plate 139).
NEWGENERAL CATALOGUE Catalogue of Nebulae and Clusters of Stars (Dreyer, 1888)
(Plate 3).
NUCLEARBULGE the spherical distribution of
stars, close to the centre of a galaxy. Consists
mainly of Population I1 stars (Plate 165).
COMETARY a small, solid body of froNUCLEUS,
zen gases and dust in the Solar System. When
heated, the material evaporates and forms
the comet's coma and tail (Plate 191).

KELVIN temperature, measured from absolute
zero (page 4).

NUCLEUS
OF GALAXY the innermost region of
a galaxy, often the site of a powerful energy
source, possibly a black hole (Plate 166).
OB ASSOCIATION a loose group (association) of
young, hot stars of types 0 and B (Plate 126).
OORTCLOUD the hypothetical cloud of comets
around the Solar System at a very large distance (Plate 192).
OPENCLUSTER see cluster, open.
ORIONARM a spiral arm in the Milky Way Galaxy, and near which the Sun is situated
(Plate 124).
0-TYPE
STAR a very hot and massive star
(page 4)PANCAKE
THEORY a theory that endeavours to
explain how clusters of galaxies were formed
in the early Universe.
PECULIAR GALAXY see galaxy, peculiar
(page 99).
PERIHELIONthe orbital point at which a SolarSystem object is closest to the Sun.
PHOTOMETRY
the measurement of brightness
(light intensity) (page 242).
PLANETARY
NEBULA a small, gaseous nebula
around a hot star at a late evolutionary stage
(Plate 140).
POPULATIONS,
STELLAR a convenient division of
stars into different classes ("populations"),
according to location in the Galaxy and content of heavy elements and, indirectly, according to age (Plate 5).
I stars with an abundance of
POPULATION
heavy elements, like the Sun, and mainly located in the galactic disk (Plate 122).
POPULATION
I1 stars with a low abundance of
heavy elements, mainly located in the galactic
halo, in the nuclear bulge and in globular
clusters. Older than stars of Population I
(Plate 122).

PULSAR an astronomical object that emits regular pulses of electromagnetic radiation. First
found by radio observations in 1967 and now
interpreted as rapidly rotating neutron stars
(Plate 139).
QUASARa star-like, extragalactic object. Such
objects are now believed to be the extremely
bright nuclei of very distant galaxies
(Plate 119).
QUICKBLUE SURVEY a photographic survey of
the southern sky, undertaken at ESO from
1972 to 1978 (Plate 236).
RADIAL
VELOCITY the speed with which an object moves along the line of sight. For distant
galaxies, it is proportional to the distance
(Plate 6).
REDDENINGdue to the selective absorption of
light in interstellar dust clouds, an astronomical object appears redder than it really is,
when seen through such a cloud. The degree
of reddening is a measure of the amount of
intervening dust (Plate 163).
RED GIANT a star which is cooler, but much
larger and more luminous than the Sun
(Plate 173).
REDSHIFTthe shift of the lines in the spectrum
of a receding object towards longer wavelengths. The lines in the visible part of the
spectrum of a receding galaxy are shifted towards the red. The redshift is approximately
proportional to the radial velocity (and therefore to the distance of the galaxy concerned)
(Plate 6).
REFLECTIONNEBULA an interstellar nebula
which shines by the reflection of light from
a nearby star (Plate 170).
RIGHTASCENSION one celestial coordinate, corresponding to geographical longitude
(page 2).

RR LYRAE STARS a class of variable stars that
can be used for distance determination.
STAR a star which has been ejected
RUN-AWAY
from a stellar association at high speed
(Plate 134).
SCHMIDT
TELESCOPE a wide-field, photographic
telescope (Plate 222).
SEEING the measure of turbulence in the Earth's
atmosphere; the angular size of a stellar image as seen through a telescope. The seeing
is normally the limiting factor governing the
angular resolution of a large telescope.
SEYFERT
GALAXY see galaxy, Seyfert.
SOLARLUMINOSITY astronomical unit for emitted energy (page 3).
SOLAR MASS astronomical unit for mass
(page 3).
SOLAR
WIND the rapid flow of atoms, ions, and
elementary particles from the Sun. Interacts
with the interplanetary magnetic field.
INTERFEROMETRY a method that perSPECKLE
mits higher angular resolution to be achieved
with an optical telescope than is normally
possible. A series of very short exposures are
made at very high magnification. These are
later combined, whereby the random effects
of atmospheric turbulence cancel out, leaving
a high-resolution image of the astronomical
object. This method has been successfully
employed to see details on the surfaces of
the nearest giant stars (Plate 57).
SPECTRAL
LINES see absorption and emission
lines.
SPECTROSCOPY
the study of objects by analysis
of their spectra. For example, spectroscopy
allows the determination of temperature, luminosity, radius and mass of stars, as well
as their age (page 242).
GALAXY see galaxies, spiral.
SPIRAL
STELLAR
POPULATION see population of stars.

STELLAR
WINDS the rapid flow of atoms, ions
and elementary particles, particularly violent
from hot and luminous stars; see also solar
wind (Plate 63).
STROMGREN
SPHERE a region around a hot star
in which the interstellar hydrogen has been
ionized by the star's ultraviolet radiation
(Plate 58).
SUBGIANTa large and luminous star, which is
smaller than a giant star.
SUPERCLUSTER
a group of clusters of galaxies
(page 87).
SUPERGIANT
the most luminous and massive
type of stars known, up to 100000 times more
luminous than the Sun (Plate 126).
SUPERNOVA
the explosion of a massive star towards the end of its evolution. Leaves a supernova remnant and sometimes a pulsar
(Plate 13, 52-54, 138-1 39).
SUPERNOVA
REMNANT
a gaseous expanding nebula that is left behind after a supernova explosion (Plate 138-1 39).
VOIDS enormous, empty regions in space, bordered by superclusters of galaxies (page 87).
WHITEDWARF STARS dense, small and hot stars,
probably the final stage in the evolution of
less massive stars.
WOLF-RAYETSTARS massive and luminous
stars surrounded by large and hot gaseous
envelopes, often members of binary star systems (Plate 63 and 132).
ZONEOF AVOIDANCE the area of sky along the
band of the Milky Way in which few or no
external galaxies are seen, due to heavy obscuration by interstellar clouds in the galactic
disk (Plate 29).
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SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
HS
OP, HS
OP, HS
SL
HS
GP, OP
OP
HS
MT
GP
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
OP
SL
NB

Plate

Object

Telescope
or camera

Emulsion
or detector

Filter

ESO 400 - G 43 area
NGC 613

2.2/VLA
3.6

CCD
I11a-J

Gunn I
G G 385

NGC 613

1.5

CCD

NGC 613

1.5

CCD

NGC 613

1.5

CCD

NGC 454
ESO 341 - IG 04
ESO 060 - IG 26 - G 27
M 87
M 87
ESO 113 - IG 45
ESO 113 - IG 45

I11a-J
111a-J
I11a-J
I1a - 0
I1 a - 0
I11a-J

NGC 6188

3.6
3.6
3.6
1.5
1.5
3.6
3.6
3.6

Milky Way

HSWC

TP-24151153-01

Orion-Puppis
Orion Complex
Orion
Orion Nebula
Orion Nebula
Stellar jet
Horsehead
NGC 2467
Vela
Carina - Crux
Gum Nebula
Cometary Globules
Cometary Globule
Cometary Globules
Vela SNR

153-01
103a-E
EPD-200
I1a - 0
098-04
CCD
103a-E
I11 a-J
EPD-200
EPD-200
103a-E
I11a-F
I11a-F
I11a-F

Vela SNR

HSWC
Special
H
2.2
3.6
1.5
3.6
3.6
H
H
Special
S
S
S
S
S

NGC 3132

3.6

NGC 3132
Eta Carinae Nebula
Eta Carinae Nebula
Eta Carinae Nebula

3.6
S
3.6
3.6

IC 2944

S

-

R. A.
(1950)

Decl.

Il a - 0
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098-04

-

-
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Ila-0
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1 cm equal to
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SJ, PL
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SJ, PL
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G G 495
R G 630

-
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SL
MT
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AD
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-
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-

neutral
Ha
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G G 495
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-

Ha
RG
RG
RG
RG

Exposure time
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630
630
630
630

G G 385
G G 495
R G 630
G G 385
G G 495
R G 630

CM
JPS
PS
MT
MT
BR
SL
SL
CM
CM
JPS
GP
OP, HS
OP, HS
HS
HS
SL

UG 1
RG 630
RG 630

SL
OP
MT
SL, JS

127-04

G G 385
0111
R G 630

IIIa-F

RG 630

GP

I11 a-J
I11 a-F
IIIa-J
Illa-J

-

Plate

Object
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-
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Telescope
or camera
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or detector
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Exposure time
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Plate scale
1 cm equal to

Observer

Thackeray's Globules
NGC 5367
NGC 3576
Crux-Centaurus
Norma

BR
OP
GP
CM
CM

Kappa Crucis
IC 4406
Shapley 1
Field in Norma-Ara

HS
SL
SL
GP
RW

-

-

NGC 6188

NGC 6334

CM
CM
GP
GP
OP
SL
RW

NGC 6334
Nuclear Bulge
Galactic Centre
Baade's Window
Obj. prism plate
M8
M 8 area
M 20
M 17

RW
GP, OP
GP
GP
GP
SL
GP
SL
RW

Scorpius-Sagittarius
Sagittarius-Scutum
NGC 6231 field
IC 4628
Bok Globule
NGC 6302

173

M 55

19h36m9

-31'

3'

3.6

174

NGC 5139

13h23!"8

-47'

3'

1.5

175

NGC 104

Oh21!"9

176

IC 5148150

177
178
179
180
181
182
183

NGC 7293
Comet Halley
Meteor trailsSatellite trails
(2100) Ra-Shalom
(2340) Hathor
(2340) Hathor

s

21h56!"5

- 72'21'
- 39'37'

zh26!"9
19h38m
4h33m
5h44m
Oh571"8
Ohl1!"8
O h l 3!"3

-21' 3'
- 26'
- 34"
- 18"
- 33O56'
- 2'44'
- 3'18'

3.6
35 SLR
S
S
S
S
S

3.6

Il a - 0
Il a-D

098-04

GG 385
GG 495
RG 630

ll a - 0
11a-D
Illa-F

GG 385
GG 495
RG 630

Il a-0
Ila-D

GG 385
GG 495
RG 630

r1

a-J
127-04

098-04

Perutz 100
I11a-F
I11a-F
I1 a - 0
I1a - 0
I1a - 0

GG385

RG 630

")

1'4

RW

53"

BN

58"

GP

60

30:5

SL

120
120
60
12
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45"
3'0
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23"

OP
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GP
RW
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::I
45
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-

RG 630
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G G 385
G G 385
G G 385

Plate

*
**
***

Telescope
or camera
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or detector

(2340) Hathor
(2340) Hathor
(2101) Adonis
Minor planet trails
(2187) La Silla
(2146) Stentor
Comet West 197511
Comet West 197511
Comet Schuster 1977o
Comet West 1978a
Comet Bradfield 19791
Comet Bradfield 19791
Comet Crommelin
Comet Halley
Comet Halley
Comet Halley
Comet Halley
Comet Halley

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
35 SLR
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6
S
1.5
S
WFCC
WFCC

I1 a - 0
I1 a - 0
103a - 0

Comet Halley
Comet Halley
Comet Halley

S
S
WFCC
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R.A.
(1950)

Mosaic images, main data only
Scale of full size panorama 1 cm = 3P2
Multiple exposures on single plate
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GPO

{If;:

I1 a - 0
I1 a - 0
I1 a - 0
EHS
I11 a-J
I11 a-J
I11 a-J
I11 a-F
098-04
CCD
I1 a - 0
CCD
Ila-D
098-04

I1 a - 0
I1 a - 0
CCD
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Exposure time
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Observer

GP
GP
HS
OP/HS
GP
GP
GP
PS
PL
AS/JS
RW/GS
GS
HS
HP
HS, G P
RW
HP, RV
RW
HS
HS
BG

Index of Objects

The Index is made up of Table 1, named objects; Table 2, Messier objects; and Table 3, NGC and IC objects. All references are to plate numbers, not to pages, and
a reference is made whenever an object is mentioned in the plate text or is indicated
in a figure belonging to the plate. Tables 1 and 2 contain cross-references between
names, Messier and NGC/IC numbers. The Index does not contain stars and constellations.

Table 1. Named objects
Name

Adonis, minor planet
Andromeda Galaxy
Antennae Galaxies
Baade's Window
Barnard's Loop
California Nebula
Carina dE Galaxy
Centaurus A
Centaurus Chain
Ceres, minor planet
Chi Persei Cluster
Coal Sack
Coma Cluster
Comet Bradfield 19791
Comet Crommelin
Comet Halley
Comet Schuster 19770
Comet West 197511
Comet West 1978a
Crab Nebula
Crab pulsar
Cygnus Loop
30 Doradus Nebula
Eagle Nebula
Eta Carinae Nebula
Fornax Cluster
Fornax dE Galaxy
Galactic Centre
Great Rift
Gum Nebula
Hathor, minor planet
h Persei Cluster
Helix Nebula
Horsehead Nebula
Hourglass Nebula
Hyades

M

NGC

31

224
4038-39
1499
5128
884

1

1952
6992195
2070
IC2177
3372

869
7293

Plate
186
4, 122
92,93
167
124,125,126
122, 124
69
12-15, 105
104
181
122
50, 122, 133, 149, 150
94
194, 195
196
178, 191,196-204
192, 193
190, 191
193
139
139
122
51-54, 56-59
124
50, 122, 133, 142-144,
148
3,4, 6, 7
70
166
122
58, 132, 134-138, 147
182-185
122
177
130, 135
169
124

Name
Hydra I Cluster
Irene, minor planet
Jewel Box
Kappa Crucis Cluster
Keyhole Nebula
Klemola 44
Lagoon Nebula
Lambda Orionis Nebula
Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC)
La Silla, minor planet
Local Group
Magellanic Stream
North America Nebula
Omega Centauri Cluster
Omega Nebula
Orion Nebula
Pavo Group
Pleiades
Ra-Shalom, minor planet
Rosette Nebula
SagDIG

M

NGC

Plate

Name
Sagittarius A
Sculptor dE Galaxy
Sculptor Group
SDIG
Seashell Galaxy
Shapley 1
Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC)
Sombrero Galaxy
Southern Cross
Southern Ring Galaxy
Stentor, minor planet
Summer triangle
Tarantula Nebula
Thackeray's Globules
Trapezium
Trifid Nebula
47 Tucanae Cluster
Veil Nebula
Vela pulsar
Vela SNR
Virgo Cluster
Whirlpool Galaxy

M

NGC

Plate

Table 3. NGC und IC Objects

Table 2. Messier-Objects
M

NGC

Name

1
4
6
7
8
10
11
16
17
18
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
28
31
33
34
35
36
37
38
41
42/43

1952
6121
6405
6475
6523
6254
6705
6611
6618
6613
6514
6531
6656
6494

Crab Nebula

45
46
50
51
55
62
77
78
83
84
86
87
93
98
99
104

-

Plate

139
122
122,157
157, 165
Lagoon Nebula
158, 169, 170
122
158
158
Omega Nebula
158, 168,172
158, 168
Trifid Nebula
158, 170, 171
158
158
158
158
IC 4725
158
6694
158
6626
158
224
Andromeda Galaxy 4, 122
598
71, 122
1039
122
2168
122,124
1960
122, 124
2099
122,124
1912
122, 124
2287
124
1976182 Orion Nebula
56,122,124-129,
142, 169, 172
Pleiades
122, 124
2437
124
2323
124
5194
Whirlpool Galaxy
91
6809
173
6266
157
1068
22
2068
126
5236
47,48, 71
4374
94
4406
94
94, 117, 118
4486
124
2447
94
4192
4254
94
4594
Sombrero Galaxy
16-19, 166

NGC

Plate

NGC

Plate

NGC

Plate

NGC

Plate

55
87
88
89
92
104
134
157
220
224
242
247
253
265
289
300
330
346
357
361
371
376
41 1
416
419
454
458
598
613
752
869
884
1039
1068
1232
1350
1351
1351A
1365
1373
1374
1375
1379
1380

76
81
81
81
81, 85
50, 175
23
27
64
4, 122
64
77
74
64
44
71,72
64
64
43
64
64
64
64
64
64
114
64
71, 122
110-113
122
122
122
122
22
8
3, 6
3
3
3-6,73
3
3
3
3
3

1380A
1380B
1381
1386
1387
1389
1399
1404
1407
1427
1427A
1428
1433
1437
1493
1494
1495
1499
1647
1746
1808
1809
1850
1854
1856
1872
1898
1903
1912
1913
1916
1939
1943
1952
1960
1973
1976182

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
8
3
3, 7
3
8
3
90
90
90
122, 124
124
124
30-32
62
51
51
51
51
51,60
51
122, 124
51,60
51
51
51
139
122, 124
126
56,122,124-129,
142, 169, 172
51
51
51
51
51
51

2014
2019
2020
2024
203 1
2058
2065
2068
2070
2099
2100
2107
2168
2217
2237-39
2287
2323
2437
2442
2447
2467
2477
2539
2547
2548
2613
2997
3109
3114
3132
3136B
3285
3285A
3285B
3293
3305
3307
3308
3309
331 1

61
51
61
126
51
51
51
126
51-54, 56-59
122, 124
51
51
122, 124
8
122,124
124
124
124
42
124
124, 131
124
124
132
124
8
33, 34
49
133
140, 141
88
95
95
95
142
95
95
95
9, 10, 95
9, 10, 95,
97
95
95
95

3316
3336
3372

95
95
50, 122, 133,
142-144, 148
133
148
8
148
133,145
8
92,93
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
94,117, 118
187
16-19, 166
104
104, 105
133,149,152
35
8
39,40
8
12-15, 105
122,174, 175
91

1984
1986
1987
1994
2004
2005

3312
3314
3315

3532
3576
3585
3590
3766
3923
4038-39
41 68
41 89
4192
4206
4212
4216
4254
4267
4294
4298
4299
4302
4313
4371
4374
4388
4402
4406
4435
4438
4486
4517
4594
4650
4650A
4755
4945
5068
5101
5102
5128
5139
5194

Table 3 (continued)
NGC

Plate

NGC

Plate

NGC

Plate

NGC

Plate

IC

Plate

IC

Plate

5236
5291
5292
5302
5304
5358
5367
5426
5427
5662
5822
6025
6067
6087
6121
6124
6134
6164-65
6188

47, 48, 71
106, 107
106
106
106
97
147
80
80
149
150
150
150
150
122
150
155
155
121, 150, 155,
156
150, 155, 156
29

623 1
6242
6254
6266
6268
6281
6300
6302
6322
6334
6357
6388
6405
6425
6438
6438A
6451
6453
6475
6494
6514
6520

157, 159
157, 160
122
157
160
157
41
157,162
157
157, 163, 164
157, 163
157
122, 157
166
84
84
166
165
157, 165
158
158, 170, 171
167

6522
6523
6528
6530
6531
6544
6559
6611
6613
6618
6626
6656
6684
6694
6705
6744
6769
6770
6771
6809
6814
6822

167
158,169,170
167
169, 170
158
170
170
158
158, 168
158,168,172
158
158
38
158
158
28
78, 79
78, 79
78, 79
173
25
66, 67, 92

6845
6861
6872
6876
6877
6880
6887
6923
6992195
7000
7293
7314
7496
7742
7764
7769
7793

85
11
96
96
96
96
21
45
122
122
177
26
46
20
8
24
8, 37, 73

434
1274
1275
1963
2082
2177
2391
2488
2554
2597
2602
2872
2944
2948
4327
4329
4329A

126, 130
170
170
3
98
124
132
132
88
95
133
145
145, 146
133,145
106
106
106

4406
4628
4651
4662
4678
4685
4710
4725
4970
4972
4981
5148150
5152
5174
5175
5267

153
157, 159,160
150
8
170
170
8
158
96
96
96
176
37
91
91
8

6193
622 1

